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ECO summit promotes ‘Silk
Road’ economic development
by Hussein al-Nadeem

To the southeast of Europe, in a region at a safe distance from nization (ECO), comprising 10 Muslim nations from the Mid-
dle East, Central Asia, and the Asian subcontinent—Iran,a Europe both economically depressed and beset with the self-

destructive political-economic Maastricht austerity ideology, Turkey, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, and Kyrgyzstan. Thenations have started a march toward economic reconstruction

and development. main objective of these nations has been economic develop-
ment. The ECO members started with planning the construc-One year ago, on May 13, 1996, President of Iran Ali

Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, President of Turkmenistan Sa- tion of transport infrastructure projects. The primary goal has
been the linking of each member-state to the others throughparmurat Niyazov, 12 additional heads of states from the re-

gion, and high-level representatives of more that 50 nations a massive network of railroads, highways, and ship lines,
and to link these countries, especially the newly independentfrom around the world attended the inauguration of a 165-

kilometer railway line linking the city of Mashhad, in north- Central Asian states, to Asia in the east and Europe in the west
through similar networks. The other major aspect of the ECOeastern Iran, to Sarakhs and Tajan, in neighboring Turkmeni-

stan (see Figure 1). This short rail line became the focus of cooperation has been to enable land-locked Central Asia,
which has massive deposits of oil and natural gas, to reachmost of the world’s media that day, because it filled a gap in

a railway network extending from China’s eastern ports on the world markets in the Persian Gulf, Asia, and Europe,
through the construction of a network of oil and gas pipelinesthe Pacific Ocean to the western European ports on the shores

of the Atlantic Ocean—the “New Silk Road.” streching from Central Asia, especially Kazakhstan and Turk-
menistan, through Iran and Turkey to Europe, through IranThe most important aspect of this New Silk Road, or Eur-

asian Land-Bridge, as American political economist Lyndon or Afghanistan to Pakistan and Southeast Asia, and through
Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan to China and East Asia.H. LaRouche and his associates in EIR have emphasized, is

that, given the right choice of policy practice in the industrial The main issue here is not the mere transport of physical
goods and passengers, or the piping of gas and oil to marketsnations in Europe and the United States, it represents “a loco-

motive, a motor for a process of worldwide economic recov- thousands of miles away. The real issue is the creation of what
LaRouche and EIR term “development corridors,” of 100-ery,” to create millions of highly productive jobs and to lift

the living standard of three-quarters of the world population 150 kilometers in width, and including high-speed railways;
roads; water canals and water management systems, includ-out of the depression and financial-banking crisis engulfing

the world economy today (see the EIR Special Report, “The ing the utilization of nuclear energy for water desalination
and industrial use; gas and oil pipelines; new cities; modernEurasian Land-Bridge: The ‘New Silk Road’—Locomotive

for Worldwide Economic Development”). agro-industrial zones; and so on. These are the preconditions
for the success of any regional economic cooperation forum
within the borders of the Eurasian land-mass.ECO’s main objective

The inauguration of the Mashhad-Sarakhs-Tajan rail line ECO seems to be taking its first steps toward such an
approach, and has put its emphasis and potentials on regionalbecame the occasion for a summit meeting of the heads of

states of the newly established Economic Cooperation Orga- projects related to the New Silk Road, as the heads of the
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member-states have repeatedly indicated. In their recent sum- Tajikistan’s, Kyrgyzstan’s, and Azerbaijan’s railroad net-
works in the future.”mit meeting in Ashkhabad on thefirst anniversary of the inau-

guration of the Mashhad-Sarakhs-Tajan line, the ECO states
reached a number of agreements consolidating their previous Oil and natural gas agreements

In this context, during the summit, a number of very sig-commitment to this development approach.
nificant bilateral, trilateral, and mutual agreements were
signed. Pakistan and Turkmenistan signed a protocol for aThe guidelines

On May 14, President Rafsanjani sketched the guidelines Joint Working Group, and agreed to make efforts toward en-
suring that physical construction on gas and oil pipeline proj-for ECO activities in the coming few years. Rafsanjani called

on the member-states to utilize the enormous energy reserves ects linking the two countries commence before the end of
the current year. However, the two countries have not madeof the region and to expand cooperation among themselves.

He said, “Taking into account the special location of the re- public the third country through which these gas and oil pipe-
lines will pass. The only two possible partners are Iran orgion, the priorities are focussed on three sectors—trade, trans-

port and telecommunications, and energy—for at least the Afghanistan. Although Afghanistan is a member of ECO, the
Taliban, who control three-quarters of the country, were notnext 10 years, so that special attention should be given to

promote the three areas of cooperation.” represented. ECO recognizes the ousted government of Bur-
hanuddin Rabbani as the legitimate leadership of Afghani-Rafsanjani added, “Another prerequisite for regional co-

operation is the formation of an organized transport network, stan. However, Western oil companies have already started
negotiations with the Taliban to build a gas pipeline fromand, because some member-nations are landlocked and do

not have an easy access to the open sea,” the matter should Turkmenistan to Pakistan through the Afghan territories un-
der their control.receive “top priority.” He said that setting up the Mashhad-

Sarakhs-Tajan rail link has been a fundamental step forward Meanwhile, Iran, Turkey, and Turkmenistan signed an
agreement calling for transfer of gas from Turkmenistan towhich has practically put an end to the transport limitations

imposed on the Central Asian nations. Turkey via Iran. The document was signed by Rafsanjani,
Demirel, and Niyazov. According to the agreement, Turk-Most important, Rafsanjani reiterated his strong stance

that “if the financial responsibility of carrying out these proj- menistan is to annually transfer 30 billion cubic meters of gas
to Turkey and then to European markets via Turkey.ects were to be given to international financial institutions,

it’s very unlikely that these projects would be achieved.” He Kazakhstan’s President Nursultan Nazarbayev also an-
nounced at the summit that the ECO heads of state approvedemphasized that the financing of these projects “should be

done internally as much as possible.” As EIR has repeatedly a pipeline to carry oil from Kazakhstan through Iran to world
markets. Nazarbayev has described Iran as the best and mostdocumented, there is not one example of a country whose

economy accepted the policy dictates or “assistance” of such economical route for transport of oil from the region to world
markets. Iran is currently importing oil from Kazakhstan atinternational financial institutions as the International Mone-

tary Fund and the World Bank, which did not end in a com- its Caspian Sea terminals in the north, for use in domestic
power generation and industry in northern Iran, because thereplete disaster.

Turkey’s President Suleyman Demirel told the ECO are no pipelines bringing its own oil from the south of the
country near the Gulf, to the north. Iran, at the same time,summit that the Iranian President’s speech was “the most

comprehensive report on the 10 nations’ Economic Coopera- sells the same amount of oil it imports from Kazakhstan for
the account of the Kazakh oil company at the Iranian terminalstion Organization.” Demirel pointed out that “if the course

of action for ECO’s future is going to be based on the in the Gulf, according to the swap deal the two countries
signed last year.guidelines provided by President Rafsanjani, ECO will

emerge successfully from some of the obstacles it is facing.” Currently, Iran and Turkmenistan are completing thefinal
stages of a gas pipeline project to transfer Turkmen gas to Iran.He added that “ECO is fully prepared for entry into the

21st century,” and that the cooperation between member- According to the $190 million project, to become operational
within the next six months, Turkmen gas will be transferredcountries would help boost the living conditions of the peo-

ple in the region. Praising the Mashhad-Sarakhs-Tajan rail to Neka, in northern Iran, through a 200-kilometer pipeline.
In the first stage, transfer of 2 billion cubic meters of gas perlink, he stressed that “the extraordinary summit at Ashkha-

bad is, without a doubt, a nascent transformation in the year has been envisaged; the amount is to be increased to 8
billion cubic meters a year later. Iran might have a similardirection of strongly setting up the infrastructure of commu-

nications and land surface transportation on the Asian conti- swap deal in the works with Turkmenistan, to sell Iranian gas
in the Persian Gulf in return for gas imported from Turkmeni-nent.” He stressed the need for connecting Turkey’s rail

network to the Central Asian countries. stan in the north.
In total, four pipelines would be set up to carry oil fromMeanwhile, the President of Tajikistan, Imomali Rakh-

monov, said that “the Sarakhs-Tajan railroad is part of a huge Central Asia, Iran, and the Persian Gulf, through Turkey to
Europe, as well as an oil pipeline passing through Kazakhstan,Asian transportation project which will eventually connect
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Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, and Pakistan. The scribed development of transport as essential for promotion
of intra-regional trade, saying that “with regards to the largefinal declaration of the ECO summit also referred to the expert

studies of setting up gas networks in Turkmenistan, Uzbeki- volume of commercial exchanges among member-countries
of Asian sub-regional organization, the infrastructures of thestan, and Kyrgyzstan to pipe gas from Central Asia to East

Asia. region for road, railway, and air transport as well as shipping
can be utilized by all member-countries.” Velayati touched
on the huge gas and oil reserves in Central Asia, the Caucasus,Transport projects

As for transport, thefinal declaration summed up the proj- and the ECO member-nations, saying that the need for apply-
ing appropriate technology for optimal use of Caspian Seaects to be carrried out in the immediate period ahead. Terming

the opening of the Mashhad-Sarakhs-Tajan rail line as very gas and oil reserves, as well as suitable land and sea transit
routes and the growing need of South and East Asia for naturalsignificant for building linkage between Central Asian na-

tions and Europe, as well as the Persian Gulf and Asia, the gas, make cooperation in the energy sector inevitable.
As EIR has elaborated in several locations, the question ofdeclaration said that “the railway will be extended from

Sarakhs to Tashkent [capital of Uzbekistan] and Almaty [cap- building the Eurasian Land-Bridge is not merely an idea or a
proposal to be adopted or not. First, the New Silk Road is al-ital of Kazakhstan] to develop trade in the region.” The decla-

ration said that railway facilities should be developed in the ready an established fact, and countries such as China, India,
Iran, and those in Central Asia, and even Russia, are cooperat-region, and that ECO member-states are required to build

more locomotives to meet the requirements of the new links. ing toaccomplish theseprojects,and theworkisgoingon.Sec-
ond, because of the massive technological and capital inputA new railway would be built between Kazakhstan and Turk-

menistan joining the Iranian port of Turkman. According to required, the industrial countries in western Europe and the
United States, if they are to act in their self-interests, have nothe declaration, Turkmenistan’s President Niyazov was ap-

pointed head of the ECO “railway consortium.” choice but to join China, Central Asia, Iran, and other nations
in Eurasia to make this great transcontinental project function,Iranian authorities are currently working to finish the rail-

way link from the Iranian city of Kerman, to the Pakistani in order to save the world economy. Otherwise, they will
plunge deeper into the current economic depression leadingtown of Mirjaveh, filling another major gap in the southern

route of the Silk Road. Another railway is planned to extend the whole world, at an accelerating pace, into a new dark age.
from Mashhad to the Iranian port of Bandar Abbas on the
Persian Gulf, cutting the distance from Central Asia to the
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LaRouche publications:
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• Pieces by Lyndon LaRouche

• Every week: transcript of the latest
EIR Talks radio interview with
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Gulf by 900 kilometers. Work is also being carried out on a
new rail line between Iran and Turkey, linking the whole
southern network to Europe.

Stronger ties to Asia
On May 18, Following the Ashkhabad ECO summit meet-

ing, another important conference was held, hosted by Iran.
The conference was attended by executives of such major
Asian groupings as the Association of Southeast Asian Na-
tions (ASEAN), the South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation (SAARC), the South Pacific Forum, and the Eco-
nomic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific. The
theme was the same: building the Eurasian Land-Bridge.

Opening the conference, Iranian Foreign Minister Ali
Akbar Velayati said: “The Mashhad-Sarakhs-Tajan railway
line and the revival of the ‘Silk Road’ has cut the distance
between Asia and Europe by 4,500 kilometers, and by using
Iran’s road and railway networks, countries in the Pacific and
Indian Ocean [basins], especially the member countries of
ASEAN, SAARC, and the South Pacific Forum, are able to
have access to the markets in Central Asia and the Caucasus.”
Velayati stressed the firm resolution of Iran and other ECO
members to establish stronger ties with other regional organi-
zations in Asia.

Velayati termed trade as conducive for cooperation and
exchange of experiences among these organizations. He de-
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Collapse of Dulles Greenway spells
doom for ‘private’ road infrastructure
by L. Wolfe

The Dulles Greenway, the 14-mile private toll road in Lou- structure privatization. “The infrastructure needs of the nation
require bold new creative thinking to break the paradigms ofdounCounty,Virginia,once toutedas thenation’spremierpri-

vate road infrastructure project, today sits on the edge of bank- the past,” the brochure states. “This venture offers a clear and
immediate answer to the problem, with the private and publicruptcy. The four-lane road, which runs from Dulles

International Airport west to Leesburg, is already effectively sector joining together to provide necessary improvements
for all citizens. . . . This pioneering effort will lead the Unitedbankrupt,havingmissed fourconsecutive$7millionquarterly

interest payments—the last one due on March 31. If no deal States toward accepting this new concept [privatization] as
the best answer to meet this critical need. . . . While the Green-can be worked out with its creditors, which include insurance

giants John Hancock and Cigna, and Barclays Bank, by the way is specifically an example of public-private cooperation
in the development of new infrastructure, this cooperativetime the next payment is due on June 30, then a formal bank-

ruptcy is inevitable, sources in thefinancial community report. approach is increasingly being advocated by leading-edge,
progressive thinkers on many fronts, including education, theState officials say that the creditors have already been

shopping the Greenway’s paper around, offering it at 20¢ on environment, and health care.”
Indeed. As word of the collapse spreads, it is likely to castthe dollar—with no takers. According to these sources, the

lack of takers signals that the $258 million long-term debt, and a dark shadow over the ability to sell similar schemes, in this
country and around the world. For example, Rebuild, Inc.,$40 million revolving credit line on what was reported to be a

$326 million project, has achieved a status lower than junk a spin-off of the group that built the Greenway, last year
announced that it had signed a letter of understanding to buildbonds. “It’s one step away from the undertaker,” said a source.

State and local officials report that the Greenway’s reve- a 50-mile private toll road-development corridor in Shandong
Province in China. Now, with the Greenway project collaps-nues amounted to less than $6 million last year—reportedly

about thesameas itsoperatingexpenses,withoutanydebtpay- ing, those plans have been put on hold, and the man who built
the Greenway, TRIP II’s former Chief Operating Officer,ments. This has led the Greenway’s investor group, TRIP II,

led by Middleburg millionaire and George Bush ally Magalen Gen. Charles Williams, U.S. Army (ret.), has left the com-
pany to take a position with the District of Columbia schoolOhrstrom Bryant, to ask for a moratorium on all debt pay-

ments. But the creditors, who already must approve all busi- system.
There has been a similar effort to market private infra-nessdecisions for thehaplessproject,havebalked,demanding

that the Greenway offer assurances that the state will go along structure projects in Ibero-America. Earlier in this decade,
Mexico’s corrupt President, Carlos Salinas de Gortari, a closewith theplan.TheGreenwaywants thestate toextendthepoint

at which the road is taken over by the Commonwealth of Vir- friend of George Bush, started turning over his country’s new
road construction to private interests, giving them controlginia, now some 40 years away, by several years; such an ex-

tension could cost taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars. over rights of way and toll concessions. The result has been a
patchwork of high-toll roads and decaying public roads, that
has led to a transportation nightmare. Despite the clear effortsBigger implications

Because the Greenway was billed by the networks of of the government to force people onto the private toll roads,
the private projects have collapsed, and the Mexican govern-George Bush who designed the project, as a “prototype” for

schemes intended to loot the more than $400 billion interstate ment is faced with the prospect of having to take them over,
at a cost of billions—much more than it would have cost forhighway system, its collapse has broad implications. One

state legislator who had originally been pulled into support the government to have built and operated the highways.
Virginia’s Conservative Revolutionary governor, Georgefor the program, said that “it certainly tarnishes the view that

road privatization is some kind of ‘silver bullet.’ ” Allen, has reportedly ordered officials to do what they can to
cooperate with the Greenway and its creditors. These officialsA glitzy brochure produced for the road’s lavish grand

opening ceremomies on Sept. 30, 1995 proclaimed that the have bent over backwards, refusing to allow the state’s De-
partment of Transportation to collect debt and late-paymentGreenway was the lead project in a “new paradigm” of infra-
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The hopes of oligarchical
financiers that the
Greenway toll road would
be a national and
international model for
privatizing roads and
other infrastructure, are
about to pop. Here,
Virginia Gov. George
Allen addresses the crowd
at the lavish opening of
the Greenway in
September 1995.

penalties of more than $4 million due on a 10-year-old bill to private borrowing,financed with Treasury-generated, low-
interest credits distributed through a national bank. Theseowed to the state. Allen has stated that he wants to see the

privatization program succeed, but he cannot promise that the credits are distributed to private contractors, who build the
infrastructure; however, the contractors are not to be allowedGeneral Assembly would go along with a rescue effort.
to own it or to operate it for profit.

Thus, the American System concept of a “public-privateWhy privatization can’t work
The Greenway scam is doomed to fail because it operates partnership” involves government financing of the private

construction of infrastructure which the government owns,against the sound principles of American System economics.
Unlike our free marketeers of today, the Founding Fathers and whose operation it regulates, never running it to generate

“profit” in the accountant’s bookkeeping sense of the term.understood that private ownership of public infrastructure
was a bad idea. The profit derived from infrastructure devel-
opment must be understood in its relationship to the economy A little history

What became the Dulles Greenway had its origins in theof a nation, taken as whole. Infrastructure enhances com-
merce, making all operations of an economy more efficient, mid-1980s, in the Reagan-Bush administration (see box). A

former Reagan administration transportation official, Ralphand thus more profitable. It is the proper function of govern-
ment to develop and operate infrastructure at the lowest possi- Stanley, hooked up with Ohrstrom Bryant to impose a plan

for a private toll road onto a state plan to extend the Dullesble cost to a user; ideally, there should be no cost at all as a
direct charge, and if there is a charge, it should be kept to Toll Road (Route 267 from greater Washington to Dulles

Airport) farther west to Leesburg. Local government officials,a minimum.
The costs of infrastructure development thus cannot be assets of the Hunt Country’s powerful families, were recruited

to the project, and a private toll road, replacing the state roadrecuperated from user fees, especially over a short time; ef-
forts to do so, undermine the effectiveness of infrastructure extension, was authorized in 1988.

Originally, the argument was that the private investorprojects, and reduce the overall profit of an economy.
This is a cornerstone of what is known as the American group could build the road cheaper and more quickly than

could the state. If the privateers had not intervened, a stateSystem of economics, as practiced by Alexander Hamilton,
and embodied within the Commerce clause of the U.S. Consti- road would have opened by not later than 1992, and possibly

1991. Despite receiving much of its right of way throughtution. In part, this clause was intended to stop the prolifera-
tion of private toll roads under the Articles of Confederation, rezoning development proffers from the Loudoun County and

Town of Leesburg governments, the Greenway didn’t evenwhich nearly choked off all commerce and destroyed the na-
tion. As Hamilton, the nation’s first Treasury secretary, pro- obtain financing until 1993, and didn’t open until September

1995. Its announced cost was more than one-third higher thanposed, infrastructure projects should be built without recourse
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estimates for the original state road; and, it started out with the eventual hit, with a new “syndicate” put together that
would buy the project, at a reduced value.an astounding $2 one-way, non-prorated toll.

To obtain financing, Greenway officials claimed that the Local banking sources and state officials are now specu-
lating that a new deal with the creditors might involve a “shill”road would soon be attracting 34,000 daily users, and would

become profitable a few years thereafter. However, it soon for the Greenway investors, allowing them to pick up the
project for a few cents on the dollar.became obvious to anyone with a calculator that the numbers

were off by orders of magnitude. Even after the toll was scaled Meanwhile, there is also a question as to what happened
to the original borrowing for the road. Leo Shefer, of theback, and the usage figures “massaged” (the Greenway calcu-

lates the weekend as a single day in order to inflate their daily Washington Metropolitan Airports task force, said recently
that he had been told by General Williams that the road costaverages), the numbers still don’t go higher than 25,000 or

so. At the reduced toll rate, it would take nearly 72,000 daily only $8 million per mile to build. If so, that leaves over $150
million unaccounted for. No state official has ever looked attrips merely to pay the road’s quarterly interest payments,

with no money left over for operating expenses. the Greenway’s books. “They have a policy,” said a legisla-
tive source of the Allen administration’s officials in dealingThis has led people to speculate that the usage figures

were deliberately inflated to let the Greenway’s investors bor- with the Greenway, “it’s ‘don’t tell us and we won’t look.’
Not very much in the way of oversight there, you know.”row huge sums of money. If that were the case, then the

collapse of the road would have had to have been predis- “We’ve been snookered,” said a source close to Lou-
doun’s Board of Supervisors. “This thing should be put atcounted. The local Loudoun paper, EIR News for Loudoun

County, broke this story last year, charging that the Greenway ‘full stop’ until some questions are answered.” As far as the
possibility of more infrastructure projects modelled on thewas being used as a looting scheme, in much the same way

that the Meyer Lansky syndicate looted various Minnesota Greenway, the source said, “You’ve got to be kidding, aren’t
you? This is a big-time bust.”financial and banking institutions: inflated numbers allowed

investors to borrow, and then take out huge profits; when the Greenway officials claim that they are close to working
out a deal with their creditors. But, it doesn’t matter; as oneinstitutions went bust, their “assets” were repackaged at a

lower value, and a new round of looting began. The paper local development source said in mid-May, “This thing is face
down in the water. It can float about a bit, but it’s dead.”indicated that the state’s taxpayers would be the ones to take

While the Greenway is a state project, the Bush crowd
looks to grab federal projects as well. In 1991, PresidentThe Bush connection
Bush signed into law the Inter-Modal Rail Efficiency Act.
It permitted, for the first time since 1816, private owner-

The Greenway project has its origins in the shadowy ship of bridge, road, and tunnel toll projects. It authorized
depths of the Reagan-Bush administration, under the Pri- a federal subsidy of 50% or, in some cases, 80%, for private
vatization Council, headed by George Bush’s Japanese investors building roads or tunnels, and allowed the subsi-
gangster-linked brother Prescott. As Prescott Bush made dized investors to keep the tolls.
clear in published remarks and addresses, the impetus for On April 30, 1992, President Bush released Executive
the drive to privatize billions of dollars’ worth of public Order 12803, on “Infrastructure Privatization.” This set
infrastructure, came directly from the British Mont Pelerin down a procedure to: a) determine a “transfer price” that
Society economics gurus who ran Margaret Thatcher’s the Office of Management and Budget would calculate
disastrous policies, including her privatization of services, for various federal infrastructure or government service
which have reduced the British economy to a rubble heap. assets; or b) establish a competitive bidding procedure

One of the directors of this Privatization Council was whereby the selling price would be set by the process of
the chief executive officer of the Toll Road Corporation of having different private financiers bid on the government
Virginia (the Greenway’s predecessor), former Reagan- assets. EO 12803 also ordered the OMB to “review those
Bush Assistant Secretary of Transportation Ralph Stanley, procedures affecting the management and disposition of
who secured most of the local and state government ap- federallyfinanced infrastructure assets owned by state and
proval for the project. Michael Crane, Magalen Ohrstrom local governments and modify those procedures to encour-
Bryant’s son and a Greenway executive, serves on the age appropriate privatization of such assets consistent with
successor group to the Privatization Council—the Na- this order.” This last provision would overcome the imped-
tional Council for Public-Private Partnerships. The group iments preventing state and local governments from sell-
has also praised the Greenway project. ing their infrastructure.
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Conference Report

Economic growth depends upon
investment in science, technology
by Marsha Freeman

While numerous studies have demonstrated that more than at Beijing University, said that “biotechnology is especially
required,” to meet this challenge.50% of the economic growth in the United States since World

War II can be attributed to investments in science and technol- Also, he said, biotechnology is required for the develop-
ment of new medicines. “We have the largest number of casesogy, there has been an accelerating decline in such investment

through the Federal budget, particularly since the slowdown of hepatitis B, with 10% of the population being carriers, and
10% [of those] developing the disease; and other diseases arein the post-1960s Apollo space program, carried out under

the guise of “saving money,” which supposedly will “help” increasing. Tons of drugs are needed,” to improve the health
of the people of China, he said.the economy.

Developing nations, and those of the former Soviet Union, Meeting these challenges is complicated by the fact that
“state-owned enterprises have out-of-date technology. Theare faced with the choice of following Great Britain, the

United States, and a western Europe increasingly under the challenges of the market economy are that there are large
numbers of workers, shortage of investment, inefficient man-domination of the Maastricht Treaty, down the path of eco-

nomic destruction, by capitulating to demands made upon agement, low income, and competition with multi-national
companies investing in China.” To overcome these chal-them by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), or, following

the historically successful program of investments in educa- lenges, he said, “we decided that we need high technology.”
The Chinese government agency which, like the U.S. Na-tion, infrastructure, and industry driven by scientific ad-

vancement. tional Science Foundation, funds basic research in China,
Prof. Chen Zhang-Liang explained, “is growing geometri-A symposium sponsored by the U.S. National Academy

of Sciences on May 7, titled “National Science and Technol- cally.” Priorities for funding are biotechnology for agriculture
and pharmaceuticals, space and aviation, laser technology,ogy Strategies in a Global Context,” provided a stark contrast

between these two pathways into the next century. automation, information technology and computers, new ma-
terials, new energy technologies, and ocean technologies.

Using a model that has been highly successful at Ameri-China: the greatest developing nation
At the symposium, Prof. Chen Zhang-Liang, Academic can universities, such as MIT, the Chinese are promoting the

establishment of high-technology companies by professors inVice President of Beijing University, and a member of the
Academy of Science and of the People’s Congress, described the universities. For the past 10 years, Chen Zhang-Liang

reported, they have been working on setting up special high-the challenges facing China, and the policy China is following
to meet them. Referencing the Western books, editorials, and tech zones in Beijing, Shanghai, and the Pudon Jiangsu indus-

trial park. They have set up the Legend computer company,diatribes that have recently been warning that China’s eco-
nomic growth will eat the nations of the world out of house which is listed on the Hongkong stock market and competes

with foreign imports. At Beijing University, they have estab-and home, Prof. Chen Zhang-Liang reported that “for the past
5-10 years we have been investing in science and technology lished 18 high-tech companies, so far. The companies are

owned by the university, and now give back to the universityfor agriculture, and reforming state companies.”
“In China,” he said, “we have 23% of the world’s popula- proceeds from their business which amount to one-third of

the university’s budget.tion and 7% of the cultivable land. The challenge is that in
2025 we will have 1.5 billion people, with rapidly decreasing For China’s continued growth, there are many challenges.

“The provinces have different levels of development, there isfarmland, and severe water problems. China should be self-
sufficient in food, and modernize technology.” Prof. Chen a low level of general education, there is bureaucracy, there

is an imperfect legal system for protection of intellectual prop-Zhang-Liang, who is also the director of the National Labora-
tory of Protein Engineering and Plant Genetic Engineering erty rights, there is insufficient finanacial support, and no
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venture capital to promote high-tech development,” Chen culture in Korea. We shouldn’t count our pennies in [such]
a project.”Zhang-Liang said.

“We lost 15 years through the Cultural Revolution, a gen- Dr. Chung reported that there was a special law recently
enacted that mandates that 5% of the national budget will beeration of scientists,” Chen Zhang-Liang stated. But by the

late 1970s, there was a recovery in the number of scientists invested in science and technology beginning five years from
now. As another point of comparison with the so-called ad-and engineers, and “we sent students to the U.S. and Japan,

and now there is a new generation.” There are now 170,000 vanced countries, he said, “The majority of Korean CEOs are
scientists and engineers, not accountants and economists.”Chinese students in the United States, he said, who “would

have a very big impact if they came back to China.”
There will be an increasing number who will probably Poland in the grip of the IMF

A striking contrast to the optimistic picture presented byconsider doing just that, as China orders its priorities to move
into the 21st century. the scientists from Asia came from Eva Gajewska-Blaisdell,

president of Blaisdell and Co. She is a U.S. citizen who re-
turned to her native Poland in 1991 to try to help bring Ameri-The nuclear future of South Korea

Dr. KunMo Chung, ambassador-at-large of the Atomic can business there. She began her presentation by reporting
that the week before the symposium, Poland celebrated theEnergy Commission of Korea, presented a dramatic picture

of how South Korea has improved its economic growth, and 100th anniversary of the last Nobel Prize in science awarded
to a Pole. “We have gotten other Nobel prizes in poetry, andwhat it is planning for the future. He reported that 35 years

ago, the average per-capita income in South Korea was $80 our President [of Poland, i.e., Lech Walesa] got the Peace
Prize, but not in science. To have a national research project,per year. In 1995, it was more than $10,000. “It was industry

and R&D that created that growth,” he said. you have to have a nation,” she said.
“For 120 years, Poles didn’t have a country,” she ex-In the field of semiconductors, Korea now ranks third in

the world. “Ten years ago, we decided to invest, and people plained. Under Russian dominance, the countries of eastern
Europe were divided by specialization and told what theirlaughed. ‘How can you catch up with the U.S. and compete

with Japan?’ they asked. The Ministry of Science and Tech- focus would be. As a result, “Poland lost the ability to do
aeronautical and other research. What was funded in Polandnology put large sums of money into the project,” he said.

The results are well known. was research in chemistry. Now, with political freedom, we
are fighting for a position in science and technology.”“We know that science and technology are key for further

development in the Republic of Korea. Our only tool is sci- Gajewska-Blaisdell described the poor state of science
and technology infrastructure, left over from the communistence and technology. It’s my passionate commitment. We

have few natural resources, and good human resources. This period. “I am on a personal crusade to influence the Polish
government and get U.S. companies to collaborate, especiallyprovides the motive power of our development,” Chung said.

Nowhere has this policy been more the case than in Ko- in computers,” she said. In addition, “Poland needs a national
industrial policy.”rea’s work in nuclear fission technology. In the early 1980s,

Chung decided that Korea should not just buy nuclear power She reported that under the Soviet system, “research used
to be in large corporations, and they arefighting for their lives.plants, but should develop its own Standard Korea Nuclear

Plant. “We started with the Combustion Engineering design There are more than 200 research units through the State
Committee for Scientific Research. An outside study wasand made changes. In 1983, people laughed when I proposed

it, and my predecessors [at the Atomic Energy Commission] done to assess our situation, and it said that eight were promis-
ing and the others have to improve or be terminated. Thirtycriticized me,” Chung reported. “It was a 12-year program,

and now we are discussing exporting it to China and building percent of the scientists in the institutes have been sent to do
other tasks. What is spent on science is 2 billion Polish zloty,it in North Korea, and we are designing plants. You have more

distinguished [nuclear] engineers in the U.S., but they’re re- or about $700 million. Some of the institutes rent their beauti-
ful space to try to survive.”tired. We have young engineers.”

Responding to the criticism that Korea is easily able to In the 1970s, many scientists left and came to the United
States, she said. Even so, Poland is still number 17 in termsreplicate technological advances made elsewhere and turn

them into booming new industries, but does not do the basic of number of scientific papers published, which is higher than
any other former eastern European country. Poland, she said,research, Chung replied that the Korean Institute for Ad-

vanced Study opened last year. “We had a workshop with is a gateway between western Europe and the former Soviet
Union, and should develop sophisticated highway systems.American scientists here [recently] for designing a supercon-

ducting [fusion] tokamak, steady state machine, to run 1,000 That there is tremendous potential for the flowering of
science once again in Poland, there is no doubt. There areseconds. Practical people criticized [our] putting money into

fusion. Fusion is complex, multi-disciplined R&D. Maybe we elections in September and she hopes it will “bring politicians
in with ethics and vision.”will have fusion 40 years from now, but we are an optimisitic
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Criminal investigators probe
managed-care giant, Columbia/HCA
by Paul Gallagher

When the history of this decade’s economic collapse is writ- profitable. The practice reduces medical professional em-
ployment, forces patients to travel farther to reach a hospitalten, the name of Columbia/HCA Healthcare Corp., which

suddenly, as of 1997, owns 7% of all American hospitals, is emergency room, and reduces overall hospital utilization in
the region affected.likely to be a sinister footnote: Its “streamlining” of hospital

care led to layoffs of professional staff, deaths of patients, and Overall, hospital admissions have fallen for two straight
years in the United States, as ruthless health maintenancehospital-bill fraud on a large scale.

Columbia/HCA was launched in 1988, with $54 million organizations (HMOs) make hospital stays much harder to
pay for. But at Columbia/HCA’s 350 hospitals across thefinancing from Citibank to Texas financial operators Richard

Scott and Richard Rainwater, to buy up hospitals in El Paso. country, utilization was up 3% in 1996; at “same-store” hospi-
tals (the term is borrowed from Wal-Mart-style retail mer-Today, Columbia/HCA owns 17% of all hospitals in Texas;

30% of all hospitals in Florida; and, in total, nearly 800 chandizing) owned for more than one year by Columbia/
HCA, utilization rose 5% from 1995 to 1996.hospitals, clinics, and health-service businesses nationwide.

The firm’s offices in El Paso were raided in March, by So, fewer hospitals and doctors, but a higher profit and
utilization rate at those owned by Columbia/HCA. A particu-100 agents of the FBI, Internal Revenue Service, and the

Department of Health and Human Services. As of April, larly nasty enforcement mechanism: When the company buys
a hospital, it also acquires that hospital’s local “certificate ofFederal investigations were also reported to be under way

in Florida and Kentucky, into practices involving Medicare need.” When it closes the hospital, it holds on to the certificate
of need, thereby blocking anyone else from operating it, orfraud, “patient cream-skimming,” and “patient dumping.”

The company’s stock, often the most actively traded on another hospital, in the same locale. Some smaller Florida
cities now have no hospital as a result; two such, in California,the New York Stock Exchange, has fallen from $55 per

share to $35 per share, since last October, despite its $1.5 have had to get Federal judges to order Columbia/HCA to
resell hospitals or clinics it had closed, to groups that wouldbillion profits on $20 billion revenues last year. Columbia/

HCA’s latest acquisition, of the HMO Value Health, for reopen them.
This immoral approach only came to involve potentially$1.1 billion, was long delayed because of the large decline

in the value of Columbia’s stocks. actionable illegalities and Federal crimes, through Colum-
bia’s policy of inducing local doctors to fill up its hospitalsThis newly sprung-up giant, with its feet made of avarice

and fraud, may be heading for a crash, like the markets with privately, well-insured patients, by offering the doctors
limited partnerships in the hospitals, up to 40% ownership.it is helping to roil. This “Wal-Mart of medical care”—

Columbia/HCA is now the ninth-largest employer in the An exhaustive New York Times study of the results, published
this past March, showed that in Texas, Florida, and Tennes-United States—may soon become the medical-care version

of bankrupt Orange County, California. see, these “doctor-partners” then preferentially referred their
less-complicated, better-insured cases to the Columbia hospi-
tals—and even more so, to “follow-up” clinics, rehabilitationTo buy, perchance to close

The Federal investigations arise from Columbia/HCA’s centers, home-care services, etc., owned by Columbia/HCA.
Federal law prohibits doctors from owning any share in suchmost characteristic activities, those most damaging to the gen-

eral health and welfare of local communities. The company businesses for precisely this reason, to prevent what is called
“cream-skimming” of their “best” patients (from a financialbuys up a significant fraction of hospitals in a given region—

both for-profit and, if possible, not-for-profit hospitals—and standpoint) at the expense of the others. An exception in that
law permits doctors to own shares in hospitals only—butthen abruptly and completely shuts down a few of them, forc-

ing up the occupancy rate at the others, to make them more since Columbia buys hospitals and long-term care facilities
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Prudential’s role
Prudential, interconnected with Morgan bank inter-

ests, has assumed a dominant position throughout all as-
Bankers and insurance pects of insurance and health care provision. For example,

under its own name, and under others, such as Humana, itmoguls run Columbia/HCA
operates health maintenance organizations. One reflection
of Prudential’s policy outlook, on the question of the dele-

The advertising slogan of Columbia/HCA is that health terious effects of its corporate activities on health care, is
care “has never worked like this before.” No lie! Columbia/ shown in its leading role in the creation of the right-to-die
HCA is no ordinary big company that just “went bad.” movement in the United States over the past 30 years.

The criminal investigations reported in the accompa- Prudential has been a leading backer of the propaganda
nying article arose because the practices characteristic of campaigns on how local and federal governments must
the mode of operating of Columbia/HCA—the flagship adjust to restricting and denying medical treatment.
hospital company of the managed-care era—were deliber- For example, in 1985, Prudential Life Insurance Com-
ately devised by circles in international finance, mostly pany’s Foundation launched a program called “Bioethics
connected to London-centered banking and political inter- in the Community: A Program of Local Decision Making.”
ests, to provide themselves with gargantuan profits, by This campaign was overseen by the Hastings Center,
dismantling and scavenging off the hospital and medical which was formed in 1969, initially as the Institute of Soci-
staff base of the United States, and other nations, that was ety, Ethics, and Life Sciences, with sponsorship from foun-
built up over decades in the public interest. dations including the Rockefeller, Ford, and New World

The rhetoric you hear about the benefits of privatiza- groups, for the purpose of conducting projects on how
tion, about the role of for-profit hospital chains, and about to get around the legal and other obstacles involved in
“managed care” insurance plans, in supposedly lowering terminating treatment, allocating scarce economic and hu-
your costs of health care, is just propaganda to cover up man resources for care for the aged and dying (i.e., restrict-
the looting of communities and individuals: their medical ing care), and for softening up public opinion to accept
care system, their livelihood, and, in more and more cases, suicide and euthanasia.
their lives. Prudential, and other banking and finance interests,

Look at the members of the Columbia/HCA board of are now on a spree—through Columbia/HCA, and other
directors in that light (board members as of 1996). They entities, to position themselves for all the “income
are experts in the process of how to loot through privatiza- streams” of medical care payments that they can grab, by
tion and globalization: buying up, controlling, and cutting health care provision

Donald S. MacNaughton, former chairman and chief at target locations throughout the world.
executive officer, the Prudential Insurance Company of According to the latest count, reported in the com-
America; and retired chairman and CEO, Hospital Corpo- pany’s April 25 press release, Columbia/HCA now owns,
ration of America (HCA). in the United States, “342 hospitals [344, as of April 25],

T. Michael Long, partner, Brown Brothers Harriman 148 outpatient surgery centers, more than 570 homecare
& Co., private banking. locations, and extensive ancillary services in 36 states,

Carl E. Reichardt, retired chairman of the board and England, Switzerland, and Spain. . . . The company is
CEO, Wells Fargo and Company. building comprehensive networks of healthcare services,

Rodman W. MoorheadIII, senior managing director, including home health, rehabilitation and skilled nursing
E.M. Warburg; Pincus & Co., Inc., financial services; units, in local markets around the country.”
Columbia/HCA director in 1994 and 1995. —Marcia Merry Baker

in the same area, its “doctor-partners” go through that loop- doctor partnerships. Citibank’s internal memos on these
loans, obtained by the New York Times, stressed exactly thishole into illegal ownership and conflict of interest. The Texas

Medical Association called Columbia’s policies unethical for policy, whose results the Federal investigations may find
criminal. The investigators in the El Paso raids also serveddoctors, as early as 1992.

When Scott and Rainwater were borrowing from Citibank search warrants upon the offices of a number of doctors and
group practices in the city.in 1988-90, they pitched Citibank on their loans precisely

on the locked-in and selective “patient flows” guaranteed by The doctors’ limited partnerships that were “sold” by Co-
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lumbia/HCA since its startup (often “bought” with money 2-3%, compared to the state average of 8%; and it pulled all
19 of its hospitals out of the State Hospital Association whensubsequently kicked back to the doctors by various means),

based their calculation of annual profits, in the Texas cases, it failed to get Tennessee’s indigent care law abolished. In
Florida, its state of greatest concentration, Columbia has got-precisely upon the “partners’ ” rate of privately insured pa-

tient referrals to Columbia’s facilities. ten away with simply refusing to pay the state’s indigent care
tax on for-profit hospitals.These partnerships have another effect on Columbia’s

role as “streamliner” of hospital facilities. As reports by Since 1994, Columbia has been merged with Hospital
Corporation of America (HCA), owned by Tennessee’s Fristnurses’ associations and by the American Federation of State,

County, and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) have pointed family and Sen. Bill Frist (R). Senator Frist, a surgeon, has
his shares of Columbia/HCA in a blind trust, in deferenceout, the partnerships pull doctors over to the “other side of

the trenches,” when Columbia closes hospitals, and lays off to Congressional conflict-of-interest regulations. However,
he is very active on legislation and publicity favorable tonurses, orderlies, and interns.
Columbia/HCA and privatization of the nation’s hospital
base.Medicare fraud

The Federal investigations’ second focus, Medicare Senator Frist is vice-chairman of the board of directors
of the Alliance for Health Reform, founded in 1991, whichfraud, was also subjected by the New York Times to computer

analysis of millions of Columbia’s, and comparative hospi- also includes on its board, leaders of the AFL-CIO, the
American Association of Retired Persons, the Children’stals’, records. When Columbia took over Miami’s Cedars

Medical Center in early 1993, the percentage of respiratory Defense Fund, and other groups, giving the appearance of
broad community-serving concern. However, look at howcases reported to Medicare as “most severe,” leaped from

31% (1992) to 76% (1993), to 90% in 1995. The cost to one such supposedly community-minded “reform,” publi-
cized by the “non-partisan” Alliance, works, to the privateMedicare is $2,000-3,700 more per case. At Columbia’s

Spring View Medical Center in Kentucky, 95% of respiratory benefit of Columbia/HCA: the practice of creating local
“charitable” trusts.cases in 1995 were reported to Medicare as in the most severe

category; at four nearby non-Columbia hospitals, only 30% When Columbia/HCA buys up previously non-profit
public hospitals, charitable trusts are often set up, sometimeswere. Columbia owns the five highest-billing hospitals in

Florida; six of the seven highest-billing hospitals in Texas. A with the proceeds from the sale. But Columbia/HCA de-
mands that these trusts then pay the indigent-care costs for-Federal official found the company’s billings in Kentucky to

be “skewed toward the highest-paying cases.” merly covered by the hospital.
The company’s stated policy is to refuse to negotiate withHow costly is this to Medicare? It costs nearly $50 million

per year in Texas alone, where Columbia’s billions exceed unions, whether AFSCME or nurses’ unions, demanding a
free hand to “rationalize” employment in its hospitals. Itother hospitals’ by 10%. In particular, the Times found, Medi-

care pays far more for care after hospitalization at Columbia’s aggressively seeks partnerships and even mergers with
health maintenance organizations, which themselves arefacilities in Texas, than for those of Columbia’s rivals—that

is where the “doctor-partners” come in. pushing the “downskilling” of hospital employees, so as to
pay less for hospital stays.Columbia’s response to this showing of fraud, has been

that other hospital owners and operators should do the same The results of these policies, predictably, are the earlier
deaths of people among the indigent, uninsured, and poorlything! A spokesman, Dr. Frank M. Houser, president of Co-

lumbia Physician Services, said, in reference to the New York insured sections of the population; the elimination of hospital
beds, which are already at ratios of numbers per population,Times report, “We believe that physician integration is best

achieved if we—Columbia and doctors—have a common vi- well below Federal Hill-Burton law standards; and the reduc-
tion of employment of nurses and doctors.sion of our future and share in governance, risk, reward, and

ownership.” Eighty-five percent of U.S. hospitals are still non-profit,
charitable, public, or academic (Columbia/HCA owns halfColumbia/HCA has closed, in total, 25 American hospi-

tals of the 350 it has purchased. Occupancy rates at its hospi- of the for-profit hospitals in the nation). Columbia’s moves to
buy non-profit hospitals, making them for-profit, are meetingtals have reached about 45% nationally; this is at the expense

of less well-insured patients, and of cities like Destin, Florida, growing resistance by state legislatures and regulators; so
is its attempt to buy Ohio Blue Cross-Blue Shield. The giantwhich since 1995 has had no hospital. The company fights

state and Federal regulations, which require that hospitals company’s profit growth slowed significantly in 1996, as its
stock value fell. If the Federal searches seen in El Paso aretreat a certain percentage of poor and indigent patients and/

or contribute to “indigent care trust funds” administered by soon replicated in Miami and other locations, Columbia/
HCA’s gobbling up of U.S. health-care facilities could comestates and counties. In Tennessee, where its national head-

quarters is located, Columbia’s “indigent care expenses” are to an abrupt end.
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Cartels patent bio-tech advances
to stifle food R&D and production
by Colin Lowry

Biotechnology and genetic engineering offer the potential for The 1930 act specifically prohibited the patenting of any food
crop plants, recognizing that these patents could threaten theproducing more and better quality food to feed a growing

world population. However, under the banner of the “free food supply.
In 1970, the first version of the Plant Variety Protectionmarket,” giant food cartels are privatizing research advances

that used to be considered part of the public domain, and are Act (PVPA) was introduced, which greatly expanded protec-
tion to all plants that were distinct and new. This was not athereby restricting both individual farmers and entire nations

from reaping the benefits of these technologies. patent, but merely a certificate, which for the first time gave
protection to specific varieties of crop seeds for the first time,Over the past 10 years, consolidation of the food produc-

tion chain has increased, with the most powerful cartel com- for periods of up to 25 years. Under the PVPA of 1970, farm-
ers and breeders could save and replant protected seed, resellpanies dictating what food is grown and who will be allowed

to receive it. The newest weapon used by the cartel companies it, and carry out research using it.
In 1980, the U.S. Supreme Court made a landmark deci-to achieve control of the food chain is the industrial plant

patent. By patenting genetically modified plants, along with sion in Diamond v. Chakrabarty, ruling that living organisms
could be patented. The decision allowed the patenting of ge-the technology to create them, the cartels are restricting the

use of new technology, and, through licensing agreements, netically engineered microbes, which opened the door to the
patenting of any life form.can directly control or eliminate farmers who resist being

“vertically integrated.” In 1985, the U.S. Patent Office ruled that plants could
now be protected under the powerful industrial patent. TheUnder the new system of new patents and licenses on

crops, the right of farmers to save seed to replant or exchange industrial patent does not have any exemptions for farmers
or for research, so any use of a patented plant or seed withoutseed with other farmers has been taken away. The cartels can

even stop Federal government agencies like the Agricultural specific license from the patent holder would be considered
violation of the patent. This patent decision is the basisResearch Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture

(USDA), from conducting research on crops in areas for for the new weapon to control agricultural production and
research that the cartels have pushed to the limit.which the companies hold broad patents. The latest round of

huge mergers, and the buyouts of small biotechnology compa- In 1994, the PVPA was amended in accordance with the
regulations under the General Agreement on Tariffs andnies by the cartels, are largely driven by the desire to get

control of the most recent patents and licenses, in order to Trade. The changes to the act made it illegal for farmers to
resell or exchange any seed of protected crops. The GATTsqueeze out competitors’ access to technology, and to ensure

that new discoveries will be under the cartels’ thumb. agreement also forces the developing nations to recognize
the patents and protections on plants and living organisms
held by other GATT member countries. This allows theHow could this happen?

In order to understand how any of this is possible, we need cartels to deny developing countries’ farmers access to ad-
vanced biotechnology, and instead forces them to pay hugeto look briefly at the major patent and legal decisions.

Thefirst time any plants were given protection as intellec- licensing fees to use any patented seeds.
tual property was under the 1930 Plant Patent Act (PPA).
This act was designed to protect nurseries and breeders who Current cartel policies: the case of Monsanto

There are two dominant aspects of current policy, prac-produced mainly ornamental plants, such as asexually repro-
duced flowers, and some fruits. The Plant Patent Act did not ticed by the cartel companies. The first is to lock up as much

new biotechnology as possible in patents and licenses. Theoffer the more strict protection of an industrial patent, but it
did protect specific varieties that were created and claimed by second is to control the inputs and outputs along the entire

food production chain, from the chemicals used, to the seeds,the inventor, by restricting others from marketing his variety.
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Cartel companies like
Cargill crawl out from
under their “free
market” rock to force
farmers—and even
whole countries—to use
only their patented seed,
under conditions they
dictate.

to the processors and marketers. The use of broad patents on ment as bad as Monsanto’s.
Another case involves new pest-resistant cotton, mar-crops and the technology to create genetically engineered

plants has served to further both of the identified policy as- keted by Monsanto, which holds a patent on all types of genet-
ically engineered cotton, no matter how it is made. This broadpects.

The recent interpretation of industrial plant patents has patent recently was overturned, but it already caused signifi-
cant damage to research in this area. The new pest-resistantallowed the companies to violate farmers’ rights, and push

the legal envelope in protecting their patents. The case of cotton also will produce higher yields under conditions where
crop pests are a problem. The average per-acre cost of stan-agro-chemical cartel giant Monsanto’s licensing agreements

to farmers is an excellent case in point. dard bred cotton seed is $ 6-8, while the new transgenic cotton
seed costs $12 per acre. But, the licensing agreement addsMonsanto has marketed a new transgenic soybean that is

resistant to the herbicide Roundup, which it also produces. another $32 per-acre fee, just to access the technology. Once
again, the same conditions that applied to soybeans also applyThe new beans do offer excellent yields when used in conjunc-

tion with this herbicide, as compared to other standard lines. here, robbing the farmer of his rights, and reducing him to the
status of a “bio-serf.”However, Monsanto has created a licensing agreement that

the farmer must sign in order to plant this new soybean. The The licensing agreements on specific technologies related
to a single new crop variety often involve a complex web ofagreement states that the farmer cannot save seed to replant

for the next year, nor can he give or sell the soybean seed to companies, which all end up under the control of the cartel.
For example, the new transgenic Bt Corn, which resists theanyone. He also must use only Monsanto’s Roundup herbi-

cide on the crop, and he must allow Monsanto inspection corn borer pest by expressing a bacterial protein that stops
worms from feeding, is marketed by the company Pioneerteams to visit his farm for three years after initial purchase.

The new soybean seeds are more expensive than standard Hybrid, but the licenses on this variety and its creation involve
16 different companies, with 38 licenses. The current trend isbred lines, but they also come with a licensing fee, of $5 more

per bag, just to use the technology. This outrageous license that, as discoveries are made in thefield of genetic engineering
of plants by scientists working for small companies, the largewhich results from Monsanto’s patent, also allows Monsanto

to sue the farmer for unlimited damages for any breach of the cartel firms buy them out, in order to control the technology,
often at very high costs, ranging in the hundreds of millionscontract, which would be considered a violation of the patent

law. No other company has yet created such a licensing agree- of dollars.
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Monsanto and other giants, such as the new company producing corn from the exact seed variety marketed by a
company in which Frito-Lay has financial interests. In theNovartis, the result of the merger of pharmaceutical firms

Ciba-Geigy and Sandoz, have been buying up seed companies case of the major crops, the goal of the cartels is to own both
ends of the production cycle, and unfortunately, they seem toat a swift clip in the last five years. Novartis is also a leader

in the bio-medical realm, and has been involved in locking be succeeding.
up new technologies in that area, such as the $295 million
buyout of Genetic Therapy, Inc., which holds patents on gene Agricultural biotechnology research

Over the past 100 years, government-sponsored researchtherapy techniques. The agro-chemical cartel companies are
spending huge amounts to buy out small companies just to in agriculture has produced the majority of important ad-

vances in developing new crop varieties, and methods to in-get access to patents and licenses, which is causing the cartel
titans to go further into debt, in turn feeding the consolidation crease yield. All of the long-term research in plant germ

plasm, genetic studies of specific plants, and resistance toand merger frenzy all the more.
All of these developments, of course, spell disaster for the disease and pests, has been carried out using government

funding. The Agricultural Research Service of the USDA isindependent farmer. With the cartels in control of biotechnol-
ogies that could produce higher crop yields, the farmer either the agency that is mainly responsible for releasing the new

discoveries gained from government research to farmers andis forced to become integrated and completely controlled by
the cartel, or is left to go bankrupt; this is especially true now breeders. The purpose of the Agricultural Research Service,

to get scientific discoveries out to the public for the benefit ofthat there are almost no price supports or safety net in the
wake of the 1996 Farm Bill. Frito-Lay, which is a major buyer the nation’s agriculture, has been attacked and subverted by

the cartels, especially since 1985.and processor of corn, has cut out one-third of its suppliers
over the last three years—cutting the farmers who were not Traditionally, the ARS would announce a new discov-

Seeds: Pioneer Hybrid, Cargill, Novartis, Monsanto.
At the center of the web of these strategic commoditiesThe cartels control key cartels are London-based finance and political interests,

with subsidiaries in Switzerland and the Netherlands, re-links in your food chain
gardless of where any company may officially have its
headquarters. EIR has published detailed histories and pro-

It is no exaggeration to state that the world’s food chain, files of these companies, under the rubric of “House of
from seedstock, to field, to processing, to your table, is Windsor” networks (see “Food Control as a Strategic Pol-
now dominated by a few commodities cartels of compa- icy,” Dec. 8, 1995; and “Hungry People Need Food, Not
nies, with only the notable exceptions of the domestic mar- Free Market Economics,” Dec. 6, 1996).
kets of China, India, and very few other nations. Only The 1970s marked a turning point in the shift away
about two dozen companies are involved. The food cartels from food policies based on national interest and anti-trust
parallel the cartels that control fuel, such as oil, gas, and protection of public interest, and the turn toward strategic
coal; or minerals and metals, including ores, gold and sil- food control. The key policy point was the Dec. 10, 1974
ver, diamonds, and other strategic resources. Many of their secret document, National Security Study Memorandum
proprietary names have become synonymous with the 200, commissioned by U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kis-
word monopoly: Royal Dutch Shell, British Petroleum, singer, that called for the use of food as a foreign policy
Anglo American Corp., Rio Tinto Zinc. The food and farm weapon, especially against named “overpopulated” na-
cartel companies are equally powerful, although, because tions.
of brand-names, some are less well known: More recently, in the frenzied speculation on stock

Grain: Cargill, Continental, ADM-Töpfer, Bunge & markets, and in derivatives and futures trading, vast
Born, Louis Dreyfus, Pillsbury-Grand Metropolitan amounts of “smart money” are leaving these intensely

Meat: IBP, ConAgra, Cargill, National Farms risky arenas, and taking up positions at strategic control
Dairy: Kraft-Philip Morris, Nestlé, Unilever points in commodities. As the physical economies of na-
Sweeteners: Archer Daniels Midland, Tate & Lyle, tions deteriorate, these financial control networks, backed

Cadbury up by the World Trade Organization, the International
Beverages: Grand Metropolitan-Guinness (in the Monetary Fund, and related agencies, are making killer

process of merging), Seagram, CocaCola, PepsiCola profits from strategic control over necessities, and at-
Produce: Chiquita International tempted control over principles of science itself.
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ery—for example, they had developed a new wheat variety budget has been cut, and the office itself lacks sufficient, expe-
rienced staff in the area of biological patents.that could resist disease—and would distribute the new vari-

ety to farmers, breeders, and companies, which would ensure The USDA, too, has been hit by budget cuts for many
years, and the Agricultural Research Service has a flat budgetits dissemination throughout the nation’s agriculture. In this

system, no one could claim exclusive rights to market any for the nextfive years; i.e., any new research they propose can
be funded only by making cuts in existing research programs.plant or seed that was released by ARS, nor could he or she

patent it. This has left the agency scrambling to get funding for research
from the private sector through cooperative agreements. TheToday, we see quite a different picture.

Since 1985, higher plants can be patented. Also, the new USDA has had cooperative research agreements for many
years, most of them intergovernmental, with developing na-Plant Variety Protection Act of 1994 allows the right to exclu-

sively market crop seed varieties. Under the current condi- tions.
However, as budget cuts have deepened, most of thetions, ARS can no longer just freely release any new discov-

ery. Instead, it usually has to license the new type of seed, or USDA’s cooperative research agreements are now with pri-
vate companies, giving the cartels another nice way to controlthe plant itself. What happens then, is that cartel companies

bid on the right to market the new seed, and they will pay a and pirate the fruits of government research.
All of the company cooperative agreements focus onsmall part of the profits they make as a one-time fee to the

ARS. The new, government-researched plant then comes un- short-term projects, usually resulting in a marketable or pat-
entable plant or technology. None of the short-term resultsder the exclusive control of the highest-bidding cartel com-

pany. At present, ARS can only release to the general public would be possible without the decades-long research projects
that the ARS of the USDA carries out. The private companiesnew varieties of plants that are not considered major crops, in

which the cartels have very little interest. can put up amounts ranging from a few million dollars to
hundreds of millions to use the USDA scientific infrastructureThe USDA agricultural research programs have also been

seriously damaged by the issuance of broad industrial plant to create a new plant variety, or technology, for them. In these
cooperative agreements, the private company usually ends uppatents to private companies. Many of these types of patents

hold rights to the scientific technologies and methods used to with the patent or exclusive license to market any product
resulting from the USDA’s research. The USDA gets verycreate a wide variety of genetically engineered plants. Under

this system, the USDA and any other government research little in return from the companies, and, often, discoveries
made by the USDA scientists are patented by the private sec-agencies are prohibited from conducting research in the do-

main covered by the patent. So, either the companies allow tor, which patents then restrict the USDA from future re-
search.the USDA to do research in their patent area by forcing them

to pay licensing fees, or they lock up the area from further re- None of the cartel companies are supporting long-term
germ plasm and other crop research. The USDA funding forsearch.

Take the example of Monsanto, again. Monsanto had a these projects is being cut back every year, while the cartels
are gaining more exclusive control over agricultural research,patent on all genetically engineered soybeans, no matter by

what method they were made. The cartelfirm’s holding of this pushing it to a short-term, market-driven perspective, since
they do not really have the infrastructure, nor the desire, topatent, meant that the USDA had to drop any of its research

programs in soybeans that used any genetic approach, or had carry out the needed longer-term projects.
The concern of many in the Agriculture Department isto “invent around” the patent. This kind of scenario happens

all the time, according to sources at the USDA, where private that the genetic diversity of crops will decrease, with reliance
on only a few patented transgenic varieties, which, like apatents have been forcing USDA to go around them, or to

drop entire areas of research. Fortunately, many of the USDA- monoculture, could be wiped out by an emerging disease.
Moreover, any halt to long-term research projects will havesponsored scientists are quite adept at inventing around pa-

tents, and do come up with alternative approaches that lead devastating consequences, robbing the nation—and our na-
tion’s trading partners—of the ability to deal with crises into new discoveries. Nonetheless, even these new discoveries

have a hard time making it to the farmers, without the cartels agriculture, as well as hampering the continued progress
which has made it possible to grow greater amounts of foodundermining the government effort, by means of the “free

market.” using the same amount of land.
While several of the broadest patents, such the ones Mon-

santo had on all genetically engineered soybeans and cotton, Threats to the developing sector nations
The cartel’s general policy with regard to the developingare being restricted through legal battles, the companies are

still submitting the broadest patent claims possible. The U.S. sector is to stop these nations from developing, using the
World Trade Organization and its predecessor, GATT, asPatent Office has been overwhelmed by claims on organisms

and specific genes, and will often grant these patents without their enforcer. Specifically, the 1994 GATT agreements make
the cartel company patents on plants and seeds legally bindingexamining the impact on research, because the Patent Office
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in developing sector nations.
Cargill has been pressing for intellectual property rights Currency Rates
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for its seeds in India, and has created an intense backlash
among farmers who see the cartel’s use of the GATT agree-
ments as efforts to enslave them in a colonial system. Cargill
marketed sunflower seeds and corn with promises of high
yields in India, but when these were grown by local farmers,
the actual yields were disastrously low, because the seeds
were developed for other climate and soil conditions. Claim-
ing private property rights for their seed, Cargill violated In-
dian law, which requires that any seed marketed in India be
submitted to the government’s seed bank.

Cargill also gave to the Indian Council on Agricultural
Research seed samples that produced good yields, but then
sold some different seeds to farmers, using the claims vali-
dated by the council on the first seed varieties. Cargill also
ignored recommendations by the council on which varieties
were best suited to different Indian regions, promoting only
one variety of sunflower and corn for use throughout the
whole country. In 1992, when farmers got very low yields
with these seeds, they directed their protest against Cargill,
burning the files and the seed samples of the local Cargill
office in 1992.

The next year, Cargill began building a seed-processing
plant in India near Bellary, which the angry farmers’ group
demolished before its completion. Cargill decided to rebuild,
but first surrounded the site with a fortress of high stone walls
and guard towers, and pressured the local police to provide a
large security force to protect them. The arrogant Cargill then
refused to pay the local police the large bill for the extra
security. Cargill’s actions in India lead one to believe the
cartel still thinks India is nothing but a colony under British
Army occupation.

The cartel companies also deploy patents to prevent de-
veloping countries from using bio-engineered crops for ex-
port into the large American and European markets. Broad
patents on all genetically engineered coffee that is made using
a specific method are held by Escagenetics Corp. This patent
deprived Ethiopia of using the technology on any coffee crop
that would be exported to the United States. This cartelized
strangulation of the “free market,” is still getting worse, and
more and more developing nations are being denied access to
new technology.

Finally, another interesting new phenomenon is the car-
tels’ “bio-prospecting” (which clearly gives the lie to heartfelt
appeals to protect “biodiversity”). In these cases, a cartel com-
pany will go into the Third World rain forests or jungles, to
find plants that are used by the local peoples for medicinal
purposes. The companies then take the plants back to the
United States, and submit plant patent claims, which give
them exclusive rights over the use of that plant in the United
States. In this way, should any particular plant offer new pros-
pects for medical treatments, the cartel companies will have
chokehold control over them.
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Report from Bonn by Rainer Apel

Berlin—from boom to doom?
About 1.4 million square meters

of unused office space already exist inReal estate and banking problems are threatening Germany’s
Berlin, a giant castle in the sand. And,capital with a financial crash. according to a recent survey by the lo-
cal chamber of trade and commerce,
this figure will soon increase to 2.2
million square meters. For example, in
Berlin’s famous Friedrichstrasse, oneWhen the next big banking crash Checkpoint Charlie project, or the of the showcase streets of the city, only
20-50% of office space has beenhits Germany, where will it hit hard- U.S.-Canadian Tishman Speyer

group, came on the scene, proclaimingest? In Frankfurt, the center of bank- rented. And, the paper revealed, ten-
ants privately admit that for the firsting? Maybe. But, the worst damage plans for turning Berlin into a “super-

modern” city.could be in Berlin, the capital and, with year they don’t have to pay any rent at
all—which determined their decision3.5 million inhabitants, Germany’s For the construction union, which

saw more and more of its members los-biggest city. Berlin has made head- to move there in the first place. How
they will survive the second year,lines in recent weeks because the mu- ing their jobs and being replaced by

cheap labor from other parts of Europenicipal government imposed a total when they will have to pay rent, is a
mystery.budget freeze until the end of this year, (east and west) on these huge new con-

struction sites, it soon became clearto cover a shortfall in tax revenues of Thefirst week of May also brought
newsofanother, relateddisaster: Itwasmore than half a billion deutsche- that there was a foul game being

played. Also, the huge discrepancy be-marks. This marks the end for new “a black week for the Berlin banking
sector,” Handelsblatt, Germany’spublic sector projects and for many tween housing projects and office-

building projects caused many observ-construction firms, and many more leading business daily, reported on
May 7. As a consequence of plungingconstruction workers will join the ers to ask where all those people who

were going to work in those brand-new44,000 in this industry who are already real estate prices and the overall eco-
nomic depression in the region, theofficially unemployed. offices would come from, when the

government in Bonn, because of aus-This is a dramatic development for Grundkreditbank received an emer-
gency injectionofDM 80million froma city that, after the reunification of terity, had slowed down its move to

Berlin, and the creation of new jobs inGermany in October 1990, hoped it the deposit insurance of the Federal
Association of Cooperative and Ag-would become the “boomtown” not the service sector was not keeping up

with the new office space. A disasteronly of Germany, but of Europe, be- riculturalBanks, toescapethe immedi-
ate threat of bankruptcy. The head ofcause of the envisioned return of the seemed programmed infive years ago,

and now, it is here.government from the provisional capi- the bank was replaced, and it will be
merged with Berliner Volksbank.tal of Bonn to Berlin, and the many “The Most Risky Real Estate Mar-

ket in Europe,” the daily Süddeutscheconstruction and restoration projects In addition, a brand-new banking
crisis erupted during the first days ofthat would accompany it. There was Zeitung headlined its May 16 feature

on the Berlin real estate crisis. Manya time, in 1991-92, when Berlin was May, when Bankhaus Loebbecke, a
bank that has 60% of its operations inportrayed as the biggest market for real investors are facing a situation, it re-

ported, in which their office buildingsestate development in the world, next the real estate sector, received an
emergency loan of DM 650 millionto Hongkong, with a potential for sev- are turning into “money-destruction

facilities.” A manager of a Berlin realeral tens of billions of dollars in proj- from its main stockholder, the Milan-
based Cassa di Risparmio delle Prov-ects. But it was already clear at the estate company was quoted saying that

“so far, there hasn’t been a spectaculartime, that a lot of those projects were ince SpA (Cariplo), Italy’s third big-
gest bank—which itself will be forcednot sound, because they were based bankruptcy” among the investors or

their creditors. But, “behind closedon real estate speculation and shadowy to report a net loss of the same dimen-
sion in its Berlin branch. “The Germandesigns for huge shopping malls with doors, there is massive activity of all

sorts” to try to prevent exactly thisintegrated office buildings, with an in- capital is right now a dangerous area
for the banking sector,” Handelsblattvestment volume of $1.5-2 billion from happening, while “many profit-

ability calculations are not worth theeach. Murky investors, such as Mark said. “The crisis is hitting almost every
bank in the capital.”Palmers, with his over-ambitious paper they are printed on.”
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Business Briefs

Trade construction projects are being designed to affairs and enjoy strong economic comple-
change that situation. The creation of infra- mentarity.”

On May 6, Xinhua reported on the recentstructure is important especially in terms ofFrance, China cement
transport, power, and processing of miner- history of the relationship: “In 1996, the vol-‘privileged partnership’ als, Kumar said. ume of annual bilateral trade reached $320

In addition to an agricultural develop- million, up from $212 million in 1995 and
French President Jacques Chirac signed a ment program, which will involve $5 billion merely $57 million in 1980. And Nigeria is
joint document with Chinese officials during of investments and focus on higher yields, now China’s second largest trade partner in
a visit to China in May, which sets out a new improved storage and refrigeration capacit- Africa, second only to South Africa. . . .
policy for relations between the two nations, ies, and support to the food-processing in- China’s . . . exports to Nigeria, which used
according to the French daily Le Monde on dustry, the CII is also pushing for a construc- to be dominated by light industrial products
May 16. China Daily reported that Chirac tion boom in smaller projects of inland and hardwares, have in recent years turned
had offered China a “privileged part- development such as rural township and more and more technology-intensive. And
nership.” housing projects, and construction of roads Nigeria is now one of the biggest African

The text lays out basic principles for bi- and highways, canals, dams, and so on. markets for Chinese engineering contrac-
lateral relations, and “testifies to the will of Kumar located the project in the context tors. By the end of 1996, Chinese firms had
the two states to promote their economic of a future in which Indian exports go not signed 101 engineering contracts with Nige-
partnership and constitute a new stage of re- only to its neighbors, but to all nations on the ria, totaling $758 million. . . . Since 1994,
lations between their enterprises,” Le Monde Indian-Pacific rim, including Japan and the China has been helping train Nigerian tech-
said. Various cooperation agreements are United States, and to Europe. The Asian Age nicians in vegetable and rice farming, fresh-
laid out “in the domain of the peaceful use reported on May 16 that a delegation of 24 water culture, hydropower, computer, met-
of space and of nuclear energy, environment, Indian businessmen was to arrive for meet- rology and many other fields. . . . By August
and health.” ings in Bangladesh, in the context of the 1996,Chinesebusinesseshad invested$7.29

Chirac’s delegation included five minis- India-Bangladesh Joint Business Council. million in Nigeria in 10 joint ventures en-
ters and 55 heads of French firms. In Shang- Bilateral trade between the two nations in- gaged infishing,plastics, steel, paper, timber
hai, the French government organized the creased to $991 million in 1996. processing, and textiles.”
largest industrial fair ever in a foreign coun-
try, with more than 300 participating compa-
nies. Aerospace companies will be the first
to benefit. A $1.2 billion order was signed Economic Policy Finance
for 30 new aircraft from Airbus, and an op-
tion for 20 more aircraft. Other deals include Nigeria, China should U.S. official says, Asiajoint development projects, including to pro-
duce an engine for a Chinese helicopter, a offer development model faces ‘Mexico crisis’
100-seat aircraft (a joint venture with Singa-
pore), and a protocol for the development of Nigerianheadof state Gen.SaniAbachapro- An unnamed top U.S. Treasury official
the engine of a future airplane. Chirac said posed that Nigeria and China collaborate to warned a joint conference of the Asian De-
that the commercial deals would translate produce a socio-economic development velopment Bank and the Washington Insti-
into 4,000 jobs for French workers. model for developing nations, in remarks at tute of International Finance in Fukuoka, Ja-

pan on May 10-11, that Asia is heading for athe first round of bilateral talks between
China and Nigeria in Abuja, the Nigerian “new Mexico crisis,” the German economic

daily Handelsblatt reported on May 12.capital, on May 11, the Nigerian newspaper
India Thisday reported. Abacha called for imme- “A high-ranking official of the U.S.

diate “identification of more joint venture Treasury . . . shocked the gathering of bank-
ers in Fukuoka with a quite alarming sce-projects in the relevant areas of technology,Industry sets out to

transport, housing, trade, investment, mili- nario. His main thesis: Banks and investorsdevelop northeast tary, electric power development, as well as should not have the illusion in respect to their
iron and steel.” emerging market operations, that due to the

Basel [Bank for International Settlements]The industrial development of the northeast On May 12, during a visit by Chinese
Prime Minister Li Peng, the two nationsof India will be pursued in a project that was supervisionand the IMF[InternationalMon-

etary Fund] security net, a new global finan-announced by the Confederation of Indian signed agreements including for protection
of investments, cooperation in electricityIndustry, The Hindu reported on May 15. CII cial stability is now in the making,”chief edi-

tor Klaus Engelen said.President N. Kumar said that the northeast- and steel projects, and oil and gas develop-
ment. Xinhua news agency commented thatern region has vast potential which has not On the contrary, wrote Engelen, the U.S.

official was pointing to the rapid globaliza-yet been tapped, and that infrastructure de- “the two sides maintain that the two coun-
tries share common interests in internationalvelopment and industrial, housing, and other tion and technological change in financial
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Briefly

RUSSIAN railways will eliminate
500,000 jobs (one-fifth of the work-
force), starting with 150,000 this

markets, which will result in “completely ‘in a number of cases the decline in agricul- year, Railways Minister Nikolai Ak-
new dimensions of instabilities and suscepti- tural outputas a result of the activityof harm- senenko said on May 12. In line with
bilities” for bankers and investors. “He ex- ful organisms has now reached 40% for the “natural monopolies” reform (see
plicitly warned about overestimating the im- many kinds of crops, particularly grain.’. . . EIR, May 16), contracts for such
pact of the initiatives that were started since And how could it be otherwise when produc- things as repair, construction, and so-
the Mexico financial crisis at G-7 summits, tion of pesticides in our country has fallen cial agencies will be auctioned.
including the recent25Basel coreprinciples, twelvefold since 1985?”

Typical of the situation in Russian in-concerning the emerging markets. . . . The MALAYSIA’S Prime Minister Dr.
smallest causes, for example, bad press re- dustries producing for the agriculture sector Mahathir Mohamad praised the post-
ports which are spreading doubts among in- is the case of Rostselkhozmash, a plant in industrial society, at the Fifth Gulf
vestors, could have ever bigger conse- Rostov that used to make 75,000 harvesters Economic Forum, in Bahrain. He
quences due to ever more gigantic capital a year. Rossiiskiye Vesti reports that its out- said, “Having in the last 15 years
flows.” put is down to an annual 2,000 machines. moved from being an agricultural

The primary task of the new management, economy to becoming an industrial
after the old guard was forced out last year, economy [!], we have now to grapple
is to lay off most of the 30,000-person work- with the transition in the near future
force.Agriculture to the post-industrial society.”

TAIWAN’S Prime Minister LeeRussian harvest headed
Teng-hui, in an attempt to rein intoward another disaster Finance firms that have been trying to avoid
his ban on large investments on the
mainland, has imposed a $50 millionRussian agricultural parameters point to a Czech Republic hit

potential grain crop in Russia this year that ceiling on each new project. Mean-by currency crisisis 20 million tons below the 1991 level, at while, analysts say that the new, le-
best. Articles by Yelena Berezneva in Trud galized offshore futures trade could

soak up $1.8 billion per month.of April 29 and Aleksandr Gavrilyuk in the Following the financial crisis in several
Southeast Asian nations, speculators are get-May 6 Rossiiskaya Gazeta, summarized

the essentials: ting nervous in other “emerging markets” as THE MERGER of U.K. compa-
nies Grand Met and Guinness, in a• Some 53 million hectares are sown well. On May 15, the Czech krona fell more

than 5% below its supposed value. Thewith grain, contrasted with 62 million hect- $15.8 billion deal announced on May
12, will create GMG, the seventh-ares in 1991; Czech central bank intervened heavily into

the market to defend the currency against• Of an estimated 3.5 million tons of fer- ranked corporation (in sales) in the
Anglo-Dutch-Swiss globalized foodtilizer required, farms have received500,000 speculative attacks, but the krona plunged

again on May 16. Therefore, the central banktons. That is 50,000 tons more than last year, and drink cartel. Seagrams plans to
contest the deal on anti-trust grounds.but works out to about three kilograms per increased the Lombard interest rate from

14% to 50%, and announced possible furtherhectare for all the land that needs it;
• Of the required 40,000 tons of chemi- measures to restrict bank lending. THYSSEN Transrapid Australia

Pty Ltd., formed to promote Thys-cal plant protection agents, only 1,878 tons The Swiss financial daily Neue Zürcher
Zeitung noted on May 17 that the stability ofis available; sen’s bid to build a high-speed mag-

lev rail line from Sydney to Canberra,• The level of equipment readiness is at the Czech currency in the recent period, was
only made possible by huge capital inflows70% of last year’s. has appointed Sir Peter Abeles as its

chairman. Abeles, the controller ofGavrilyuk reviewed the results of disin- from abroad. Meanwhile, the nation’s trade
deficit hit a record level in 1996 of 8.6% ofvestment in agriculture: The Black Earth soil former Prime Minister Bob Hawke,

was dubbed the “White Knight” be-“contained 10% humus at the end of the last GDP, and further increased in the first quar-
ter of 1997. Industrial production fell in thecentury, [but] this year . . . thehumus content cause of his widely rumored (but un-

proven) drug-running activities.has fallen in a number of regions to 2.5%. same period by 4.2%.
The Czech model of Mont Pelerin Soci-A recent Ministry of Agriculture and Food

collegium session recorded that ‘the loss of ety’s Prime Minister Vaclav Klaus is now POVERTY in Germany is increas-
ing, according to a survey presentednutrients from the soil, caused by the harvest coming under pressure even from within the

government. Vladimir Dlouhy, minister forand weeds, isfive times greater than nutrient on May 14 in Bonn by church organi-
zations. The crisis is worst in easternreplenishment by fertilizer.’. . . Weed infes- Industry and Trade, said on May 16, accord-

ing to the International Herald Tribune, thattation of fields has increased to 90-95%. It Germany, where 27% of the popula-
tion (4 million people), are living atis now a national disaster. In the opinion of Klaus’s cabinet seems to have run out of

steam, and urgently should make personnelAcademician Kapiton Novozhilov of the or below the official poverty level.
Russian Academy of Agricultural Sciences, changes.
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EIRScience & Technology

Mathematicians
who can’t tell time
Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. responds to an inquiry from a reader on
a matter of science, regarding Stephen Hawking’s discussion of
“The Arrow of Time.”

May 10, 1997 which is the context for this response; but, this intersects a
more urgent, general consideration.

It was inevitable, and proper, that a relatively minor, but still The relevant setting for the appearance of this present
article, is the fact, that the entire planet is now gripped by thesignificant portion of the material published by EIR has been

composed in response to one or more prompting inquiries end-phase of the worst financial and economic crisis in all of
modern history. What EIR has featured as the “Triple Curve”from among our readers. Such queries frequently announce

themselves in the form of “What does EIR [or Contributing description of the relevant functional relations amongfinance,
monetary processes, and physical economy (see Figure 1)Editor LaRouche] have to say about . . . ?” It is my custom to

accumulate such questions directed to me, by the topic to depicts the present situation as “asymptotically” converging
upon a self-generated boundary condition of the present inter-which they belong, and to include a published, blanket re-

sponse to such batched inquiries in some appropriate setting. national financial-monetary-economic system as a whole.
The depicted relations among the three curves, have enteredTypical of such incoming communication, is the sugges-

tion, in this case, from some European readers, that the present the phase in which the steepness of the hyperbolic interrela-
tions among them, is accelerating rapidly. This defines a dis-writer comment upon Chapter 9 from Stephen W. Hawking’s

1988 book, A Brief History of Time.1 That chapter is entitled, continuity, to such effect, that we must say: “Irrespective
of such relatively trivial questions, as ‘When does the bust“The Arrow of Time”; the response supplied here is focussed

upon that chapter. come?,’ we can only say two things with absolute certainty:
1) This system can not be saved by any means; 2) The end ofFrom my experience with queries and comments from our

readers, I anticipate questions along the line: “Why publish a the system will come soon, either because we put a ruined
international financial-monetary system into government-su-reply on that sophisticated topic of physical science, in this

location?” I respond here with a few relevant prefatory obser- pervised bankruptcy-reorganization, or, the otherwise inevi-
table disintegration of the financial-monetary system plungesvations.

First of all, as the reader will discover, in the course of the economies of the planet into something much worse than a
terrible world-wide depression, a prolonged ‘new dark age.’ ”this report, the issue of time is addressed here as it occupies a

crucial place in designing effective economic policies of both This means, that either we act willfully to make a sudden
leap from the existing international financial-monetary sys-manufacturing or other productive enterprises, and of na-

tions.2 It is the relevance of Hawking’s errors to that context, tem, into an axiomatically new kind of global economic order
among sovereign nation-states, or civilization as we have
known it will disappear during the near future, perhaps not to

1. Stephen W. Hawking, A Brief History of Time: From the Big Bang to
Black Holes, with Introduction by Carl Sagan (New York: Bantam Books,
1988). “More Nobel Lies,” Executive Intelligence Review, May 31, 1996; pp. 35-

36. See, also, Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “The Essential Role of ‘Time-Rever-2. Compare Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.’s “Kenneth Arrow Runs Out of Ideas,
But Not Words,” 21st Century Science & Technology, Fall 1995, with the sal’ in Mathematical Economics,” Executive Intelligence Review, Oct. 11,

1996.same author’s references to Arrow’s remarks on today’s Russian economy,
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That said, turn to the referenced chapter of Hawking’s
book. Is the celebrated Professor Hawking competent on the
subject of the place of time within physics? No. Are his views
worth reading? Does a good police detective consider grue-
some evidence bearing on a homicide worth studying?

My response focusses upon the indicated, most immedi-
ately relevant portion of Hawking’s book. I address the matter
in two successive phases. First, I cite and comment upon the
clinical significance of each among a relevant selection of
remarks found within that chapter. After that, I identify the
relevant solution to the problem, which Hawking (1988) had
completely missed.

Contemporary brutish ‘science’
For this occasion, we must rise, once again, above the

banality of formalism, to the higher domain of Leibniz’s Anal-
ysis Situs; we must reference those ordering principles which
govern the way in which Hawking was induced, even if with-
out an accompanying conscious intent, to adopt that selection

FIGURE 1

A typical collapse function
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of fallacious, axiomatic assumptions, the which underlies hisThe “triple curve” is a schematic summary of the current process
argument. Hawking is himself a case-study for Analysis Situs:of monetary and financial disintegration of the world economy.

While financial and monetary aggregates are growing at To understand where his thoughts swim, we must recognize
hyperbolic rates, the income streams to sustain their growth are the boundaries of that fishbowl of contemporary, British radi-
diverted from the physical economy, which is collapsing at a cal empiricism, within which they are confined.corresponding rate.

Some years ago, Hollywood produced a feature entertain-
ment, ostensibly suited for a pre-adolescent audience, which
was entitled The Planet of the Apes. It came across as an
attempted parody of the second most popular, after “Lilliput,”reappear for two or more awful generations to come. In the

domainofphysics, theanalogousalternativekindofaxiomatic among Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, the chapter pres-
enting the fabled land where lordly horses’ posteriors liberallychange in system which the world is about to undergo, during

the monthsahead, is associated with aRiemannian shift from a overshadowed the local Yahoos. This chapter, like all of Gul-
liver’s Travels, was written as an allegorical representation ofgeometry of “n dimensions,” to either one of “n+1,” or “n−1”

dimensions.Thisdefines thepolicyquestions immediatelybe- the actual mental, moral, and physical degeneracy, the which
took over the population of England, during the decades im-foreus,asofaqualitativelydifferent type thananylivingecon-

omist, or statesman, excepting, apparently, the present writer, mediately following the 1714 accession of King George I to
the newly created throne of the British Empire. That is alsohas been prepared to comprehend, until this time.

Under those very special, present historical circum- the condition to which the population of England has been
degraded once more, as the British Mont Pelerin Society’sstances, it is urgent that the present writer share his knowledge

of all among those kinds of conceptions which are specifically pestilence of Thatcherism has corrupted the present genera-
tions of the descendants of the early Eighteenth-Century Ya-relevant to successfully addressing the crisis before us all. It

is no fault, that these ideas are largely unfamiliar to even most hoos and their masters, alike.
TolocatethecontextofStephenHawking’sopinionsin thespecialists; rather, the unfamiliarity lies in the historically

unprecedented character of the crisis now gripping the planet. most direct and efficient manner, one should narrow the focus
of attention, by turning to another chapter of Swift’s book,While the fact that an idea is unfamiliar, is not necessarily a

virtue, under this circumstance, any idea worth considering, where the mental life of the British intellectuals, now, as then,
is cartooned. Swift’s chapter devoted to the fictive, floatingmust tend to be more or less unfamiliar even to relevant spe-

cialists. The urgent need is, to make these conceptions famil- island of Laputa, is recognizable as real-life Cambridge and
Oxford. The merry old brutish intellectual tradition, so identi-iar, to as many influential circles as possible, in the quickest

possible time. The future existence of your posterity, might fied, points directly toward the heart of the issues posed by
Hawking’s argument on the subject of “Time’s Arrow.”depend upon exactly that.

Such things are written, not to the purpose of appealing Indeed, the only way in which to understand the present-
day antics of Her Majesty’s household and subjects, is toto your presently established prejudices, but to assist you in

freeing yourselves from those shackles of prejudice which begin with a mind refreshed by those insights into the fore-
bears of these present-day unfortunates, as provided by earsbind you fatally to a sinking ship, that new British Titanic,

which is the present international financial-monetary system. of Swift and eyes of Hogarth. It were feasible to present a
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From the series “A
Rake’s Progress,” by
William Hogarth, 1763.
The scene shows mad
scientists and other
inmates at Bethlehem
Hospital, known as
Bedlam. “The only way
in which to understand
the present-day antics of
Her Majesty’s household
and subjects,” writes
LaRouche, “is to begin
with a mind refreshed by
those insights into the
forebears of these
present-day
unfortunates, as
provided by ears of Swift
and eyes of Hogarth.”

devastating factual case against the crucial features of Hawk- case Hawking’s intention is to supply a true statement, his
prose style is so banal, that its representation of certain import-ing’s argument in its own academic terms. However, that

approach would overlook the essential point; by situating the ant classes of ideas is ambiguous, at best. On this account, it
may be fairly said, that the cognitive sterility of Hawking’sfacts within the axiomatic framework of his argument, we

would be implicitly accepting his “geometry” as the domain prose style qualifies him as among the “John Drydens” of
contemporary British mathematics. That literary sterility,in which our refutation were also situated. Thus, we would

entrap our evidence within the same mental cage which con- should be recognized by us as an indication of the species-
characteristics his choice of prose style imposes upon hisfines the mind of Stephen Hawking, locked behind the grill-

work of his axiomatically positivist delusions. utterances as a whole.3

However, in the instance under consideration here, evenNow, to the chapter in question. In the second paragraph
of the chapter, Hawking writes: “Up to the beginning of this on that impaired level of cognition for which his prose style

is best suited, Hawking’s statement is plainly untruthful pro-century people believed in an absolute time. That is, each
event could be labelled by a number called ‘time’ in a unique paganda. The fraud in his statement, in this instance, marks

him as a follower of the clock-work hoaxster, Bertrandway, and all good clocks would agree on the time interval
between two events. . . .” That statement of his, is false. Russell.

In this instance, as for all of his statements we reference
here, Hawking’s critic must allow for the very practical prob- 3. In nothing we write here, do we deviate from compassion respecting
lem, that on matters of punctuation and other counts, the En- Professor Hawking’s physical afflictions, nor from our personal admiration

of the manner in which he has responded to that challenge. The faults onglish prose style approved by Hawking’s editor, is a long way
which we focus here, are plainly rooted in the induced mental habits acquireddown the evolutionary scale from Shakespeare. The relevant
during earlier years of his life. It is the academic disease of empiricism, notpoint for our purposes here, is, that, by this choice of style, he
the person, on which the present denunciation is focussed. As to the matter

renders himself unable, or perhaps merely unwilling, to use of prose style, the immediate issue at this point, see the writer’s treatment of
those literate forms of the English language, as typified by the subject of metaphor, and of the influence of Enlightenment traditions for

banning it, and the rigorous use of the subjunctive mood, from the EnglishShakespeare’s style, by means of which we construct those
language, since Francis Bacon and Thomas Hobbes. The same principle ofmetaphors essential to communicating what the poet Shelley
metaphor is the character of all representation of a validatable discovery ofidentified as “profound and impassioned ideas respecting man
principle, in both natural science, and in Classical art-forms. To eliminate it

and nature.” Shelley’s category includes all of the discoveries from English prose style is to prevent any intelligible discussion of principle,
of principle existing within the domain of physical science. and to degrade mathematics and language to a relatively sterile, mere describ-

ing of appearances.Thus, the critic and reader must be cautioned: even in the
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Contrary to Hawking’s indefensible assertion, he knows tions of aprioristic time-by-itself and space-by-itself, must
be replaced by new roles for time and space, as interactingthat the relativity of time is an ancient conception, already

known to Classical Greek science.4 He knows, that the most dimensions of an “n-dimensional,” physical-space-time ge-
ometry. In this new geometry, the measurement of these quali-modern notion of such relativity, dates from Bernhard Rie-

mann’s 1854 habilitation dissertation, “On the Hypotheses ties is represented, through the relative “curvature” of physi-
cal space-time resulting from the interaction among all suchWhich Underlie Geometry.”5 In defiance of those facts,

Hawking defers to Russell’s widely circulated hoax on that dimensions (physical principles). Of these implications,
Hawking at least pretends to be unaware.7subject. He writes: “Thus time became a more personal con-

cept, relative to the observer who measured it,” a close para- Immediately following that faulted utterance, Hawking’s
argument collapses into a run-on, irrational rant: “Imaginaryphrase of Russell’s argument. The significance of his falsify-

ing the dating of “relativity of time,” is reflected, in an ironical time is indistinguishable from directions in space [which a
competent physicist would consider a barely tolerable, but allway, in his next paragraph: “When one tried to unify gravity

with quantum mechanics, one had to introduce the idea of too ambiguous statement].” After that next sentence, Hawk-
ing’s thoughts race wildly: “If one can go north, one can turn‘imaginary’ time. Imaginary time is indistinguishable from

directions in space.” His misuse of “imaginary” impels our around and head south; equally, if one can go forward in
imaginary time, one ought to be able to turn round and goattention to the pioneering, Nineteenth-Century work of Carl

Gauss, Wilhelm Weber, and Bernhard Riemann. backward. This means that there can be no important differ-
ence between forward and backward directions of imaginaryIt must be stressed: Hawking simply lies, when he at-

tempts to lure the credulous into the opinion, that the relativis- time.” Whew! What a rush of sophistry!
In the succeeding paragraph, Hawking runs on: “The lawstic idea of “time” appearedfirst during the Twentieth Century.

By virtue of his stipulated educational background, he knows, of science do not distinguish between the past and the future.”
What “laws”? Whose “laws”? Whose “science”? To the ex-if only as a simple matter of historical fact, that Riemann was

the first, in 1854, to free the notions of “space” and “time” tent there is the appearance of intelligible utterance in any of
his argument along these lines, it is all untrue. Matters gofrom their Euclidean, aprioristic basis, and to relocate them

among all validated principles of experimental physics, as from bad to worse; “Jonah” Hawking swallows the whale.
He aggravates his error: “More precisely . . . the laws ofdimensions of an expandable physical-space-time of “n di-

mensions.”
In the real universe, outside Hawking’s virtual reality, light. The successive work of Ampère, Gauss, Wilhelm Weber, and Riemann

on electrodynamics, represented the more or less inevitable advance uponRiemann derived his discovery from, chiefly, the preceding
the preceding work of da Vinci, Kepler, Huyghens, Leibniz, et al. The notionwork of Carl Gauss, on the related matters of biquadratic
that the idea of a “relativistic” notion of coherence among notions of time,residues and generalized notion of curvature. There, in that
space, gravitation, and retarded-potential rates of propagation of light and

work of Gauss and Riemann, we meet the reality which the gravitation, were a sudden, charismatic revelation erupting at the beginning
“ivory tower” sort of mathematician mistakes for the appar- of the Twentieth Century, is strictly anti-historical, anti-scientific, “tooth

fairy” stuff.ently “imaginary” quality of relativistic time. Hawking re-
fuses to comprehend the significance of the fact, that Gauss 7. The high priests of British late-Nineteenth-Century and Twentieth-Cen-

tury opinion about science, included Lord Kelvin’s German agents, such asand Riemann removed the notion of “Time” entirely from the
Rudolf Clausius, Hermann Grassmann, and Herman Helmholtz, in additiondomain of aprioristic axiomatic assumptions, and resituated
to James Clerk Maxwell, Lord Rayleigh, and Bertrand Russell. (The great

it, as a validatable physical principle of the experimental do- Rutherford was a notable exception.) The common distinction of all of these
main of physical space-time.6 Thereafter, the schoolboy no- agents of the British ideological standpoint, is their enmity against not only

Gottfried Leibniz, but also against the roles of the central figures of Nine-
teenth-Century science, Carl F. Gauss, Wilhelm Weber, and Bernhard Rie-4. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “Toward China’s 21st Century Economy,”
mann. Maxwell plagiarized more than generously from the founding workExecutive Intelligence Review, May 16, 1997; under the sub-head, “The
in electrodynamics, that of Ampère, Gauss, Weber, and Riemann; MaxwellHorizon,” pp. 27-29.
not merely confessed, but bragged, that he had omitted from the work of

5. Bernhard Riemann, Über die Hypothesen, welche der Geometrie zu those predecessors, all of that physics which corresponded to “geometries
Grunde liegen, Bernhard Riemanns gesammelte mathematische Werke, other than our own.” His suppression of the reality of the Ampère-Weber
H. Weber, ed. (New York: Dover Publications reprint, 1953). “angular force” from his electrodynamics, for example, crippled scientific

progress during the present century to date. [Cf. Laurence Hecht, “The Sig-6. The relativistic character of physical space-time was already implicit in
Leonardo da Vinci’s treatments of thefinite propagation of sound, and related nificance of the 1845 Gauss-Weber Correspondence,” 21st Century Science

& Technology, Fall 1996; Dr. Remi Saumont, “The Battle Over the Laws oftreatments of what we recognize, since Riemann’s work, as retarded potential
for propagation in radiation of light. This method, including the method Electrodynamics,” and Jonathan Tennenbaum, “Demonstrating Gauss and

Weber’s Magnetometer,” 21st Century Science & Technology, Springwhich Leibniz identified by “Analysis Situs,” was at the center of the founding
of thefirst comprehensive mathematical physics, by JohannesKepler. It came 1997.] The entirety of Bertrand Russell’s temporary, quarter-century career

in science, until about 1927, was premised upon his stated intent to destroyto the surface in Christiaan Huyghens’ exploration of isochronicity in the
gravitational field. Ole Rømer’s measurement of a finite rate of propagation the influence of Leibniz, Gauss, Weber, and Riemann. Thus, the mere fact

that a British ideologue pretends to be ignorant of relevant work of Leibniz,of light in the Solar System, and Huyghens’ response to that discovery, led
into the demonstration of coherence, by Leibniz and Jean Bernouilli, between Gauss, et al., may signify that that writer is merely pretending not to know

that that undesired reality exists.isochronicity both in the gravitational field and underlying the refraction of
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science are unchanged under the combination of operations To this effect: Consider the physical significance of such
“imaginary” magnitudes which Gauss located later within the(or symmetries) known as C, P, and T. (C meaning changing

particles for antiparticles. P means taking the mirror image, domain of experimental physics, as in his own discoveries in
astrophysics, geodesy, and electrodynamics. Trace this, thus,so left and right are interchanged. And T means reversing

the direction of motion of all particles: in effect, running the with respect to the practical significance of biquadratic resi-
dues and curvature, in the experimental domain of physicalmotion backward.)” Mécanique céleste! Hawking has in-

voked precepts of radical positivism, which are admittedly space-time generally. Situate Riemann’s original discovery
of relativistic physical-space-time, as Riemann himself did,popular in his Laputan precincts, but nonetheless absurd. The

Nazis imposed the same sophistry employed here by Hawk- with respect to these contributions by Gauss.
As the known history of ideas goes, the principle involveding; the Nazis called it Gleichschaltung;8 these days, their

liberal imitators from the contemporary academic world pre- is as old as Pythagoras’ work, and is a central feature of the
mathematics work of Plato and such collaborators as Theaete-fer to roll the eyes upward, in unctuous repetition of the man-

tra: “generally accepted classroom mathematics.” tus and Eudoxus. Both the notion of incommensurables in
general, as implicit in Pythagoras’ most famous theorem, andThus far, our scan has touched upon two leading clusters

of axiomatic flaws in Hawking’s account. The first cluster, the notion of curvature which such students of Nikolaus of
Cusa as Luca Pacioli, Leonardo da Vinci, and Johannesrespecting the notion of “imaginary time.” The second, in the

discussion of ordering-principles affecting “C, P, and T,” and Kepler, associated with reconstructions of Theaetetus’ proof
for the uniqueness of the five Platonic solids.10 These arebackwards-forwards in time, his denial of the existence of

what Leibniz identified as problems of “Analysis Situs”: the exemplary of the heritage leading through Nikolaus of Cusa,11

Johannes Kepler, and Gottfried Leibniz, leading into the de-denial that any special ordering-principles beyond the com-
prehension of ordinary mathematical formalism, need be con- velopment of non-Euclidean relativistic geometries by Gauss

and Riemann.12 One of the most conveniently elementarysidered for these cases. Later, here, we shall consider two
additional principal sets of blunders by Hawking, before turn- classroom illustrations of the principle of physical space-time

comes from a member of Plato’s Academy at Athens, Eratos-ing to a general refutation of his argument. These additional
topics will be, first, the popularized, false notion of “entropy” thenes, during the Third Century B.C.

From a pedagogical standpoint, the simplest case for dem-as “time’s arrow,” and, second, his hysterical misrepresenta-
tion of what he terms a “psychological arrow of time.” For onstrating the principle underlying the experimental-physical

significance of “imaginary” for relativity, is Eratosthenes’pedagogical reasons, it were better to get some of the prob-
lems of “imaginary time” and “time’s arrow” under control astrophysical measurement of the curvature of the Earth along

the meridian (see Figure 2).13 If one placed hemisphericalnow, that we might focus with better resolution upon the latter
two of the four identified topics. sundials at appropriate intervals along a measured distance,

from Syene (Aswan) in Egypt, northward, along the astro-
physical line of the meridian, into Alexandria, and did soFrom Eratosthenes through Riemann

Focus upon Hawking’s cited use of the term “imaginary
non-Euclideangeometry, ifwe lookbackward through the entiretyof Gauss’stime.” Challenge the would-be defender of Hawking’s obser-
life’s work, from the standpoint of Riemann’s 1854 habilitation dissertation,vations, to show how the issue of the continued, pathological
it should be transparent, that the Disquisitiones already reflects, indelibly,

use of the term “imaginary,” among mathematicians and mis- the principles of that non-Euclidean geometry.
informed laymen, bears upon B. Riemann’s ridding mathe-

10. The notion of a physical-space-time curvature, of a bounding of the
matics of those merely aprioristic notions of space and time mathematical domain, external to a formal mathematics as such, is the basis
met in the work of René Descartes, Isaac Newton, et al. Turn for Leibniz’s interdependent notions of Analysis Situs, “necessary and suffi-

cient reason,” and “universal characteristics.”to the matter of the difference between the earlier, crude use
of the term “imaginary numbers,” to identify roots of negative 11. The history of the notion of what we recognize as transcendental func-

tions, begins with Nikolaus of Cusa’s correction of an oversight in Archi-numbers, and the scientific notion of the origin of such roots,
medes’ quadrature of the circle (e.g., De docta ignorantia, 1440). Cusa wasas the latter emerged from Carl Gauss’s step-wise develop-
the first to recognize the existence of “transcendentals” as a distinct type of

ment of the principles of higher mathematics, in his Disquisi- “incommensurables.” See Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “On the Subject of
tiones Arithmeticae.9

Metaphor,” Fidelio, Fall 1992. Gauss’s exposure of the experimental-physi-
cal basis for the “complex domain,” through his treatment of biquadratic
residues, eliminated the gnostic mystification commonly associated, still8. e.g., “brought into line.” A currently popular English-language synonym,
today, with classroom glosses on the “Argand diagram.”is “political correctness.” In U.S. tradition, this was a commonplace form of

lying one’s head off, known as “company manners.” 12.The non-Euclideangeometries ofGauss andRiemann arebetter described
as “non-Euclidean physical geometries,” to distinguish them from the inter-9. Completed 1799. Published (Leipzig: 1801). The publication of this work
esting, better termed “neo-Euclidean” formal geometries of Lobatchevskywon Gauss immediate recognition and honors throughout Europe. To this
and Bolyai. The former are derived from the experimental method; the latterday, almost two centuries later, it remains unique in its competence as the
from formal considerations internal to pre-existing mathematics.basis for secondary and higher education programs intended to bring the

student into the realm of higher mathematics. Although Gauss himself pre- 13. Figure is from Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “Non-Newtonian Mathematics
for Economists,” Executive Intelligence Review, August 11, 1995, p. 20.ferred tohidehis youthfulpriority, as anadolescent, in discovering anactually
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FIGURE 2

Eratosthenes’ meaurement of the size of the Earth

~490 miles

Syene (Aswan)

Alexandria

71/5̊  = 1/50 circle

(a) Eratosthenes’ measurement 
of the size of the Earth was 
based upon determining the 
angle of arc between 
Alexandria and Syene (Aswan), 
cities which lie close to the 
same meridian, at a walking 
distance of approximately 490 
miles. (b) At the same time the 
sun’s rays shone directly into �
a deep well in Syene, they cast 
a shadow of 7.2° from the top 
of an obelisk at Alexandria. �
(c) Eratosthenes’ calculation 
was remarkably accurate.

(a)

(c)

360° ÷ 7.2° = 50�
If 1/50 circumference = ~490 miles,�

then the full circumference = ~24,500 miles

Syene
(Aswan)

Alexandria

Parallel rays
from the sun

(b)

with the intent of disproving the assumption that the Earth’s preceding work of Ampère, Gauss, Weber, Riemann) in the
work of Maxwell, Bertrand Russell, et al.surface were simply two-dimensional, the evidence produced

by the sundials would disabuse one of the notion being tested. We are considering, as the relevant issue immediately
at hand: What is the demonstrable nature of the distinctionThe comparison of the discrepancy among the noonday shad-

ows cast by the sundials’ pins, shows that only the consider- between the kind of unproven, aprioristic notion of “time,”
which we associate with Euclidean geometry, or with theation of a third, “imaginary” dimension to the Earth’s surface,

giving the planet’s surface an approximately spherical charac- opinions of Descartes and Newton, as opposed to experimen-
tally-based fact of what formalists misname “imaginaryter, corresponds to the experimental evidence. In the design

of that experiment, that third dimension first appears as a time”? The latter is a notion which had been forced upon
science, earlier, by methods associated with the successivePlatonic idea, representing a definite magnitude, the kind of

ideas which empiricists, and kindred types, prefer to relegate experimental discoveries of Huyghens, Leibniz, Bernouilli,
Gauss, and Riemann. Compactly stated, the principle in-to the domain of the “imaginary.”

Gauss’s applications of the implications of biquadratic volved in defining an experimental-physical notion of “imagi-
nary,” as distinct from the unproven, aprioristically axiomaticresidues, to reconstructing the orbits of asteroids, to problems

of geodesy, and to sundry investigations into geomagnetism conceit, follows from the notion of hypothesis central to
Plato’s Socratic method, and to the establishment of the meth-and electrodynamics generally, represent a continuation of

the methods of experimental discovery traced through Plato odological foundations of modern science by Plato, Theaete-
tus, Eudoxus, Archimedes, Eratosthenes, Cusa, et al. The ar-and his Academy. The “angular force,” whose exploration by

Gauss’s and Riemann’s collaborator, Wilhelm Weber, first gument goes as follows.
By means of Plato’s Socratic method, one might adduceopened up the domain of microphysics on the atomic and sub-

atomic scale, during the middle of the Nineteenth Century,14 the underlying set of definitions, axioms, and postulates asso-
ciated with the geometry of Euclid. These elements wouldis an example of the importance of this method, relative to

the referenced point of hysterical fraud (directed against the have been sought out, by Socratic method, as the presump-
tions which must implicitly exist, as preconditions of belief
in support of demonstrable propositions in a geometry based
upon construction. The common set of such adduced pre-14. Hecht, Saumont, Tennenbaum, op. cit.
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sumptions is represented by the relevant definitions, axioms, In both experimental physical science, and in Classical
art, the underlying mental processes involved are identical.and postulates. That common set is named an “hypothesis.”

Any proposition which is experimentally constructable, and The principles for Classical education established by Frie-
drich Schiller, are thus to be seen as representing somethingwhich is not inconsistent with any of the constituent set of

elements of the relevant hypothesis, is denoted as a “theorem” essential to the fostering of physical-scientific competence.
Without a mastery of the Classical art-forms, to such effectof that system. All the potentially statable propositions which

might satisfy those requirements, constitute, in aggregation, that the student is forced to recognize the character of the
underlying processes common to Classical art and scientifica deductive “theorem-lattice.”

With that, the fun begins. discovery, the future scientist will suffer a crippling kind of
cognitive illiteracy respecting the existence of a principle ofFrom the point in the process, that such an hypothesis is

established for belief, each relevant type of event is examined scientific discovery. Riemann’s 1854 dissertation typifies
such a pervasive principle underlying all scientific progress.implicitly in a two-fold way. First, according to presumptions

of belief which govern the way in which we identify an appar- A student’s mastery of Classical art develops those aspects of
mental processes indispensable for conceptualizing scientificent occurrence as “believably existent,” or not. Second, we

compare the proposition, that the occurrence is “believably matters which lie outside, and above, the domain of any exist-
ing formalized mathematical physics. Thus, the lack of a dom-existent,” with the relevant hypothesis, such as the hypothesis

underlying a deductive formal geometry. In the case, that both inant position for Classical art-forms in the curricula of pri-
mary, secondary, and higher education, must result in athe hypothesis and the occurrence are equally believable, but

that no proposition associated with the occurrence could qual- corresponding degree of relative science-illiteracy among the
graduates. This is to be seen most clearly in such cases as thatify as a theorem of the reigning hypothesis, our minds are

confronted with a devastating sort of paradox, an ontological of Professor Hawking.
Consider the case, that experimental tests show that theparadox of the same type associated with Plato’s Parmenides.

This is the type of paradox which is otherwise known in Clas- challenged occurrence is indeed real, and that its validation
involves an axiom-like principle of nature, or of cognition, orsical art-forms as a metaphor.

This notion is at the center of the method of physical both, which was lacking in the construction of the relevant
hypothesis. Not only must we add the validated, axiom-likescience,15 and is also the characteristic of the method of com-

position known as “Classical” in the domains of poetry, mu- principle to our repertoire; we correct, and otherwise revise
the pre-existing, relevant hypothesis, to accommodate thissic, tragedy, and plastic art-forms. The method involved, is at

the center of those notions of a non-Euclidean physical-space- newly validated principle. This accommodation presents the
surviving axioms of the relevant old hypothesis as if theytime recalled by Hawking’s errors for our reconsideration

here. Therefore, a brief restatement, for emphasis and clarity, were “n” dimensions of physical-space-time geometry. Now,
we are adding dimension “n+1.” As Riemann stresses in 1854,is now interpolated.

We are situating the generation of scientific ideas in those we are not permitted merely to dump the new principle into
the proverbial mathematical pot; we must take into accountcases in which a true paradox of the indicated form appears.

In Classical art-forms, the same cognitive type of paradox the new kinds of interactions to be considered by shifting
from the hypothesis of “n dimensions,” to the relevant newassumes the guise of metaphor. In the latter instances, the use

of metaphor is imposed upon the author, or composer, by the hypothesis of “n+1 dimensions.” The new quality of interac-
tions is expressed for measurement, in terms of physical-fact, that a reality exists for which existing language (e.g.,

such as a mathematics) has made no explicit provision. This space-time “curvature.” All of the leading work of Gauss,
W. Weber, and Riemann (among others) expresses this math-difficulty may be circumvented, by juxtaposing two respec-

tively established, but mutually irreconcilable kinds of repre- ematical comprehension of the process of experimental-phys-
ical progress.sentations, thus presenting a metaphor. The required resolu-

tion of the paradox, so explicitly described, forces the This change in the way we must think geometrically, elim-
inates all further toleration for such aprioristic conceits, suchcognitive powers of the mind to resolve that riddle. The suc-

cessful solution is supplied by the cognitive powers of the as the notions that space and time are infinitely extensible, in
perfectly linear continuity, backwards, forward, and up-and-mind, adding a previously non-existent idea to the array of

explicit references available to users of that language. The down. How far any dimension (extensible application of dis-
tinct, validated experimental principle) is extendable, andmetaphor thereafter becomes a recognizable name for that

new idea added to the language’s repertoire. with what restrictions, must be determined experimentally.
Of this, we should have been forewarned no later than the
Eighteenth Century, by the proof of isochronicity in gravita-

15. The standpoint in physical science represented in this present writing, is
tional field, and in refraction of light propagated at some ratethe present author’s work in the science of physical economy. As the reader
of retarded potential.will soon encounter this here, the science of physical economy has a unique

authority respecting the issues under review here. Time itself, free of its aprioristic shackles, like space, is
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removed from the domain of Cartesian and algebraic intu- Frankenstein’s monster, from both the extremely small and
extremely large. That ghostly spectacle has disposed manyition; its nature becomes a subject of experimental physics.

The measurement of those deviations from a presumed value, such modern positivists to suspect, that the name of the uni-
verse’s most powerful deity, is Chaos, after all. Hence, a cor-which shows us the presence of a new principle to be consid-

ered in respect to lapses of time, provides us, by the methods responding strain of brutishly pagan religiosity in the argu-
ments of Maxwell’s, Hawking’s, and like minds.of Gauss and Riemann, with what appears to the naive mathe-

matician as “imaginary time,” or, to the less simple-minded,
the demonstration of the presence of an additional principle Analysis Situs

The instant one grasps the implications of Riemann’s ref-(a potential new dimension). Wilhelm Weber’s anticipation
of the fallacy of popular use of “Coulomb forces,” by his erenced, 1854 dissertation, it is clear that the essential quality

of our universe as a process, appears to science only in theseemingly prophetic discovery of a “reversal” of the apparent
relative role of “strong” and “weak” forces within a range of primitive form of a succession of hypotheses. All of the princi-

pal problems of science, thus belong to a form typified by thea certain microphysical smallness, is among the most elegant
examples of the qualitatively new meanings which must be ontological paradox central to Plato’s Parmenides dialogue.

What is the One which efficiently subsumes those Manyadded to the notions of “space” and “time” within the range
of the extremely small. hypotheses? Thus, we are obliged to shift our sense of what

is primary, away from the fixed object, to the principle ofHawking’s most obvious difficulty in telling time, is his
implicitly obsessive attachment to the fraudulent presumption change, the latter as the primary reality underlying the condi-

tional existence of fixed objects.employed by professed Newtonians such as Leonhard Euler
and his followers (Joseph Lagrange, Marquis LaPlace, Au- As the cases of Cusa, and such professed students of

Cusa’s discoveries, as Luca Pacioli, Leonardo da Vinci, andgustin Cauchy, Lord Kelvin, Rudolf Clausius, Hermann
Grassmann, Maxwell, Lord Rayleigh, Bertrand Russell, et Johannes Kepler, attest to this historical fact, modern science,

based upon an experimental-physical principle of measure-al.), in employing the arbitrary, “ivory tower” presumption
of perfect continuity (e.g., “linearity in the most extremely ment (Cusa),17 is based upon a line of development, running

from Plato and his Academy of Athens, through Cusa, Leib-small”) to construct those bald tautologies, falsely adopted as
purported “proof” of that perfect continuity.16 Contrary to the niz, Gauss, Riemann, et al. In other words, upon those who

developed and comprehended the primacy of a Platonic no-Cartesians, Newtonians, et al., the issue of continuity in the
very small, is not a question of mathematics, but of experi- tion of change, this in the same sense that Riemann’s refer-

enced dissertation expresses such a primacy.mental physics. In such matters, mathematics must, like
Philip Duke of Edinburgh to Queen Elizabeth II, play the This notion of change, is the basis for the actuality which

a confused Hawking mistakenly apprehends as “imaginarysubordinate role, of consort, not monarch, in science.
The predicament of those who must acknowledge revolu- time.” Since the hypothesis underlying the terms (e.g., theo-

rems) of a sequence, as applied to any member of a sequence,tionary changes erupting within experimental physics, but
who, typified by Hawking or Maxwell, fanatically resist all is simultaneously efficient in governing all earlier and future

members of that sequence, the notion of “isochronicity” is to“geometries but our own,” is that the paradoxes which their
“ivory tower” fantasies have created, leer back at them, like be seen, from a Platonic standpoint, as adumbrated by a gen-

eral notion of “simultaneity of ‘infinity’.”18 The latter is a
well-documented, traditional notion of western European
philosophy, theology, and science, since Plato.19 The same16. The most famous, and relatively most influential of the hoaxes perpetrated

in defense of the aprioristic notion of perfectly continuous extension in space notion underlies Leibniz’s conception of Analysis Situs, the
and time, is that of Leonhard Euler’s 1748 Introduction to Infinitesimal notion which sent Hawking over the brink in his ruminations
Analysis, as stated, in a somewhat simplified way, in his 1671 Letters to a

on “C, P, and T.”20
German Princess [cf. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., The Science of Christian
Economy (Washington, D.C.: Schiller Institute, 1991); Appendix XI, “Eu-
ler’s Fallacies on the Subjects of Infinite Divisibility and Leibniz’s Monads,” 17. e.g., De docta ignorantia.
pp. 407-425]. Essentially, Euler employs an axiomatic assumption, that ex- 18. “Infinity” is used here in the sense of universality: the volume of Rieman-
tension in space is perfectly continuous, to construct a supposed proof of the nian physical space-time represented by regarding time as a “spatial”
theorem, that any ostensibly linear extension is infinitely divisible. Although dimension.
Isaac Newton and Rev. Clark argued, in their attacks upon Leibniz, for this

19. See reference given in Note 4.same effort to degrade the calculus, whose development had been specified
by Kepler, to a basis in so-called “infinite series,” it was Euler’s influence 20. Thus, Hawking’s blunders are to be seen as predominantly ideological

in character. Those principles of science which Leibniz placed under theto this effect which dominated the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries’
Newtonian factions of Lagrange, et al., in an anti-Leibniz, anti-Gauss, anti- captionof AnalysisSitus,must be recognized, in thefirst instance, as referenc-

ing principles central to the successful practice of predecessors such asRiemann, rabid devotion to the practice of axiomatically assumed “lineariza-
tion in the very small.” Euler’s tautological fraud, is to have derived a theorem Pacioli, da Vinci, William Gilbert, and Kepler, principles which had been

suppressed by means of the hegemonic political influence of the followersrespecting a claim which was already embedded “hereditarily” (axiomati-
cally) in the method selected for constructing the alleged proof. of Ockhamite Paolo Sarpi in Sixteenth-Century Europe. Just as Sarpi’s agents
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One must see the problem of defining an underlying order- Back during the middle decades of the Nineteenth Cen-
tury, Britain’s Lord Kelvin mustered one of his German lack-ing-principle, for a succession of hypothesis, as a corollary of

Plato’s Parmenides paradox. For example, does the entropy, eys, Rudolf Clausius, into the task of inserting a curious bit
of pagan religious belief into the empiricist science-cate-or, the anti-entropy of the universe increase as we increase the

mathematical cardinality of physical-space-time geometry, chism, the so-called “Second Law of Thermodynamics.”
Clausius’ ally, Hermann Grassmann, contributed signifi-from a geometry of “n dimensions,” to one of “n+1 dimen-

sions”? No mathematics defined as the empiricists and posi- cantly to constructing the mathematical fine points of the
dogma.21 This was done in defiance of the evidence of thetivists demand, could formulate such a question.

For example, when these forms are encountered as charac- universe’s tendency toward evolution into higher states of
organization, to say nothing of the anti-entropic characteristicteristics of real processes, “right-handedness” and “left-hand-

edness” are not simply interchangeable. Nor is the transfor- of the human species itself. The mathematical argument em-
ployed relied, in a crucial way, upon Grassmann’s specificmation from one state to the other a matter of statistical

indifference. Nor does a human being rise to the age of ap- approach to codifying Euler’s tautological fallacy of “linear-
ization of physical space-time in the extremely small.” Theproximately twenty-five years, to begin the descent to a bio-

logical state of infancy. In the real world, outside ivory tower reckless extrapolation of the notion of a “Coulomb force” to
the extremely small, is a paralogism of the same type.speculations, “backward” and “forward,” are never the simple

reversal of one another. The same differences, which Hawk- This poses a problem which obliges us to return to the
standpoint of a generalized Analysis Situs, to the examinationing’s “ivory tower” viewpoint implicitly outlaws, are pre-

cisely the ironies, the paradoxes, from which discoveries of of the historically determined characteristics of Hawking’s
defective method. On this account, the immediate origin ofprinciple are derived.

The most important of such problems in Analysis Situs, this arbitrary construction of the so-called “Second Law of
Thermodynamics,” by Kelvin, et al., is what we have alreadytoday, are those associated with disputes respecting the rela-

tive primacies of entropy and anti-entropy. That brings us to identified as that Euler-Lagrange hoax known as “lineariza-
tion in the extremely small,” the which is the common distinc-the third of the four clusters of issues posed by Hawking’s

chapter. We contrast the views of Hawking with the writer’s tion of the collection of Nineteenth-Century Newtonians such
as Laplace, Cauchy, Grassmann, Kelvin, Clausius, Helm-own.
holtz, Maxwell, Rayleigh, Mach, Russell, et al.

However, to understand that phenomenon, one must lo-But, who winds the clock?
Hawking presents four types of time, four senses of direc- cate Euler, Lagrange, et al., within the Europe-wide, Eigh-

teenth-Century cult of Isaac Newton, as created and organizedtion of time. Thefirst, which we have already referenced here,
is the notion of simple, linear, similarity of backward and by the Paris-based spy-master of Venice, Abbot Antonio

Conti, the creator, together with fellow-agents Guido Grandi,forward. The second, which he labels as the first of three, he
identifies as “the thermodynamic arrow of time, the direction Francesco Algarotti, and Giammaria Ortes, of Newton’s con-

troller, Dr. Samuel Clarke, and of Physiocrat Dr. Françoisof time in which disorder or entropy increases.” The third,
“the psychological arrow of time. This is the direction in Quesnay, Voltaire, the Paris-centered “Enlightenment,” and

Frederick II’s harem of Leibniz-hating, Newtonian fanaticswhich we feel time passes, the direction in which we remem-
ber the past, but not the future.” Finally, he lists “the cosmo- within the Berlin Academy of science: Euler, Maupertuis,

Lambert, Lagrange, et al. Spy-master Conti and his networklogical arrow of time. This is the direction of time in which
the universe is expanding rather than contracting.” Silly and of salons are nested within the framework of the founding of

the Seventeenth-Century French and Anglo-Dutch “Enlight-arbitrary as those notions of time may be, they are Hawking’s
expressed sentiment. Overall, Hawking’s mind portrays it-
self, as borrowing from stray contemporary fads of opinion 21. These reports are not intended to suggest that the work of Clausius and
in his academic’s environment, as the caddis-fly larva gathers Grassmann did not include actual accomplishments. The problem here, is to

be understood as expressing the impact of a pervasive system of politicalodd bits of rubbish, rather indiscriminately, in preparation of
corruption, which taints the work, and morals, among even otherwise accom-its pupation.
plished scientific workers. The corruption usually begins in childhood and
adolescence, in such seemingly innocent forms as submission to demands

Francis Bacon and Thomas Hobbes sought to outlaw, fraudulently, arbi- for conformity with the doctrines imposed by some relevant authority. In
later years, all too often, the survival of a scientist’s career may be madetrarily, metaphor, hypothesis, and the subjunctive, the Rosicrucian mystics

(such as Fludd) and other Sarpians, conducted a bloody inquisition against conditional upon his playing the role of an intellectual thug. The case of the
thuggery directed against Max Planck, from the admirers of Ernst Mach inthe principles central to the most durably successful achievements of, most

emphatically, Kepler. Thus, on this account, “Enlightenment science,” posi- Vienna, Berlin, and elsewhere, is but typical of this moral problem pervading
much of the “generally accepted classroom” authorities down to the presenttivism most notably, presents us with a spectacle like that of a man who has

amputated his own legs, to prove the impossibility of walking. Hawking’s day. Clausius was an able scientific worker, who sullied himself as the price
paid for the patronage of Lord Kelvin et al. The politically motivated corrup-rant on the subjects of “C, P, and T,” argues for indifference to that existent

reality whose possibility he refuses to acknowledge. tion within science today, is far worse than it was in Kelvin’s time.
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enment” by the leader of Venice’s dominant, Case Nuove, Conti adhered to a stripped-down version of Aristotelean-
ism.24 These empiricists and positivists, as typified by Russellfaction, Paolo Sarpi. Thus, Conti’s Eighteenth-Century

“Newtonian” salons premise their beliefs upon the axiomatic and Hawking, adhere, with a fanatical quality of intellectual
violence, to Aristotle’s standpoint of the “observer.”assumptions introduced to England by Sarpi’s personal

lackey, Galileo Galilei, and Sarpi’s agents Francis Bacon and This is crucial for understanding Hawking’s insistence
upon taking Russell’s standpoint, of clocks seen by observers.Thomas Hobbes.22

When “Newtonianism” and its offshoots are situated This is the fishbowl in which Hawking’s thoughts swim. This
is crucial for understanding all empiricist argument, includingwithin the context defined by Sarpi, as they must be, it should

become clear to us, that there is virtually no subject-area each and all of those four notions of time we have adduced
from the relevant Chapter.taught in any university undergraduate, or secondary-school

textbook today, which is not derived, axiomatically, from the The present writer premises science, not upon the stand-
point of the so-called “detached observer,” but, rather, thesame doctrine underlying the entirety of Thomas Hobbes’

Leviathan. This includes, most emphatically, all social stud- “actor.” This principle is central to the difference separating
the economic science of Leibniz and this present author, fromies, including virtually all branches of psychology, extends

to the teaching of philology, linguistics, drama, poetry, and all the sundry neo-Aristotelean, or worse concoctions of to-
day’s university economics classroom. Hawking’s borrowingmodern prose-style, all today’s generally accepted classroom

teaching of political-economy, and includes the pseudo-sci- from the “it seems to me” rhetoric of barroom sophistry, for
his four stated notions respecting time, is to be viewed inence, “political science,” co-founded by Saint-Simon and the

Madame de Staël. Less suspected, is the fact that the mecha- this light.
As this is elaborated, repeatedly, in previously publishednistic doctrines of physics and generally accepted classroom

mathematics, are also premised axiomatically upon exactly locations, the foundation for certainty respecting the princi-
ples of scientific knowledge, is the proof that man’s practicedthe same, perverse axiomatic assumptions underlying the en-

tirety of Hobbes’ Leviathan. use of successive discoveries of principle, respecting both
nature and human cognition itself, has resulted in the coordi-There is a deeper, earlier, ancient Greek, aspect to these

axiomatics. The root of the modern Enlightenment is traced, nated increase of mankind’s potential population, and also
improvements of demographic characteristics of households.formally, from the Paduan “mortalist” Pietro Pomponazzi, the

founder of that modern teaching of Plato’s adversary Aristotle In short, man’s successive increases in his species’ power
over nature, achieved through revolutionizing of society’sand Aristoteleanism, which Venice employed in its efforts to

crush out of existence the mid-Fifteenth-Century, Platonic behavior in this way. This process of increased per-capita
power within the universe, corresponds to a Riemann se-“Golden Renaissance,” which had gained temporary victory

in the 1439-1440, Florence sessions of the great, ecumenical quence of change, from a practiced physical-space-time ge-
ometry of “n dimensions,” to a superior one of “n+1 dimen-Council of Florence. Although Sarpi broke with that version

of Aristotle practiced by his defeated factional opponents of sions.”
The latter sequence is driven, emotionally (i.e., agapi-the Roberto Bellarmino’s Case Vecchie, Sarpi’s self-avow-

edly “Protestant” Enlightenment must be viewed as a cally) by those processes of individual cognition which de-
velop validatable new principles (“dimensions”) as resolu-“slightly heretical” branch of the same Aristoteleanism which

Pomponazzi had taught to later Cardinal Gasparo Contarini. tions of those kinds of ontological paradoxes which we have
associated with Classical forms of metaphor.Sarpi led a revival of the faction of medieval positivist Wil-

liam of Ockham.23 Like Ockham, and modern logical positiv- The conclusion to be derived from examining this evi-
dence, is that when mankind employs its individuals’ cogni-ism’s professed neo-Ockhamites, the followers of Sarpi and
tive powers in that manner, the universe responds obediently
to the exertion of increased dominion by the human species.25

22. On the Venetian roots of modern empiricism, see Lyndon H. LaRouche,
Jr. in the following locations: “How Bertrand Russell Became an Evil Man,” Thus, that aspect of cognition expresses a congruence with
Fidelio, Fall 1994; “How Hobbes’ Mathematics Misshaped Modern His- the fundamental lawful ordering of the universe. For reasons
tory,” Fidelio, Spring 1996. given above, this most “robust” of all correlations in human
23. The common feature of Venice’s Sixteenth-Century Case Vecchie and experience, obliges us to reexamine more closely those cre-
Case Nuove factions, is that both were equally impassioned in their desire to

ative processes, within the sovereign precincts of the individ-eradicate the influence of the Council of Florence, and the related (A.D.
1460-1483) founding, in Louis XI’s France, of the modern form of sovereign
nation-state. The essential difference, is that the Case Vecchie were commit-

24. Look at Cartesianism in the retrospective view provided by Riemann’sted to preserving the imperial form of a feudalism dominated by hereditary
habilitation dissertation. Cartesian geometry, and the mathematics derivedlanded aristocracy; the Case Nuove were committed to playing northern and
from it, is to Euclid as Ockhamite Sarpi is to Pomponazzi’s Paduan Aristotle.Habsburg-dominated Europe against each other, in a divide-and-conquer
Indeed, had the Biblical Jonah been a Sarpi, a Descartes, an Ernst Mach, astrategy which would bring the kind of financier-oligarchical maritime
Bertrand Russell, or a Hawking, he would have swallowed the whale.power, which Venice had represented, to imperial domination through Ven-

ice’s Anglo-Dutch clone-states. 25. Genesis 1:26-28
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ual mind, from which the gaining of such increased domin- To this end, focus upon the transfer of the impulse of
technological change, treated as a Gaussian characteristic, asion flows.

Firstly, the Riemannian series corresponding to this prin- a measure of the relative curvature of the economic process
taken as a whole.cipled increase of dominion represents the ontological para-

dox, the Many, for which these individual powers of creative To define the relevant relations, examine a national econ-
omy as an indivisible entirety. Conduct this examination incognition typify the solution, the desired One. In turn, the

individual paradox which prompts each of the corresponding, solely physical-economic terms, without reference to money
or prices. Compare the physical-economic output of thatsuccessive discoveries of experimentally validated principle,

is well known, in the manner we have indicated here. The economy as a whole, and in terms of per-capita of its entire
labor-force, and in terms of its entire functional area. Comparecorrespondence of such paradoxes, as scientific propositions,

to the role of metaphor in Classical art-forms, is also demon- the required inputs, measured in market-basket terms, with
the total produced output, in the same terms. What, then,strated. A close examination of the Riemann sequence, from

this vantage-point, settles a crucial question. is the meaning of the terms, “national profit” and “national
Value Added”?The Riemann series, n to n+1, itself defines a meta-mathe-

matical notion with two notable expressions. Firstly, the se- Express this problem in the following way. Equate the
variable magnitude corresponding to the maintenance of theries defines an ordered increase of mathematical cardinality.

Secondly, since each added dimensionality corresponds to a productivity of the economy as a whole (per capita of total
labor-force), to “energy of the system.” Equate that portionGauss-Riemann discontinuity in the relevant, preceding func-

tion of reference, this mathematical cardinality is also ex- of output which exceeds the required “energy of the system”
for the “next cycle,” as “free energy.” Stipulate, that the re-pressed as the notion of an implicitly enumerable density of

discontinuities for any arbitrarily selected interval of action. striction, that the ratio of “free energy” to “energy of the
system” must not decrease during successive cycles, corre-These notions of cardinality have a general relationship to

the Gauss-Riemann notion of curvature in physical-space- lates with “anti-entropy” of the economic process considered
as a whole.time geometries.

These mathematical notions are coordinate with the in- This “anti-entropy,” if it is achieved, correlates with in-
creasing cardinality of a Riemannian series of successivecrease of mankind’s dominion in the universe, and, for reason

given, with the ordering principle of lawfulness made known technological states. The role of the “strategic machine-tool-
design” principle in modern industrial economy, illustratesto us through man’s progress in dominion. It is appropriate to

identify these empirical relations by the term anti-entropy. the functional connections, between technological progress
and increase of physical-economic productivity-rates, to beThe contrast of such a notion of “anti-entropy,” to the notion

of “entropy” supplied by Clausius, et al., is clear. The universe investigated in study of an actual economy.26 It is solely that
functional connection, between realized technological prog-is characteristically “anti-entropic,” rather than the “entropic”

universe arbitrarily presumed by the “ivory tower” viewer ress and increases of physical-economic productivity-rates,
which allows the sustainable maintenance of “free energy”such as Kelvin or Hawking.

So much for our Hawking’s deluded occupation with his ratios of entire economies over medium- to long-term in-
tervals.notions of “time’s arrow,” his conjectured distinctions among

so-called “thermodynamic,” “psychological,” and “cosmo- For the rather obviously related reasons, the most signifi-
cant thing to measure in an economy, is not theflow of productlogical” time.
as such; rather, it is the rate of transfer of technological prog-
ress which is characteristic.Economics: the science of action

Put to one side commonplace, erotic fantasies respecting Thus, rather than measuring the clock-time for the move-
ment of physical goods and related service along the network-money, prices, and possession. Focus upon the real economy,

which is principally those physical changes in nature, by pathways of the economy as a whole, we must measure these
movements in terms of the associated rates of technologymeans of which the potential relative population-density (in-

cluding correlated demographic improvements) is main- transfer accomplished by aid of the movements of physical
goods and related services. This technology-transfer assumestained and increased. Take into account, the essential part of

the subjective aspect of physical economy, such as education, the form of a necessary, characteristic rate of change associ-
ated with the movements of physical goods and related ser-health-care, and science services, and the role of the institu-

tion of the modern, sovereign nation-state, itself, which are, vices. This added “dimension” of the economic process, cor-
responds to a Gauss-Riemann curvature of the relevanttaken as one, the preconditions for fostering scientific and

technological progress. Note that, in this sense, those subjec- physical-economic space-time.
tive aspects are functionally determining within physical
economy. Help Professor Hawking locate a valid science of 26. Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “Return to the Machine-Tool Principle,” Exec-

utive Intelligence Review, Feb. 7, 1997.“time” within the bounds of such inquiry.
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This notion of relative curvature (or, “characteristic”) covered solution, as a principle; the student is obliged to re-
synthesize his, or her general hypothesis bearing upon thatmay be applied in three respectively distinct ways: a) locally,

b) in terms of the demographic-labor process of the economy entire area of knowledge.
This discovery of new hypothesis, is the direct means byas whole, and c) in respect to the area represented by the

relevant economy. In all cases, it is not the lapsed time of the which the future is known to us in an efficient way, as distinct
from the fallacious methods of merely wishful, or charismaticaction which is determining, but, rather, the product of the rate

of technology-transfer and product moved, which is decisive. conjecture. This is the essence of Plato’s Socratic method,
which, in turn, is a refined, conscious apprehension of theThis returns our attention to a crucial bit of silliness in

Hawking’s argument. He writes: “Then, there is the psycho- potential powers lodged within the developable, sovereign
cognitive processes of the individual person. Since hypothesislogical area of time. This is the direction in which we feel

time passes, the direction in which we remember the past applies simultaneously to past, present, and future states of
the sequence hypothesis underlies, to know that hypothesis,but not the future.” On the contrary, the most distinguishing

feature of human memory, is that we do remember the future, is to know that future, and, thus, to be able to recall it from
memory. To the degree the hypothesis is valid, the apprehen-and that in a manner which, although not a simple reversal of

looking toward the past, is just as efficient in determining sion of the future is usually at least as accurate as our memory
of the past.human behavior as memory of the past. This was the central

topic addressed in several among the present writer’s treat- Hawking, aided by Carl Sagan, wrote a book for popular
readers. That road leading in search of popularity, wasments of the ruling principle of “time reversal” in the compos-

ing, performance, and hearing of Classical musical, motivic smoothly paved with prosaic banality. The unfortunate part
of that popular appeal, is that this required virtually no bowd-thorough-composition, and in economic processes.27

In competent industrial management, for example, the lerization of the author’s professional views on the same top-
ics. Even worse, some popular readers deceive themselves tospan of comprehension of the ongoing process, which is re-

quired of the relevant executives and their staffs, encompasses imagine that they are receiving important truths by literary
pathways paved with the mediocrity of popularizing ideo-some number of years into the past’s making of the productive

process of the present moment, and also the shaping of the logues. Serious matters deserve serious thought.
actions taken in the present moment, on the basis of memory
of the resulting state of the economic process some number
of years along the distant economic horizon. Indeed, all com-
petent decisions of an important variety which are made in a For further reading
society, including, for example, Mozart’s, Beethoven’s, and
Brahms’ method of composing music, and Wilhelm Furtwän-

The following books, which deal with the issues dis-gler’s method of conducting it, are based upon a principle of
composition, according to which the present is chosen to bring cussed in Mr. LaRouche’s article, can be ordered from

Ben Franklin Booksellers, 107 South King St., Lees-about a predetermined future condition, a future condition
which acts upon the process of decision by means of the fac- burg, Va. 20175. Call 1-800-453-4108 (toll-free) or

703-777-3661.ulty of memory.
This knowledge is older than the celebrated Ramon Llull;

Leibniz: Political Writings, edited by Patrick Riley,it is at least as old as Plato’s lifetime. Contrary to Hawking,
it not only exists; it is the most important faculty of memory. paperback, $21.95.

Leibniz: Monodology and Other Philosophical Es-One concluding observation on this point.
In competent education, as Friedrich Schiller and Wil- says, translated by Paul Schrecker and Anne Martin

Schrecker, paperback, $14.95.helm von Humboldt understood this, the essential require-
ment is that the pupils relive the experience of reenacting A Source Book in Mathematics, edited by David

Eugene Smith, paperback, $15.95. Selected writings ofdiscoveries of principle, rather than merely learning them in
a textbook fashion. That is accomplished by,first, reconstruct- Euler, Leibniz, Gauss, Pascal, and others.

A Source Book in Mathematics 1200-1800, editeding the relevant paradox, in the form of metaphor. This chal-
lenge to the individual pupil’s sovereign powers of cognition, by D.J. Struik, paperback, $27.50. Selected writings of

Euler, Kepler, Pascal, Huygens, and others.results, in successful instances, of course, in prompting the
student’s mind, not only to recognize the validation of a dis-

Add $4 shipping and handling for the first book and
$0.50 for each additional book. Virginia residents add

27. See note 2. In indicated issues of Executive Intelligence Review, see
4.5% sales tax. Mastercard, Visa, American Express,also, Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., “That Which Underlies Motivic Thorough-
and Discover are accepted.Composition,” Sept. 1, 1995, and “Norbert Brainin on Motivführung,” Sept.

22, 1995.
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Clinton, Zedillo
defend sovereignty
vs. one world order
by Valerie Rush and Dennis Small

“It is imperative for us to respect our friends and neighbors especially,” President
William Clinton told the press during his May 5-7 state visit to Mexico. Setting the
tone of defense of national sovereignty which dominated the entire historic trip,
Clinton elaborated that he was referring to “respect for the patriotism and the
integrity” of the Mexican people and their heroes.

With these simple words, months, if not years, of British conniving to provoke
an uncontrolled conflict between the United States and Mexico, were sharply de-
flated. And they showed, more broadly, that there is a simple pathway available to
sovereign nations, to lead the world safely back from the brink of global economic
and political catastrophe, to which British policies have driven it.

During the early months of 1997, Britain and its co-thinkers in Washington—
spearheaded by the notorious bankers’ lobby, the Inter-American Dialogue—had
fanned the flames of conflict between Mexico and the United States, making use
of the delicate issues of the war on drugs, immigration policy, and so forth, to bring
the two neighbors to a 50-year nadir in bilateral relations. So tense were things,
that in early 1997, calls were issued on thefloor of the U.S. Senate for the overthrow
of Mexico’s ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) and even for toppling
the Zedillo government; while in Mexico, the British-sponsored left opposition
was demanding that Clinton be banned from Mexico as persona non grata. The
British were confident that they could force Clinton to cancel his trip altogether, or
if not, to be met in Mexico by tens or hundreds of thousands of anti-American street
demonstrators, and by violent incidents created by agents provocateur.

Britain’s immediate historical referent was Vice President Richard Nixon’s
infamous late-1950s tour of Ibero-America, where he was met by violent protests
and was literally spat upon by hateful crowds, enraged at U.S. policy toward the
region.

Had such a scenario taken hold, the next step on the British agenda was to use
the July 1997 mid-term elections in Mexico to drive the PRI out of office and to
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“I’m going there as a
gesture of respect—not
only respect for their
lives, but respect for the
patriotism and the
integrity of the people
who have served this
country. . . . It is
imperative for us to
respect our friends and
neighbors,” President
William Clinton (left)
said during his visit,
with President Ernesto
Zedillo, to the “Child
Heroes” monument in
Mexico City.

catapult the pro-Zapatista opposition into power—much as icy, was seriously weakened by the Mexico trip. This setback
came on top of the dramatic defeat they suffered, just weeksthey have done in Zaire with the butcher Laurent Kabila. From

there, the disintegration of Mexico as a nation-state would be earlier, when Peruvian President Alberto Fujimori rejected
British/Dialogue pressure to capitulate to the MRTA narco-just around the corner.

But this scenario did not play out, and credit is due to both terrorists, and instead courageously retook the Japanese am-
bassador’s residence by force.Presidents Clinton and Ernesto Zedillo for that achievement.

In contrast to Nixon’s tour, President Clinton’s trip evoked Indicative of the shifting winds in Washington, is the re-
cent announcement at the U.S. State Department that senioramong Mexicans memories of John F. Kennedy’s triumphal

visit in the early 1960s, where he was warmly received as policy adviser and longtime “Latin America hand,” Luigi Ei-
naudi, is resigning. Einaudi, who brags that “I came into thea respectful friend and ally of Mexico. Clinton and Zedillo

accomplished this simply enough, by establishing a dialogue State Department with Kissinger” 23 years ago, has virtually
run U.S. policy toward Ibero-America on behalf of the Britishcentered explicitly around mutual respect for each other’s

national sovereignty, and by rejecting most of the globalist one-worldists for more than two decades. Under George
Bush, in particular, the Dialogue defined every aspect of pol-agenda that the Inter-American Dialogue had tried to force

upon them. icy toward Ibero-America, and Einaudi was handed the strate-
gic post of U.S. ambassador to the Organization of AmericanPredictably, the British policy advocates at the Dialogue

and elsewhere are now gnashing their teeth in frustration over States. Now, Einaudi is finally leaving State and, according
to press accounts, is moving over to the Inter-American Dia-the Mexico results. Particularly pathetic was the May 11 edi-

torial of the Rev. Sun Myung Moon’s Washington Times, logue instead.
Einaudi’s erstwhile mentor, Sir Henry Kissinger, alsowhich berated Clinton for being “publicly obsequious” and

“spineless” with Zedillo, by giving credence to the concept emerged from Clinton’s Mexico trip with egg on his face. Just
days prior to Clinton’s departure, Sir Henry had gone out onof “national sovereignty,” which the Times described as a

“Mexican code word for ‘Yankee butt out of our affairs, un- a limb in a nationally syndicated column, urging Clinton to
not forge any meaningful ties with Mexico’s Zedillo, but toless you’re carrying bags of cash.’ ”
instead pursue a geopolitical alliance with the “remarkable”
President of Brazil, Fernando Henrique Cardoso, whom Clin-‘Dialogue’ agenda in trouble

Although not eliminated, the overall influence of the ton is scheduled to visit in October. Cardoso is a founding
member of the Inter-American Dialogue; but Clinton wasInter-American Dialogue on Clinton’s Ibero-American pol-
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Tlaxcala is the first city
on mainland America
from which the conquest,
evangelization, and
colonization of the New
World was begun. Left to
right: Mrs. Zedillo,
President Zedillo,
President Clinton, and
Mrs. Clinton are greeted
by Mexican children
during their visit to
Tlaxcala.

apparently unimpressed with Kissinger’s advice. Replace the nation-state with ‘governance’
Foremost among the Dialogue’s goals is to replace theThe Inter-American Dialogue was founded in 1982 by

McGeorge Bundy, David Rockefeller, and Robert McNa- concept of national sovereignty with “multilateral” or “col-
lective” governance. Former Dialogue President Feinbergmara, among other “establishment” luminaries. Today it

claims among the ranks of its 100 “prominent” members for- was explicit about his hostility to the sovereign nation-state,
when he told a June 1996 forum in Mexico: “In Latin Americamer National Security Adviser Sir Brent Scowcroft (a former

president of Kissinger Associates and national security ad- today, in the name of sovereignty, governments repress dis-
sent, restrict civil society, violate labor rights, protect drugviser to George Bush), and Alan Batkin, the current vice chair-

man of Kissinger Associates. It promotes itself as “the pre- traffickers, and devastate the environment.”
In its latest report on the Americas, entitled “Making Co-mier U.S. center” for policy and communication within the

Western Hemisphere, boasts of having members “on loan” to operation Work,” the Dialogue demands that Ibero-America
submit to “a convergence of interests and values” under thevarious governments in the Americas (e.g., the Presidents of

Brazil and Bolivia), and coordinates the activities of the more guidance of a multilateral institution, such as a revamped
Organization of American States (OAS). The primary intentthan 100 Washington-based non-governmental organizations

which deal with Ibero-America. of the report, as stressed by the Dialogue, is to “redirect U.S.
policy” toward the concept of regional government and awayIt also deploys key media figures in its ranks to help shape

its aura of power. Among its members are the president of the from so-called “unilateralism.” In other words, the Dialogue
is intent on eliminating the national sovereignty of the nationsChicago Tribune, the publisher of the Miami Herald, Cable

News Network’s prime anchor and senior correspondent, the of Ibero-America—and of the United States.
Clinton’s agenda with Mexican President Zedillo had anational news assistant managing editor of the Washington

Post, the associate editor of La Opinión (the largest U.S. Span- very different focus, though, with repeated emphasis on a
“partnership” that takes into account both the unilateral andish-language daily), and the chairman of Abril, S.A., Brazil’s

largest publishing company. bilateral interests of their two nations, with full respect for
national sovereignty. For example, on the issue of the drugThe Dialogue was the architect of every major feature of

George Bush’s policy toward Ibero-America, and, although trade, at the signing ceremony for the new Declaration of
the Mexican/U.S. Alliance Against Drugs, President Zedilloit has lost significant ground under Clinton, it retains influence

both in Washington, and across the continent. Until early emphasized that “thefirst principle which we mutually recog-
nize is—and I will read it—‘is the absolute respect for the1996, for example, Clinton’s Latin America director at the

National Security Council was Richard Feinberg, a former sovereignty and territorial jurisdiction of both Mexico and
the United States of America.’ ”Dialogue president.
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The U.S. certification procedure, which the Dialogue has Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) as a success story, and
stated that he was hoping to incorporate “more nations in ourrepeatedly demanded be abandoned in favor of “collective”

criteria, and which the Dialogue-influenced media tried to partnership” by seeking fast-track negotiating authority from
the U.S. Congress.ignite into a full-blown confrontation between the United

States and Mexico, in fact scarcely figured in the discussions The Financial Times of London complained on May 14,
that Clinton’s “credibility” in Ibero-America “depends onbetween the two heads of state.

On the issue of the armed forces, too, the anti-military Congress granting ‘fast-track’ authority . . . an issue on which
there has been little progress to date.”lobbyists at the Dialogue were iced out. Despite a furious

campaign by the British press and their media cohorts in the
United States to smear the Mexican Armed Forces as corrupt
and as human-rights abusers, the Clinton administration not
only expressed an appreciation of Mexico’s defense forces Clinton’s encounter
as a bulwark against the drug cartels, but President Clinton
personally praised that institution. During a visit to Mexico’s with Mexican history
Niños Héroes monument, the first by a U.S. President in 50
years, Clinton paid homage to “the patriotism and the integrity by Carlos Cota Meza
of the people who have served this country.”

On the question of Mexican political reform, the watch-
President Bill Clinton’s state visit to Mexico May 5-7, and hisword fordismantling the rulingPRIpartyas an institutionvital

to Mexican stability, the Dialogue went unsatisfied as well. meetings with President Ernesto Zedillo, held out a promise of
the type of relations which could exist between sovereignAlthough President Clinton praised the Zedillo government’s

commitment to “democratizing” Mexico’s political environ- nations, within the framework of a new and just international
economic order.ment, and met briefly with representatives of the National Ac-

tion Party (PAN) and Democratic Revolutionary Party (PRD) To properly locate the Clinton-Zedillo meetings, recall
the serious tensions which existed between the two countriesopposition, the net effect of the visit was to strengthen, rather

than weaken, Mexico’s governing institutions. in February and March of this year, as a result of highly pro-
vocative behavior by the U.S. Congress in opposing the ad-Jorge Castañeda, an outspoken opposition figure linked

to disgraced former Mexican President Carlos Salinas, and ministration’s certification of Mexico as a drug-fighting ally.
At that time, President Clinton proceeded to certify Mexicowho travels in Dialogue circles and has most vocally publi-

cized the demand that Clinton help sink the Mexican political in the face of opposition from practically every Congressional
Republican, along with some Democrats. After the Presi-system, complained after the visit that Clinton’s policy toward

Mexico “is absolutely clear, decisive, unequivocal: to try at dent’s decision, it was this same opposition group which de-
manded the imposition of an arbitrary time frame on Mexico,all cost to keep the system in power. . . . The timing of his

visit was planned with clear electoral purposes. It’s obvious within which it would have to implement certain anti-drug
policies, or otherwise be labeled an unreliable ally.that they could have waited another three months. . . . Zedillo

and the PRI will be the obvious winners.” In reviewing the key elements of this conflict, Lyndon
LaRouche stated that those in the United States who attackedOn human rights, the Dialogue was also left high and dry.

Mexican Dialogue member Mariclaire Acosta, who is also Mexico’s certification, know virtually nothing about the Mex-
ican political system or the history it embodies, including thepresident of Mexico’s Commission for the Defense and Pro-

motion of Human Rights, met with U.S. Secretary of State history of U.S.-Mexican relations. Current relations between
the two nations, LaRouche said, are similar to those of theMadeleine Albright, and presented her with a document de-

manding that the United States and all Ibero-American coun- 1861-65 period (see EIR, March 28, 1997, “The Certification
of Mexico”).tries submit to the jurisdiction of the Inter-American Commis-

sion on Human Rights of the Organization of American States It was precisely this positive environment which charac-
terized the personal meetings between the two heads of state,in matters pertaining to human rights. This call for placing

supranational agencies above the laws of sovereign nations and was a theme expressed in their speeches and in major
events. It should also be said that this same 1861-65 period,has been a long-standing demand of the British one-worldists,

and of the Inter-American Dialogue. Acosta complained that highlights historical mistakes which the two Presidents must
overcome between now and the year 2000, when both theirClinton is not moving on this agenda item either.

President Clinton has not freed himself, however, from terms in office end.
the Dialogue’s grip on the crucial issue of economic policy,
although he is not implementing their directives at the speed Monument to the ‘Child Heroes’

President Clinton’s first official act in Mexico on May 6,the British would like. In remarks to Mexican businessmen
on May 7, Clinton praised the Bush-initiated North American has been characterized as “of historic proportions.” He paid
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the President of the United States should decline to go, be-
cause of what happened between our two countries a long
time ago. . . . It is imperative for us to respect our friends
and neighbors especially, in countries around the world, and
honor their symbols of national honor.”

President Zedillo returned to the theme of Mexico’s long
and important history at another official event later that day.
During a state dinner with the Clintons at the National Palace,
in the historic center of Mexico City, the Mexican head of
state offered an unusual toast, reminding his guests: “Just
down the street, we have the first printing press, the first mint,
the first university, and the first Academy of Art in the Ameri-
cas.” Although the University of Santo Domingo, in the Ca-
ribbean nation of the Dominican Republic, was founded in
1538, the University of Mexico was the first one founded on
the mainland of the American continent, in 1551.

“Also from here,” Zedillo continued, “a great Mexican
President, Benito Juárez, established a relationship of mutual
respect and appreciation with a great United States President,
Abraham Lincoln. We Mexicans hold Lincoln in high regard,
because, in his relations with Mexico, he always knew how
to reconcile defending the legitimate interests of his countryPresident Ernesto Zedillo (left) chose the itinerary of President

Clinton’s visit. Here, sightseeing at the “Sun Pyramid,” in with respect for the sovereignty of our nation and the dignity
Teotihuacán. of Mexicans. . . . These are the sentiments President Clinton

has demonstrated during this visit.”
Thus, in a single day, both heads of state referred to the

most turbulent and most significant periods of the nineteenth-homage to the famous “Niños Héroes” monument in Mexico
City, the first American President to do so since May 3, 1947, century history of Mexico and the United States. As is recog-

nized by universal history, Lincoln’s republican victorywhen Truman joined an honor guard in front of what was
known as the Altar of the Fatherland. against the slave-holding Confederates of the South was the

second U.S. war of independence from the British Empire,The “Niños Héroes” monument commemorates six teen-
age military cadets who were killed while resisting the Sept. a singular event that changed the course of history for all

of humanity.13, 1847 capture of Mexico City by the U.S. Army, com-
manded by Gen. Winfield Scott, in the war against Mexico
declared by President James K. Polk. The conflict was re- Journey to Tlaxcala

President Zedillo has acknowledged that it was he whosolved by the Guadalupe-Hidalgo Treaties, in which Mexico
accepted the Rı́o Bravo (known by Americans as the Rio chose the itinerary of Clinton’s visit, which was approved by

Clinton himself, and thus what transpired during the courseGrande) as its northern border, thus losing an extensive terri-
tory which today forms part of Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, of the trip was their joint responsibility.

Because they bore no great significance in defining a newand California.
Part history, part legend, the fact remains that this is some- strategic relationship between the two nations, we do not de-

tail Clinton’s May 5 visit to the Anthropology Museum, northing that Americans don’t like to remember, and that Mexi-
cans don’t want to forget, even though it would be absurd for the naive concepts Clinton expressed about pre-Hispanic cul-

ture, nor the visit to the Teotihuacán pyramids, with which heMexico to claim these territories today. It is a polemical matter
for both neighboring countries, since that event defined not concluded his trip.

What was striking was Clinton’s surprise May 7 visit toonly the current territorial boundaries of Mexico, but many
of its current government institutions as well. In effect, the the historic city of Tlaxcala, and the celebration held there.

The joyous acclaim with which the city’s residents greetedwar of 1846-48 is considered today as the event that forced the
creation of a national army to professionally defend territorial the Clintons brought smiles of delight to the visitors’ faces.

In this simple way, it was demonstrated that it is possible tointegrity and national sovereignty. The “Niños Héroes” are
the seed of today’s Mexican Army. have friendships between different peoples.

But even more important is the epic history of TlaxcalaResponding to this polemic, President Clinton stated:
“I’m going there as a gesture of respect—not only respect for revealed during the visit, which demonstrated to a surprised

Bill Clinton that it is possible to create a civilization from thetheir lives, but respect for the patriotism and the integrity of
the people who have served this country. . . . I do not believe bottom up. Tlaxcala is the first city on mainland America
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from which the conquest, evangelization, and colonization of tary, and political policies upon the region—and it demands
immediate implementation of this agenda. Both reports in factthe New World was begun.

The festivities were held outside the San Francisco con- express great frustration over the lack of progress made since
1991 in forcing Ibero-America to accept their nation-wreck-vent, the first constructed on the American mainland; a con-

struction decided upon in 1519, the same year that Hernán ing plans.
There are two matters which explain the Dialogue’s exas-Cortés arrived on these shores. The Presidents, their wives,

and entourage toured the hall through which Cortés and his peration. One, is that its influence in Washington, particularly
inside the Clinton administration, has diminished, evidence ofmen had also passed.

President and Mrs. Clinton, along with a reduced entour- which was seen in President Clinton’s very successful state
visit to Mexico on May 5-7, and the close, personal workingage, accepted the invitation of the three parish priests of the

Tlaxcala Cathedral to sign the book of distinguished visitors, relationship he established with Mexican President Ernesto
Zedillo. This type of government-to-government cooperationand tour the cathedral. Clinton inquired about the details of

the sacred art he was viewing, including the most minute flies in the face of the United Nations-enforced supranational-
ism that the Dialogue says must govern all hemispheric rela-description of each of the paintings that adorned the church

walls. The cathedral was constructed in 1537, and its roof tions.
This explains why the IAD is so intent on destroying thewas designed to resemble a ship’s hull, in commemoration of

Cortés’s order to burn his ships upon arriving in the Americas. Mexican political system and the ruling PRI party, a goal not
stated explicitly in its reports, but one which is central to itsEven the baptismal font where Cortés acted as godfather to

hundreds of newly baptized Indians was preserved, as well as overall policy agenda.The IAD openly demands that U.S. pol-
icy be “redirected” away from any unilateral initiatives, suchthe very first pulpit of the American mainland.

The history presented by the paintings concluded with an as those Clinton has taken in the anti-drug war, and which the
Dialogue sees as obstacles to its drive for regional governmentoil painting re-creating the baptism of the four Tlaxcalteca

chiefs, who chose the names Lorenzo, Vicente, Gonzalo, and and multilateralism. “The opportunity to build strong and pro-
ductive hemispheric partnerships must be grasped soon,” TheBartolomé. These are the same Indian leaders who sealed a

military alliance with Cortés, to defeat the cannibalistic tyr- Americas in 1997 report warns, “or it will fade.”
The IAD’s other problem is the resistance to its agendaanny of the Aztecs.

We don’t know what the priests told the visitors in private, within Ibero-America itself. The April 22 commando raid or-
dered by Peruvian President Alberto Fujimori, which rescuedbut there is no other way to explain Tlaxcala’s history except

as a key element in the creation of the New World. The priests 72 hostages held by the MRTA at the Japanese ambassador’s
residence in Lima, was the Dialogue’s worst nightmare: Notoffered to bless the Clintons, and their blessing was accepted.
only did an Ibero-American President act unflinchingly in de-
fense of the nation-state, but his actions reverberated through-
out the continent, provoking an outpouring of optimism and
pride in Peru’s victory over the narco-terrorist enemy—the‘Dialogue’ says, smash
MRTA,which theDialoguesupports. InanApril23presscon-
ference inWashington topresent TheAmericas in1997 report,the nation-state now!
IAD staff member Carlos Iván Degregori, a Peruvian, sol-
emnly voiced the Dialogue’s fear: “Yesterday, when I sawby Cynthia Rush and Gretchen Small
President Fujimori addressing the military and singing the an-
them—I’m deeply concerned that this military victory, the

EIR has repeatedly warned that the main policy agenda of methodology,canbetranslated to thepoliticalarena.”Degreg-
orispeaksofsovereigntyasif itweresomedreaddiseasewhichthe Inter-American Dialogue (IAD), the Wall Street-linked

think-tank, was to smash the sovereign nation-states of Ibero- must be stamped out before it spreads.
Hence, thereport’s renewedemphasisoncrushingthecon-America, and replace them with supranational entities capa-

ble of enforcing the dictates of a British-led international fi- tinent’s armed forces, in the guise of eliminating “impunity”
for human rights abuses, doing away with “special economicnancial oligarchy. In the Dialogue’s many reports, this agenda

has always been dressed in the insane language of globaloney: and political prerogatives,” and creating new multilateral se-
curity bodies whose decisions would override any national se-“redefining sovereignty,” “multilateralism,” “strengthening

democracy,” and “regional governance.” curity concerns of individual nations. Peru’s military, not sur-
prisingly, is singled out as a special target for destruction.In two new reports issued in April, The Americas in 1997:

Making Cooperation Work, and The Inter-American Agenda
and Multilateral Governance: the Organization of American A new Maastricht?

Underlying every agenda item discussed in the two re-States, the Dialogue has thrown caution to the wind, and is-
sued a blueprint for the transformation of the OAS into a ports, and in the April 23 press conference, is the demand

that national sovereignty, and the nation-state, be replaced byregional government, empowered to impose economic, mili-
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“collective,” multilateral consensus in all areas of policymak- eign loans requiring that governments take steps to improve
the lot of the poor, would be a good idea, The Americas ining. The body chosen to enforce what the IAD calls “regional

governance,” that is, regional government, is the Organiza- 1997 report contends, but it quickly adds that “it would take
decades” for there to be any visible improvement in livingtion of American States (OAS).

The Multilateral Governance report argues that the OAS conditions.
is the “logical and principal mechanism which governments
can use to engage each other . . . in the management of hemi- Act now

The Dialogue sets March 1998, when the Presidents ofspheric affairs, and that it should be the central ‘hub’ of the
region’s multilateral networks. . . . Rather than a project-exe- the Americas will meet in Santiago, Chile, as the deadline by

which governments must commit themselves to transformingcution agency, the basic organizing concept of the OAS
should be that of an overall, pro-active forum . . . inducing the OAS into the imperial entity the IAD envisions. But, there

are difficulties with this timetable, as The Americas in 1997agreements and commitments from governments.” To carry
out this role, the IAD baldly states, the OAS must function admits. “Confidence in the future of hemispheric cooperation

has been diminished. . . . Despite the election in 1994 of a“under the global network of the United Nations system.”
That is, become a regional sub-division of the United Nations, highly regarded new secretary general, the OAS has not

gained significantly in stature or credibility. Most nations re-to which the region’s governments agree to hand over sover-
eign powers on economic and military matters, and domestic main opposed to expanding its financing or mandate, or mak-

ing necessary changes in its structures and operation.”and foreign policy.
The scope of the IAD’s proposals are unprecedented, Nonetheless, the IAD argues that immediate restructuring

and strengthening of OAS powers can be undertaken, beforematched perhaps only by the Maastricht Treaty, whose final
implementation is intended to subject all of Europe to supra- agreement is reached on a total overhaul of the OAS. And

both reports underscore, where there is still resistance to thenational government. The regional governance project was
the product of an IAD study group of 14 “scholars and prac- drive toward globalism, that resistance must be smashed. As

Dialogue President Peter Hakim stated in the April 23 presstitioners”—practitioners of what, we might ask—created in
May 1995, and whose conclusions were released in April of conference, “It really is time for the countries of the hemi-

sphere, the governments of the hemisphere, to stop toleratingthis year. In effect, it is the continuation of the IAD’s earlier
“redefining sovereignty” project, public discussion of which the mediocrity of the OAS, and turn that organization into

something that we can all be really proud of.”had to be dropped because the topic was too sensitive politi-
cally, at least under that name. As IAD member Rodrigo Bo- To achieve this, the IAD reports identify four areas in

which there must be sweeping reform: defending democracy,tero put it in December 1992, “It would be difficult for any
government to endorse a statement that national sovereignty human rights, security, and economics. Also, if the OAS is to

function, the IAD insists that it be run by an “elite professionalhas disappeared.”
So the IAD came up with “regional governance,” which corps,” preferably drawn from other international organiza-

tions such as the UN or the Inter-American Developmentis only a slightly dressed-up version of the old plan. Nor is
there any subtlety in its demands. Multilateralism is neces- Bank. This “relatively small, but highly expert, elite cadre of

civil servants,” would run a revamped General Secretariat, insary, it argues, because “by acting collectively, the nations of
the Americas grant legitimacy . . . to initiatives that no coun- which various departments would be “headed by a distin-

guished, respected regional figure as ‘Assistant Secretary’ ortry could justifiably undertake by itself.” That is, it’s all right
to violate sovereignty, as long as it’s done collectively! In any ‘Undersecretary.’ ”

The Americas in 1997 complains that “Latin Americancase, the Governance report opines, “rising nationalism and
appeals to sovereignty are . . . a reaction to the driving forces governments . . . have resisted efforts to make the OAS’s

Democracy Unit a more forceful instrument for democraticof interdependence, globalization, and technological change.
Nationalism and sovereignty have become comforting estab- change.” Asserting that the Unit for the Promotion of Democ-

racy is inadequate for the depth of intervention required, thelished symbols [!]—something to cling to against the disturb-
ing forces of change.” Governance report proposes the creation of a “Political De-

partment” which would serve as the Executive Secretariat forBesides, the report states, all of the problems in today’s
world—“institution-building, fighting poverty, and redress- the OAS Permanent Council. This would operate several sub-

units, to handle such matters as observing/monitoring elec-ing inequities—have multinational dimensions . . . and can-
not be adequately managed in isolation.” This does not mean, tions, institution-building, and creating “a culture of democ-

racy.” Again, the report stresses the importance of the OAShowever, as the Dialogue is careful to point out, that the harsh
monetarist economic reforms imposed on most countries by maintaining “close consultation with the UN” in cases per-

taining to a collective defense of democracy, adding that “thethe International Monetary Fund should be abandoned. Nor
does it mean any physical economic development ought to possibility of some coordinated division of labor between the

two institutions . . . should be explored.”occur to raise living standards. Attaching conditions to for-
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Reform in the areas of human rights and security are vital tor.” However, they then try to sneak the creation of such a
force in through the back door, calling for a “tighter, inte-to the success of the governance project. In discussion of “a

new national security framework,” the IAD is adamant that grated, pro-active regional approach” to the problems of drugs
and terrorism, despite continuing opposition to the creationthe definition of security be limited, so as not to include social

or economic matters which might justify military involve- of an OAS-led multilateral drug-enforcement capability.
ment in civilian affairs. A major complaint, however, is that
it hasn’t yet been possible to reach a consensus on the princi- U.S. sovereignty also a target

The Americas in 1997 makes one point with an urgencyples and concepts of hemispheric security, because of “the
reflexive and latent fear among many Latin American officers not seen in earlier reports. It demands that U.S. policy, that

is, Clinton administration policy, be “redirected” to ensurethat multilateral norms and agreements could be manipulated
to destroy the Armed Forces as an institution. This fear . . . that the regional governance project moves forward. The re-

port begins with a pointed reminder that the North Americanalso gives rise to concern that multilateralism could mean the
intrusion by foreign actors into profoundly domestic political Free Trade Agreement, and the proposed Western Hemi-

sphere Free Trade Agreement, emerged from the “new frame-issues, such as the formulation of defense policy and strate-
gic doctrine.” work for U.S.-Latin American economic relations” launched

by George Bush as his Enterprise for the Americas InitiativeThe point of departure for the IAD’s proposals are the
institutional changes initiated in the early 1990s, when of 1990.

“We call on the United States to play a more vigorous roleGeorge Bush was U.S. President, Kissingerian Luigi Einaudi
was U.S. ambassador to the OAS, and disgraced former Vene- in building cooperation,” the introduction to the report states.

Later, the report says that “U.S. policy has not been fullyzuelan President Carlos Andrés Pérez was one of their major
allies in ramming through the “collective defense of democ- conducive to building long-term cooperation in the hemi-

sphere,” and attacks the Clinton administration for failing toracy” embodied in the so-called Santiago Resolution of 1991.
At the 1991 General Assembly, a Standing Committee on obtain fast-track authority from Congress which would allow

it to negotiate broader trade agreements. The Dialogue viewsHemispheric Security of the Permanent Council was created
and mandated to “rethink regional security arrangements and the fast track as the sine qua non for the advancement of its

regional government agenda. “It would be a disaster,” Hakimnorms in the light of the changed international context.”
To build on these initial changes, the IAD demands the said in the April 23 press conference, if the United States

doesn’t have fast track by the March 1998 Santiago summit.revamping of the Inter-American Defense Board, to put it un-
der the control of the OAS’s political organs, rather than func- The Dialogue demands that the United States also change

its policy toward Cuba, and in the war on drugs. Why? Be-tion independently of them, as is now the case. Also proposed
is the creation of a Defense Secretariat, empowered to collect, cause “they raised concerns in Latin America and the Carib-

bean about Washington’s commitment to cooperation incoordinate, and make available relevant security information.
These steps would transform the IADB into a virtual multina- hemispheric relations.” Rather than the unilateral policy of

certifying nations as drug-fighting allies, the Dialogue wantstional military force, prepared to deploy into countries of the
region that stray off the path of British globalism. the United States to join “with other nations of the Americas

to develop a common, multilateral strategy to confront theAs an adjunct to this, the Governance report calls for
tightening coordination among human rights non-govern- trade in illicit narcotics. . . . This approach would require,first

of all, that the United States stop judging the anti-narcoticsmental organizations, the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights, and the Inter-American Court. The opera- efforts of other countries and ‘decertifying’ and penalizing

those that are not performing satisfactorily according totional principle of this “Inter-American Human Rights Sys-
tem” would be that foreign or supranational law takes prece- Washington’s standards.”

Thus, the IAD, which backs drug legalization, would havedence over national laws in cases pertaining to human rights
abuses. The system would be empowered to intervene to the Cali Cartel’s wholly-owned narco-President, Ernesto

Samper of Colombia, help devise the continent’s, and thechange domestic legislation, shape the political environment,
assure an end to “impunity,” and generate cases against oppo- United States’, anti-drug policies! Keep in mind, too, that it

was OAS Secretary General César Gaviria who, as Presidentnents. Efforts in the early 1990s to prosecute military officers
at the Inter-American Court in Costa Rica, for human rights of Colombia, rammed through the 1991 constitution which

was bought and paid for with Cali Cartel money, and whichabuses allegedly committed in anti-terrorist campaigns, after
they had been amnestied through national legislation, is an made it possible for Samper’s narco-government to come

into being. Like his erstwhile Venezuelan ally Carlos Andrésexample of how this system is intended to work.
It is noteworthy that the IAD feels restrained from for- Pérez, Gaviria is tied to the Cali drug cartel. This is the man

whose proposals and documents provided the chief inspira-mally proposing the creation of an inter-American military or
peacekeeping force, noting that “opposition to the use of force tion for the IAD study group which produced the regional

governance project.and obligatory sanctions [in conflicts] remain a limiting fac-
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Soros and CVRD
President Cardoso has fulfilled his commitments to Brit-

ishfinancial interests, and handed over the CVRD to a consor-
tium of nominally national as well as foreign corporations,Kissinger to Clinton:
which took control of the mining complex for $3.3 billion.
Prominent among these are the financial interests of specula-Back Brazil’s Cardoso
tor George Soros, who handles a large portion of Queen
Elizabeth II’s investment portfolio.by Silvia Palacios

As the Brazilian newspaper Gazeta Mercantil aptly char-
acterized it, those who bought CVRD, the so-called Brazil

Days before President Bill Clinton began his state visit to Consortium, “despite calling themselves Brazilian, have a
financial structure anchored in such major foreign investorsMexico, the British Empire made its preferences known

through its confessed agent, Sir Henry Kissinger. In his April as Citibank, George Soros, and NationsBank of the United
States”—the last an important participant in previous Brazil-29 syndicated column, Kissinger urged President Clinton to

establish a “special relationship” with Brazilian President ian privatizations.
Because of the role he plays in the power structure ofFernando Henrique Cardoso, to whom he referred as a “phi-

losopher,” and therefore as an “ideal partner in lifting our British Crown finances, Soros’s activities in Ibero-America
represent a strategic advantage for the plans of the Britishsights to the fulfillment of the historic promise of the

Americas.” Empire. With the coup dealt by the privatization of CVRD,
Soros—who does not yet have total control—finds himselfAlthough he didn’t mention Mexico, Kissinger was

clearly warning Clinton to steer clear of Mexico’s President in a position to dominate critical sectors of the three largest
nations in Ibero-America. In Argentina, he is the largestErnesto Zedillo, and to instead build his Ibero-American pol-

icy around the “remarkable” Cardoso. With this, Kissinger landholder in the country, having acquired the most produc-
tive lands; and in Mexico, he has managed, through specula-recognized that the best ally of the moment for Anglo-Ameri-

can interests in Ibero-America is the Brazilian President, who, tive maneuvers, to take possession of large real estate
holdings.during his official visit to England in December, will report-

edly be knighted as “Sir” Fernando Henrique Cardoso. To consolidate the financial power of the Brazil Con-
sortium, headed by Companhia Siderurgica Nacional, twoA founding member of the Inter-American Dialogue, Car-

doso has systematically carried out each and every one of its ad hoc companies were created in the fiscal paradise of
the Grand Cayman Islands: Sweet River, in which Soros’sdestructive political directives, including an alliance with the

São Paulo Forum, the continent-wide narco-terrorist organi- Quantum Fund participates, and CSN Steel International.
With the company already privatized, the South Africanzation created in 1990 on the initiative of the Cuban Commu-

nist Party. Cardoso has also played his part on economic pol- mining group Gencor signed a letter of intent to participate
in CVRD.icy, handing over strategic sectors of the national economy to

Anglo-American interests, either directly or through privatiz- As EIR documented in a Special Report, “The True Story
of Soros the Golem” (April 1997), the origin of the vastations.

Kissinger and his London bosses can’t heap enough praise funds which Soros’s Quantum Fund deploys globally, can
be found in the enormous fortunes stemming from illiciton Cardoso for the privatization in April of the Companhia

Vale do Rio Doce (CVRD), the world’s third-largest mining activities such as trafficking in drugs and precious metals,
flight capital, and so forth.company. Apart from its economic importance, CVRD’s de-

livery to international financial sharks like George Soros, im- In the case of Brazil, Soros’s activities have triggered
an alarm. Sen. Roberto Requião, president of a Parliamentaryplies a loss of Brazilian sovereignty over the coveted Ama-

zonas region; until now, the CVRD has been, apart from the Commission of Inquiry of the Brazilian Senate charged with
investigating the fraud against state and municipal bonds,Armed Forces, the only presence of the Brazilian state in

the region. declared on May 8: “It is necessary to investigate the origins
of the bulk of the money used by the Brazil Consortium,”Similarly, the Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corp.,

symbol of British colonialism, has installed itself in Brazil. especially, he added, those companies originating in the
Cayman Islands.Lyndon H. LaRouche warned in a recent interview that Bra-

zilian patriots had better quickly learn the lesson of Zaire, With government permission, Soros and his buddies are
taking over parts of the Brazilian economy. For example,which, like Brazil, plays a strategic role as a minerals source.

Zaire was destroyed, first, through the annihilation of central last year, the Swiss bank Union Bancaire Privée (UBP),
owned by Quantum Fund board member Edgar de Picciottopower and its Armed Forces. Later, it was easily divided, its

wealth auctioned off to foreign companies, but especially to and linked to drug-money laundering, bought up the lion’s
share of Brazil’s Banco Económico.the mining firms in the orbit of the British Commonwealth.
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Cardoso promises more ‘reforms’
Cardoso’s international credibility, and his prospects for

reelection, rest on the success of his “Real Plan” (named for
the national currency, the real). That, however, depends on
attracting international speculative capital, to cover for Bra-
zil’s gigantic trade deficit. The President and his economic
team have decided that, to resolve their Treasury problems, it
is necessary to auction off the national patrimony.

When the auction of CVRD was concluded, Planning
Minister Antonio Kandir announced: “The sale of Vale was
the great proof of the government’s political willingness to
carry out state reform. This year, with the increase in the
current accounts deficit of the balance of payments, it was
necessary to win approval of administrative and pension re-
forms, and to have a privatization process that would help
to show, both here and abroad, the degree of government
commitment to administrative reform.”

So, the government has redefined its priorities: Its primary
objective is to serve foreign interests. The argument that the
government employed to defend itself from the flood of legal Brazilian President Fernando Henrique Cardoso
challenges to the CVRD privatization, is revealing. “The pa-
ralysis of the privatization program for an indeterminate pe-
riod,” the government argued, “would cause incalculable fi- cutors, more than half of those serving the Attorney General

of the Republic, issued a manifesto threatening to charge Pres-nancial damage, such that the success of the operations
depends on the security and stability that the privatization of ident Cardoso with “crimes of responsibility,” if he persisted

in applying the “economic policy of economic organizationseach state enterprise can foster, while assuring the interests
of the investors in their acquisition.” that have transformed the citizen-Constitution into a by-prod-

uct of the economy,” handing control of “mineral exploitationSuch a legal argument is merely a transposition of the
President’s thinking, already applied on other occasions to and aerospace to private or foreign greed.”
favor the interests of the Anglo-Americanfinancial oligarchy.
Such was the case, for example, in the case of Banco Económ- Landless Movement on the warpath

London’s satisfaction with Cardoso, as expressed byico, acquired by UBP, and the sale of Banco Bamerindus to
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corp. In public statements Henry Kissinger, extends to his political agenda as well. The

British are particularly satisfied with his tacit support for theto the daily O Estado de São Paulo of April 19, Cardoso
asserted that in the past, he had been opposed to CVRD’s terrorist Landless Movement (MST), a member of the São

Paulo Forum, whose objective is to tear down Brazil’s na-privatization, but was convinced, after analyzing the profits
to be obtained from its sale. “If the government obtains $5 tional institutions, as Kabila has done in Zaire.

In its more than 12 years in existence, the MST has neverbillion and applies an interest rate of 20%, that will yield $1
billion a year; right now, the Treasury is collecting $29 mil- achieved such crucial victories as during Cardoso’s govern-

ment. For example, in the midst of its most aggressive landlion. As manager of the public Treasury, is it better for me to
get $1 billion or $29 million?” occupations, in the area of Pontal del Paranapanema, the MST

held its Maoist “March for Agrarian Reform.” Backed by theThe privatization of CVRD was postponed until one week
after the initial sale date, due to a flood of court challenges by one-worldist apparatus of non-governmental organizations

(NGOs) abroad, the march ended in the nation’s capital, Bra-citizens, legal specialists, and political leaders. Among those
opposing the privatization were the Armed Forces, the Catho- silia, on April 17, and its leaders were received in an official

audience by Cardoso.lic Church, political personalities, and especially the judi-
ciary. The Military Club, which represents active and retired Less than a month after that meeting, the MST assassi-

nated a property guard in Paraná. Gilmar Mauro, of the MST’smilitary personnel, polled its members and came up with 67%
opposed to the privatization. The National Conference of Bra- national board, stated that the killing was meant as “a mes-

sage” for the landowners. Even with this kind of action, Car-zilian Bishops (CNBB), during its annual assembly held in
April, issued an official appeal to the President to cancel the doso’s agriculture minister, Raul Jungman, announced the

granting of a multimillion government credit to the MST,CVRD auction, warning of the dangers that its control by
foreign companies would bring to the country. supposedly to finance the purchase of a mill and other equip-

ment, in Pontal del Paranapanema.The opposition became so heated, that 27 assistant prose-
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Who will be next on
London’s target list?
by Linda de Hoyos

With the arrival of Zairean mercenary Laurent Kabila in Kin- this meant reorganizing the peasantry into a “collectivity.”
Such rhetoric and Kabila’s flouting of the diplomatic re-shasa, Zaire, now the Democratic Republic of the Congo, on

the night of May 20, the forces of the Privy Council to the quests of the United States government have fueled a line
coming from such entities as the Times of London on MayBritish monarchy completed phase one of their seizure of

central Africa for the British Commonwealth. That first phase 20, that “if Washington and London believe their African
stars are rising, they may be mistaken. For the first time in abegan with the October 1990 invasion of Rwanda from

Uganda, under the direction of Ugandan President Yoweri century, African leaders are starting to take charge of the
destiny of the continent. . . . By dint of his victory in Kinshasa,Museveni. Preparations for the direct assault on Zaire were

completed with the May 1994 total seizure of Rwanda, and the Laurent Kabila has joined a growing firmament of African
leaders disinclined to take orders from outside powers.”July 1996 coup in Burundi which brought the Tutsi military in

that country back to power, sans democratic or foreign con- Such statements are designed to create an environment
for “plausible deniability” by London of the past atrocities ofstraints.

However, commentaries coming from well-known Brit- the Museveni-Kagame-Kabila-Buyoya combine, and those
yet to come.ish outlets such as the Times of London and the U.S. Commit-

tee on Refugees indicate that the strife in Africa, which has They also fly in the face of reality. From Museveni to
Kabila, the “stars” of this leftist-clacking “African clique,” asalready caused the most intense levels of mass murder of this

century, is far from over. the Times calls it, are being boosted because these warlords
have demonstrated their willingness to turn their countries
over lock, stock, and barrel to the largely British Common-‘Democracy,’ Kabila-style

As could be expected, given his lifelong record, Kabila’s wealth mining, financial, and agricultural companies looking
to Africa as the key looting ground going into the next century.orchestrated “soft landing” in Kinshasa, has not extended to

the formation of a new coalition government or specifics on In 1994, EIR documented that Uganda had economically re-
verted to the status of a British colony, with British “expatri-when elections might be held. Kabila, acting under the advise-

ment of Museveni, has relied upon his military power as his ates” running the ministries and investment authorities, while
from all accounts, the Ugandan population had been left toultimate bargaining chip. Declaring himself President and an-

nouncing part of his cabinet, Kabila refused to meet with die of rampant disease, in total destitution. As one Ugandan
opposition leader put it: “I have met with three successiveEtienne Tshisekedi, the long-standing opposition leader

againstousted PresidentMobutuSeseSeko, and indicated that British ambassadors. They do not support Museveni; they run
him; they tell him what to do every step of the way.”Tshisekedi would have no place in his government. The secre-

tary general of Kabila’s Alliance of Democratic Forces for the Through Museveni, who in turn runs Rwandan Defense
Minister Paul Kagame and Kabila, the combine also includesLiberation of the Congo, Deogratias Bugera, declared on May

19 that elections would not be held until the Alliance had reor- Isaias Afwerki of Eritrea and Meles Zenawi of Ethiopia, who
have taken the point against Sudan, and also opened theirganized the population. “We must reawaken the population

politically,” said Bugera. “It is ourfirst duty.” He declared that economies up to unprecedented looting.
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Kabila makes no attempt to hide his willingness to per- proceed to go into areas formerly under the control of Jonas
Savimbi’s Unita, given that Mobutu, Unita’s chief supporter,form the same mercenary function. The last leg of his march

on Kinshasa was funded with a hefty cash injection from the is out of the picture. Angolan troops are already known to
have been one of the forces militarily supporting Kabila’sfirm America Mineral Fields, which organized a conference

of financiers to meet with Kabila in Lubumbashi on May 9. march to Kinshasa over the last month. As the Times of Lon-
don predicts, “Now with Mr. Mobutu gone and Mr. KabilaContrary to its name and the location of its headquarters in

Hope, Arkansas, America Minerals is a Canadian firm—al- the new President of the Democratic Republic of Congo . . .
the stage is set for another showdown with what Mr. Musevenithough the United States, and France, also can be expected to

get a “cut” of the mineral wealth to be extracted from Zaire and his clique see as a destabilizing rebel group in Africa:
Jonas Savimbi’s Unita.”(see following article).

3. Sudan: Roger Winter, executive director of the U.S.
Committee of Refugees and conduit for British policy intoGeopolitical games continue

As heralded on May 20 by the Times of London, which Washington, told Congressional hearings on May 15 that the
United States “must see a new, more moderate governmentoften dictates foreign policy to the British Foreign Office, the

combine of Museveni et al. is now poised to take the “whole in Sudan”—that is, overthrow the Khartoum government.
“This is an achievable goal the United States should activelylot.” Writes the Times: “The fall of Zaire to the Alliance of

Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Congo-Zaire com- and unambiguously pursue.” Ed Marek of Zaire Watch, ema-
nating from Reston, Virginia, reported on May 21 that “Ugan-pletes a network of friends and allies stretching from Angola

to Eritrea who are expected to reshape the continent in an dan President Museveni may now turn his full attention to
Sudan and search for ways to help destabilize and ultimatelyimage of their own, and scrub out the colonial map of Africa

drawn up at Bismarck’s Berlin conference of European pow- topple the Government of Sudan. . . . Colonel John Garang
[of the SPLA] most likely will find support from Mr. Kabilaers in 1884.” That is, this time, London takes it all.

This line was foreshadowed on May 15 by U.S. Commit- as well in the future.”
4. Kenya: “How comfortable is Mr. [Daniel arap] Moi intee on Refugees operative Bob Arnot, who declared on PBS-

TV: “There was, in essence, some people would say, a plot Kenya” these days? the Times of London asks. Threats against
Kenya are already being issued by the Ugandan securitybetween Kabila, Kagame, and Museveni in the 1970s, that

they wanted to create a united states of Africa. They looked forces, who leaked to The Monitor newspaper the disinforma-
tion that 17,000 combined troops of Zairean Armed Forces,to Museveni, because he now has one of the fastest growing

economies in the world in Uganda. . . . So, you’re seeing a Hutu armed rebels, and guerrillas of the “Ninth of October
Movement” were collecting at the Kenyan border withbloc that could come out of this that could go from the south

of Egypt all the way down through Angola. There could be Uganda, poised to invade. Kenyan diplomatic sources have
categorically denied the story, noting that in fact the plantednew stability, new democracy, and tremendous new hope for

the African people.” Arnot added: “. . . it is incumbent on us leak represents a threat against Kenya.
5. Francophone central Africa: Rwandan Defense Min-in the United States to make certain that it happens.”

The domino effect of catastrophe will continue. Immedi- ister Kagame has already warned the Central African Repub-
lic that it must not take in Rwandan Hutu refugees, lest it wantate targets are:

1. Zaire-Congo: The reorganization of the peasantry into to chance destabilization. In an interview in the May 15-21
Le Nouvel Observateur, Jean François Bayart, of the Parisa “collectivity” declared by Bugera portends continued up-

heaval for this country, in which 500,000 Zaireans are already Center for International Studies and Research, warned that
Congo, Gabon, the Central African Republic, and Cameroonamong the displaced. Arnot, who travelled with Kabila for a

month, reported: “What we found in village after village was are “in danger offinding themselves in the eye of the hurricane
very shortly. . . . The pieces that it [France] regarded as itsthat the Alliance forces had come in, shot indiscriminately

into the village—indiscriminately in that they didn’t care own dominoes are toppling down one after the other. It all
began with the fall of Rwanda in 1994, and it could nowwhether it was a local Hutu or Chi or whether it was a Rwan-

dan refugee. They burned many of these villages to the ground spread to the other side of the Congo, for the crisis has shifted
from the Great Lakes to the Great River. The stake now beingand then went on their march.” In the village of Rushoga,

“When soldiers entered the village, 30 homes . . . were burned played for is the vast Congo basin, the flow of its amazing
informal economy, and the emergence of a political axis ex-to the ground. Seven individuals were shot and killed. The

rest of the villagers fled into the surrounding hills. Of those, tending from Angola to Eritrea on the Red Sea.”
This multi-pronged scenario cannot be realized without50 died of starvation or cold. Now in the village there are only

15 families left. Thirty are still missing.” Arnot predicted, massive bloodletting, on a scale not seen since World War II.
That puts the question to the United States: Will it challenge“The civil war in Zaire has just begun.”

2. Angola: The Angolan government of President Jose the might of the British Commonwealth, or it will turn a blind
eye to the murderous recolonization of Africa?Dos Santos has announced that its Armed Forces would now
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Financiers, seeking loot,
prop up Kabila’s Nazi rule
by Richard Freeman

On May 9, in Lubumbashi in western Zaire, Laurent Kabila sisted privatizing Gecamines, the state holding company
which controls most of Zaire’s raw material patrimony. Ka-met with top members of the British Commonwealth’s oligar-

chical financiers. The meeting was organized by Kabila and bila has pledged to privatize and sell off to foreigners Geca-
mines’ holdings. The financiers will finance the projects, asthe Canadian mining company, America Mineral Fields

(AMF); representatives from approximately a dozenfinancial well as get some funds directly into Kabila’s “economy.”
The May 9 Lubumbashi meeting intersects larger issues.institutions attended. In the tradition of German Reichsbank

head Hjalmar Schacht’s backing of Adolf Hitler, this meeting The Toronto-based Barrick Gold of former U.S. President
and secret-government drugs coordinator George Bush, be-planned out ways to strengthen Kabila’s Nazi rule over Zaire.

Kabila, who is part of a British Privy Council-steered gan lining up gold properties in Zaire’s central-eastern Kivu
province in 1996. Bush’s Barrick moved alongside severalalliance that includes Uganda’s Yoweri Museveni and

Rwanda’s strongman, Defense Minister Paul Kagame—Mu- Canadian-based mining firms, including AMF, which “in-
vaded” Zaire, in search of wealth. They are doing so, because,seveni and Kagame supplied half or more of Kabila’s troops

and military equipment—has already committed one of the as the bankrupt world financial system moves toward final
disintegration, the old wealthy families of the British Com-greatest mass-murder campaigns of the 20th century. Over

the course of eight months, beginning in October 1996, his monwealth, and its organizing committee, the Club of the
Isles, are moving out of paper property titles, and stampedingforces accomplished a greater intensity of genocide than Hit-

ler, killing 1 million Zaireans as well as Hutu Rwandans seek- into hard commodities, such as precious metals (e.g., gold),
base metals (e.g., copper and zinc), strategic metals such asing refuge in Zaire. Starvation and the machete were fa-

vored weapons. cobalt and vanadium, energy supplies, and increasingly
scarce food supplies.As we shall see below, the financiers and raw materials

cartel of the House of Windsor-centered British Common- Africa has huge untapped reserves; the raw materials car-
tel, which already controls a majority of the world’s raw mate-wealth see Kabila as their instrument to depopulate Zaire, as

well as open it up to plunder. The May 9 meeting was a rials, wants to consolidate whatever raw materials in Africa
it does not already control.jumping-off point for the next phase of operations.

Some members of the London-controlled press attempted Second, these same forces believe the nation-state to be
obsolete, and see most of Africa’s population of 640 millionto portray the May 9 meeting as an instance of the U.S. admin-

istration of President Bill Clinton endorsing Laurent Kabila. as useless and expendable. Thus, they want to rapidly depopu-
late Africa, through genocide, including famine. They believeThat is a lie: EIR spoke with a participant at the meeting, as

well as an official of America Mineral Fields, to learn what that some population is needed to run the mines, to provide
limited services to the occupying companies, but not muchwent on there. At the gathering, Kabila spoke for one hour,

urging the representatives of the 12 financial institutions to more than that.
At the top of the strategy stands the largest raw materialsbring funds into Zaire now, which would have the effect of

propping up his government; in return, goodies and loot are firm in the world, South Africa-based Anglo American, which
is one entity, through cross-ownership shares, with DeBeersbeing apportioned.

Zaire, the third-largest country in Africa, with a land area Diamonds and the Luxembourg-based Minorco minerals, all
owned and controlled by the Oppenheimer family. London-of 893,000 square miles (2,312,999 square kilometers), and

40 million people, possesses half the world’s proven cobalt based Rio Tinto Zinc, the world’s second largest raw materi-
als producer, in which England’s Queen Elizabeth II report-reserves, as well as abundant deposits of copper, zinc, tin,

and diamonds, and significant deposits of gold, and other edly has a personal investment, is another major force. Barrick
Gold of Toronto, Canada, guided by the drug-running, secretcommodities such as barite, boron, and magnesium. The raw

materials firms have begun staking out these deposits, and government intelligence networks of George Bush, is a third.
Although it is alleged that American companies are a ma-signing contracts over the last three years. Former President

Mobutu Sese Seko, though making some concessions, re- jor force, and that the American government plays a signifi-
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cant role in African strategic raw materials affairs, this is a This is the starting point for Britain’s Hitler-like genocide
in Africa; to stop it, this cartel’s power must be dismantled.well-constructed myth. According to a table constructed with

the aid of experts at the U.S. Geological Survey—which, ever We look first at the May 9 meeting, then at the broader
powers of the cartel, and finally, at the mining firms operatingsince the U.S. government shut down the U.S. Bureau of the

Mines in 1995, has taken over supervision of U.S. mining in Zaire.
information—there are 27 major mining companies, led by
Anglo American Corp., that conduct significant mining oper- How the groundwork was laid for genocide

The May 9 meeting in Lubumbashi marked a turning pointations in all of Africa. These companies control between 80%
and 90% of all African metals and mineral mining activity in the eight-month war in Zaire. Not only did it pull together

the kind of support that Kabila needed to conduct the finaloutput (leaving aside energy). Only two of those companies
are American. Most are either British, or are based somewhere week of fighting required to vanquish Zaire’s capital city of

Kinshasa on May 16, but it brought out into the open, a rela-in the British Commonwealth, especially those predomi-
nantly English-speaking countries which, for the past 150 tionship that antedated the meeting. In October 1996, Ugan-

da’s Yoweri Museveni launched his attack into eastern Zaire,years, have operated as the forward beachheads for London
interests: South Africa, Canada, and Australia. against Rwandan Hutu refugee camps, on behalf of the project

of a British-controlled greater Tutsi empire. From among Mu-The Commonwealth’s slogan is, therefore, “British gain,
American blame.” seveni’s forces, the Kabila option was put together, and Ka-

bila started military operations. This was the military in-The British Commonwealth is the most formidable eco-
nomic force on this planet. It encompasses 23% of the world’s vasion.

But for three years before then, the raw materials cartelland mass and 29% of its population. Grouped around the
Anglo-Dutch monarchies, it operates from the top down as a had been laying the groundwork for that attack, with an eco-

nomic invasion of its own. Operating through a series of whatsingle cartel, which is divided into subordinated divisions: a
raw materials cartel, an energy cartel, a food cartel, and a are called junior companies—small mining firms, usually

with hidden backing and control from such as Anglo Ameri-financial cartel. Figure 1 depicts all of the above, except the
financial cartel. These firms, through cross-share ownership can Corp., or else oligarchical financier forces—it began to

map out, and, through preliminary contracts, lay claim to vari-and tightly interlocked boards of directors, are a single opera-
tion. Operating through the British and allied Privy Councils ous deposits in rich mines of cobalt, tin, diamonds, zinc, cop-

per, etc. in Zaire. This first invasion started in 1994-95, andin Commonwealth countries, and through the British Over-
seas Development Office (formerly the Colonial Office), they gained substantial force during 1996, when preliminary con-

tracts were signed with the Mobutu government. But the Mo-shape imperial affairs.
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butu contracts had too many restrictions limiting the “free- dated Eurocan of Canada (now renamed Tenke Company),
Banro International of Vancouver, and Panomara Interna-enterprise right” of the mining cartel to plunder. For all his

Marxist rhetoric, a retooled Kabila, under Museveni’s wing, tional of Vancouver and the Cayman Islands.
AMF’s role in organizing the meeting at Kabila’s requestwould open up Zaire to plunder by outside forces, in a way

that Mobutu would not permit. This centered around the pri- gave rise to a disinformation operation, with which it is useful
to deal at the outset. Right after the fall of Kinshasa, colum-vatization of Gecamines (La Générale des Carrières et des

Mines du Zaı̈re), which is the state holding company for a nists Ambrose Evans-Pritchard and Chris Ruddy wrote arti-
cles about the May 9 meeting in the Pittsburgh Tribune-large share of Zaire’s raw materials wealth patrimony. Mo-

butu resisted International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Review, on May 17 and May 18, respectively. The Pittsburgh
Tribune-Review is owned by right-wing financier RichardBank, and financier calls for complete privatization of Geca-

mines. Mellon Scaife. Ruddy regularly writes for the Tribune-
Review, and Evans-Pritchard, who regularly writes for theGeorge Bush’s Barrick Gold led the mining invasion of

Zaire in 1996, when it laid claim to gold mines at Kilomoto Hollinger Corp.’s London Sunday Telegraph, also writes col-
umns, usually unsigned, for the Tribune-Review. Mellonand Doko, in Haut-Zaı̈re province. Joining Bush in this loot-

ing expedition were the Canadian junior companies, which, Scaife and the Hollinger Corporation are enemies of the
United States, and have led vicious attacks against Presidentamazingly, often had office staffs of only 10 people, and little

capitalization of their own. But, like America Mineral Clinton (see p. 62).
Fields—which, despite its name, is a Canadian company—
they laid claims to huge mining properties. AMF had signed The truth about America Mineral Fields

Ruddy and Evans-Pritchard concocted the tale that it isa deal to mine the mammoth Kipushi copper mines in Shaba
province. Others of these Canadian juniors included Consoli- principally American firms that are gobbling up resources in

the refugee massacres, Kagame spit back: “You go and
find out.”EIR nails Kagame for By this time, other members of the press corps had
caught on. The next reporter also demanded an explanationhis role in genocide
of reports that Rwandan soldiers have been involved in
the massacre of refugees in Zaire. “I do not know of any

If Rwandan strongman Paul Kagame hoped to top off his massacres in Zaire,” Kagame claimed. “I have no troops
highly controversial stay in Mainz, Germany with a trium- in Zaire and have nothing to do with what is happening
phant press conference, he was extremely disappointed. there.” This became Kagame’s stock answer, as other re-
At his press conference on May 21, EIR hammered Ka- porters demanded he answer the same question.
game with questions on his role in the massacre of Hutu EIR then pointed to the widespread reports of the on-
refugees in Zaire, and his failure to hold elections in going genocide in Zaire—documented by the United Na-
Rwanda. Under the headline “No Date for Elections, Ka- tions, international relief and refugee organizations, and
game Denies Taking Part in Massacre; Tense Atmosphere prominent individuals, including the European Parlia-
During Visit,” the Mainzer Allgemeine Zeitung, the local ment’s Humanitarian Relief Commissioner Mrs. Emma
daily, reported on the unfriendly reception for Kagame. Bonino. EIR also detailed Kagame’s central role, along

This authorfirst challenged Kagame to admit his collu- with President Yoweri Museveni of Uganda, and Kabila,
sion with Zairean rebel leader Laurent Kabila, prior to in the conquest of Zaire, and this genocidal operation’s
Kabila’s invasion of Zaire. Holding up the May 4 issue of backing from the British government and allied mining
the daily Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, in which re- companies. Kagame’s answer: “You have a problem sir,
porter Robert von Lucius described the Kagame-Kabila you have a problem. . . .”
cooperation, I demanded of Kagame, “Will you admit, as Finally, Kagame was challenged by another journalist
it says here, that your troops participated in the massacre on why he has scheduled no elections in Rwanda. Ka-
of Hutu refugees?” game’s answer, that he had no obligation to hold elections

Kagame’s response was to accuse me of being “one of for five years, only provoked more aggressive follow-up
those distorting” what he says. He denied telling von questions. At this point, the press conference was closed
Lucius that he had had any discussions with Kabila, claim- down on the pretext that a helicopter was waiting to take
ing that he “knew the man,” and no more. Kagame to meet the German President.

When EIR demanded clarification of Rwanda’s role in —Dean Andromidas
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Zaire and Africa, and they insinuate that Clinton is supporting
Kabila’s efforts to land American companies fat contracts in
Zaire. As evidence, they cite the case of America Mineral
Fields, which sponsored the May 9 meeting. Evans-Pritchard
points out that America Mineral Fields is headquartered in
Hope, Arkansas, Bill Clinton’s birthplace.

It is useful to refute this lie in some detail, since it is
a smear against the President, and thus has potential great
strategic significance. It is therefore also useful in helping us
understand the nature of the Commonwealth firms invading
Zaire, and what went on at the May 9 meeting with Kabila.

America Mineral Fields is a Canadian Company,
founded in 1995 for exploration purposes. Its stock was first
floated on the Vancouver Stock Exchange, and it is now
traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange. It is run and owned
by Jean-Raymond Boulle, who was born in the former
French colony of Mauritius, and by his British-educated
brother Max. Jean-Raymond Boulle’s business partner in
this deal, and president of AMF, is Mike McMurrough, who
happens to live in Hope, Arkansas (a town that Clinton left
when he was seven years old). They made Hope the tempo-

The newspaper of the LaRouche movement, New Federalist,rary headquarters of AMF. McMurrough has no business
mobilizes to defeat British genocide in Africa. The photograph

dealings whatsoever with Clinton. As an AMF official told shows Rwandan refugees being herded into boxcars in early May,
EIR on April 18, “AMF’s operation in Hope, Arkansas is to face certain death, as the Nazis once shipped Jews to the killing

centers.just a shell company.”
An honest examination of Boulle’s pedigree shows that

for his entire life, he has worked for the British Common-
wealth raw materials cartel. During the 1960s, Boulle ran • Canadian Imperial Bank of Canada-Wood Gundy

(CIBC is one of the Big Five commercial banks of Canada),the Zaire operations of the Oppenheimer family’s DeBeers’
Diamonds. During the 1970s, he and his brothers set up shop London representative.

• Northern Mining (an Ontario firm).in Dallas, Texas to sell diamonds and jewelry. In the 1990s,
Boulle developed a nickel property in Canada, called the • Nile International (a North Carolina firm).

• Breco International (a British firm).Voyseys Bay project, in partnership with Robert Friedland, a
Vancouver-based wheeler-dealer. Through selling his share • National Securities (a London investment firm).

• Marathon Securities (a Canadian investment bank),in the property to the Bronfman family’s Inco Company,
Boulle now sits on the board of Inco, which is based in Can- Vancouver representative.

• Yorkton Securities, London representative.ada. In 1996, Boulle lined up business deals in Zaire with
Anglo American Corp. Through business deals, Boulle is These financial institutions represent a top layer of the

financier oligarchy. For example, on the board of CIBC-linked to Tony Buckingham, who oversees Executive Out-
comes, the mercenary police force in Africa. Wood Gundy is a cross-section of the Canadian branch of

the British Commonwealth’s power establishment: Conrad
Black, chairman of the Hollinger Corp.; Alfred Powis, chair-The Lubumbashi roster

Now we turn to what really took place at the May 9- man of the Bronfman family’s Noranda mining company;
Raymond V. Smith, chairman of MacMillan Bloedel; etc.10 Lubumbashi meeting. An AMF official, and a European

source, provided a list of the participating financial firms (the One of CIBC’s directors emeriti is Harry Oppenheimer, the
owner of Anglo American, the most important cog in the rawfirm’s branch representative is also listed, where possible).

Most of the firms are British- or Canadian-centered. materials cartel.
Two of the firms present, Warburg and Morgan banks,• Value Investing, London representative.

• Bunting Warburg (Bunting Warburg is a division of during the 1930s, sponsored Hitler’s rise to power, and helped
keep him in power; until 1937, Max Warburg of the WarburgSwiss Bank Corporation Warburg), Toronto representative.

• Goldman Sachs, Switzerland representative. firm, owned a chunk of IG Farben, the company that supplied
gas for the Nazi gas ovens. Now, Morgan and Warburg are• Deutsche Morgan Grenfell, South African represen-

tative. performing the same function for Britain’s genocide in Cen-
tral Africa.• C.M. Oliver (a Toronto firm), Toronto representative.
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He said that Kabila promised privatization of Zaire’s min-
eral holdings. During the 1980s, when Zaire produced at its
peak, it was one of the five biggest raw materials producing
entities in the world. In 1993, the IMF and World Bank orga-
nized a credit cutoff to force Zaire to privatize its raw materi-
als holdings. As a result, between 1987 and 1993, cobalt pro-
duction fell 82%, and copper output fell 91%. Though some
concessions were made to privatization, basically, it still re-
sisted. The Kabila forces have now levelled that resistance.
The Canadian banker continued, “Kabila and his people made
statements which were very conducive for businessmen to
invest.” While he said that deregulating mining regulations
were not discussed specifically, nonetheless, “Kabila said the
things businessmen want to hear.”

On May 17, Kabila’s finance minister Mawapanga Na-
naga Mwana asserted to Cable News Network, “We have to
show that we have the guts to be able to manage monetary
institutions and to grind inflation down to zero by having a
very tight monetary policy.”

Kabila gets down-paymentsReichsbank chief Hjalmar Schacht (left), who when organizing
A few weeks ago, as part of the payment to help Kabila tofunds for Hitler, would tell businessmen, “Gentlemen, the cash box

is over there.” The same thing is being done for Laurent Kabila get into power, the Vancouver-based firm, Eurocan Ventures
today—by a British-run cartel. International of Alfred Lundin, which has renamed itself

Tenke Company, and which has a large cobalt investment
in Zaire, gave Kabila a $50 million payment, as a “down-
payment” on its mining project. In April, AMF’s Jean Ray-Kabila had asked AMF to call the meeting. The AMF

spokesman said that “President Kabila wanted to discuss busi- mond Boulle provided Kabila with a personal plane to fly
him around Zaire. Already in April, AMF started to refer toness with investors and get investor money into Zaire for his

projects.” The AMF official added that he was “impressed by Kabila’s government as the actual government.
As an example of what they want to accomplish, AMFKabila.” After Kabila spoke, presentations were made to the

group by Kabila’s shadowfinance minister and mining minis- has two main projects in Zaire: the Kipushi copper mines in
Shaba province, and the Kolwezi cobalt-mining project, inter. The AMF official said, “They did a good job. Zaire is like

a bankruptcy. It has good assets, and you want to get your which it plans to invest $600 million and $305 million, respec-
tively. The two mines have deposits worth together more thanarms around them.”
$20 billion, which AMF plans to extract. Many of the firms
that attended the May 9 meeting are considering supporting‘Gentlemen, the cashbox is over there’

In the 1930s, when Hjalmar Schacht was organizing funds Boulle’s investments in Zaire. These firms will provide as
much as 60% to 80% of the investment.for Hitler’s rise to power, he told a group of businessmen

including the Thyssen representative, “Gentlemen, the cash- Much of Africa’s mineral wealth is located in a crystalline
belt that runs alongside the Great Rift, a geological fault thatbox is over there,” with the understanding that they would

drop their contributions in. runs from the Jordan River Valley in the Middle East, south-
ward through the Gulf of Aqaba, through Central AfricaThe May 9 meeting in Lubumbashi delivered a parallel

message: Bring your funds into Zaire now, thus supporting (where Zaire is located), and down to southern Africa.
Kabila, and there will be goodies and loot.

On May 20, an executive vice president of a Canadian Who owns Africa?
By controlling raw materials, the cartel controls many ofinvestment bank, who attended the Lubumbashi meeting,

confirmed and added to what the AMF official reported occur- the features of life in Africa. Table 1, which was assembled
with the assistance of the U.S. Geological Survey, shows thered at the meeting. “Zaire has potential for food growth, tim-

ber reserves, and great mineral wealth: diamonds, copper, British Commonwealth raw materials cartel’s monopoliza-
tion of African mining and the continent’s ground wealth:cobalt, and zinc,” he said. Asked why invest now, rather than

five years ago, he explained that “You can make a spectacular Twenty-seven firms dominate between 80% and 90% of all
African metal and mineral output and refining. This excludesreturn if you jump in with both feet.” He reported, “This is

the first time I met Kabila, and only for an hour, but I was energy generation.
Notice three features of this list. Only two of the 27 com-impressed, if he delivers on what he said he would do.”
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(Union Minière of Belgium, the 20th company, is part of
TABLE 1

this network, as is also the nominally American company,British Commonwealth raw materials cartel
AMAX). The British Commonwealth companies dominatedominates Africa
and produce the lion’s share of Africa’s resources: The 27

AMAX, U.S.A. companies produce between 80% and 85% of all of Africa’s
America Mineral Fields*, Canada metal and minerals output, and the Commonwealth raw mate-
Anglo American, South Africa rials cartel component produces at least four-fifths of that
Anglovaal, South Africa total. Since Africa has little manufacturing or infrastructure,
Ashanti Mines, Ghana

this places the life-or-death existence of most African nations,
Banro International*, Canada

including the export earnings of several nations, in the car-Barrick Gold, Canada
tel’s hands.Broken Hill Proprietary, Australia

The cartel is moving to dispense with the nation-state, andBRPM and OCP, state companies, Morocco
to gather up those parcels of land where the raw materialsConsolidated Goldfields, South Africa

Debswana and BCL, state companies, Botswana lie. The policy of depopulation of much of the continent’s
Delta Gold*, Australia population, whom the cartel views as superfluous, and even
Gecamines, state company, Zaire as interfering with its project, goes forward. This policy was
Gencor, South Africa spelled out in U.S. National Security Study Memorandum
Inco, Canada 200, in 1974, by then-U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.
International Panorama*, Canada and British Cayman Islands
Iskor, South Africa Anglo American Corp., RTZ, and Barrick
JCI, South Africa

Many of the firms which own Africa’s mineral wealth,Lonrho, England
also own most of the world’s mineral wealth. Let us see howPhelps Dodge, U.S.A.
the British Commonwealth raw materials cartel controls hu-Rio Tinto Zinc, England
man existence—by owning, and being in a position to squeezeRembrandt Group, South Africa

Royal Dutch Shell (minerals), England and Netherlands off or alternatively release, theflow of production of the mate-
SOMINKI, Kivu province company, Zaire rials that go into most of our planet’s non-carbon-based fin-
Tenke Company* (formerly Consolidated Eurocan), Canada ished products.
Union Minière, Belgium This ownership of raw materials was not acquired, as
ZCCM/Zimco, state company, Zambia such; it was stolen. Three companies reflect how the raw

materials cartel works, and its immense power and global* denotes a “junior” company
reach.

The South Africa-based Anglo American Corp. is the
world’ largest raw materials producer. Through cross-owner-
ship of shares, Anglo American, DeBeers Consolidated andpanies with significant mining projects in Africa, are Ameri-

can: AMAX (formerly American Metals Climax), and Phelps DeBeers Centenary (the two diamond companies which con-
trol the Central Selling Organization, which in turn controlsDodge. Phelps Dodge’s engagement arises from a single in-

vestment, in the Black Mountain Mineral Development in 80% of the world’s diamond market), and the Luxembourg-
based metal company Minorco, constitute a single entity. ThisSouth Africa, which produces copper, lead, zinc, and silver.

Contrary to the story that American firms are gobbling up enterprise is owned and run by Cambridge University-edu-
cated Harry Oppenheimer. Oppenheimer’s son Nicholas isAfrica, the American presence is very small.

Second, five of the entities on the list represent state min- active in the company day-to-day, but Harry still makes many
of the important decisions.ing companies. Four represent the federal mining companies

of the nations of Botswana, Morocco (a big producer of phos- Anglo American was formed in 1917 with money from
the Rothschild bank and J.P. Morgan (today, the Rothschildsphate), Zaire, and Zambia. A fifth entity, is the mining enter-

prise of Kivu province, Zaire, called Sominki. Laurent Kabila still own a chunk of Anglo American). In 1929, the Oppenhei-
mers finally succeeded in taking over DeBeers Diamonds.is facilitating the privatization of most of the rich holdings of

Zaire’s Gecamines, and Sominki. As the May 9 meeting and DeBeers was one of the strongholds of Cecil Rhodes, who
had a vision of a white race ruling the world, with unrestrictedother events make clear, the raw materials cartel companies

are snapping up these properties. Likewise, in Zambia, priva- pillaging rights. This tradition was inherited and preserved
by the Oppenheimer family. Not only is Anglo American-tization is beginning. Among the bidders for Zambia’s copper

properties are Anglo American Corp. and Rio Tinto Zinc. DeBeers the world’s largest producer of gold, platinum, dia-
monds, palladium, antimony, tungsten, and vanadium, andThus, soon, only two state enterprises, those of Botswana and

Morocco, may exist in their current form. among the top five producers in many other minerals, but
Anglo American owns and operates over 1,300 companies inThird, of the remaining 20 entities on the list, 19 are head-

quartered in either Britain, Canada, South Africa, or Australia South Africa alone, and owns significant shares in 70 top
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banks and corporations around the world, including several chy’s elite 1001 Club, which operates under the aegis of the
World Wide Fund for Nature of Britain’s Prince Philip, onraw materials “rivals,” such as Rio Tinto Zinc. Although the

Oppenheimers publicly profess to be critics of South African behalf of environmentalist anti-industrial strategies globally.
But to fully appreciate what Anglo American controls, itapartheid, and have funded and controlled many leftist oppo-

nents, they have fundamentally supported, and benefitted must be seen in context with the London-based Rio Tinto Zinc
(RTZ), the world’s-second largest raw materials producingmightily from apartheid, which allowed them to run their

mines as a slave plantation. company. RTZ was formed in 1870s by China opium trader
Hugh Matheson, who was a principal in the Hongkong-basedThe Anglo American-DeBeers-Minorco hydra, which al-

ready operates in seven African countries—making it by far firm, Jardine Matheson. According to published reports, Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II owns a significant share of RTZthe largest raw materials company in Africa, with more than

one-fourth of Africa’s output—is now grabbing for even stock. (The Rothschilds, who are significant investors in
Anglo American, also have an important stake in RTZ). Themore. It owns a chunk of Banro International, which is pur-

chasing Sominki, the major province-run holding company immense power of Anglo American and of RTZ together
is shown in Table 2, which shows their combined share offor Kivu province in Zaire. Kivu is Zaire’s second-most min-

eral rich province. After Kabila’s conquest of Kinshasa on western world’s raw materials production. There are 16 com-
modities, in which Anglo American and RTZ combined haveMay 16, DeBeers Diamonds was awarded a major concession

to market some of Zaire’s diamonds (Zaire has the second- 10% or more of the western world’s output, and of these, nine
commodities, of which they control 20% or more of westernlargest diamond reserves in Africa). In mid-April, Anglo

American representatives met with Kabila. The parties mutu- world output. Considering the fact that most producers and
sovereign nations normally only produce amounts of less thanally assured each other that they could work together, thereby

anointing the genocidalist Kabila as Zaire’s new ruler. It is 2% of these commodities, control of 10-20% or more repre-
sents enormous concentration and power.likely, but not yet established for certain, that Anglo American

secretly fulfilled Kabila’s demand that he be given “earnest A third force, which is as much a political as economic
power, is the Toronto, Canada-based Barrick Gold. Sirmoney” in order to show they were eager to work with him—

money that would have sealed Kabila’s victory. George Bush directs this company, from his position, created
in 1995, as honorary senior member of Barrick’s internationalThe Oppenheimer family members are part of the oligar-
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following commodities:
TABLE 2 • Cobalt: world’s largest producer and exporter;Anglo American and Rio Tinto Zinc combined • Diamonds: world’s second-largest;share of Western world mining production • Copper: world’s fifth-largest;
(percent of total) • Tin: world’s 12th-largest;
Commodity Share Commodity Share • Zinc: world’s 20th-largest.

It also produced gold, magnesium, barite, boron, and sev-
Antimony 20% Nickel 8%

eral other commodities. Thus, as an enterprise unto itself, it
Bauxite 10 Niobium 8

was one of the five largest in the world, right up there after
Chromite 15 Palladium 39

Anglo American and RTZ.
Cobalt 10 Platinum 45

But the question was: how to get hands on that wealth. As
Copper 12 Rhodium 41

long as Zaire functioned as a sovereign nation-state, even in
Diamond 48 Silver 6

limited form, that would be difficult. In 1967, Zaire’s Presi-
Gold 25 Titanium 31

dent Mobutu Sese Seko declared that all the minerals in
Iron Ore 10 Tungsten 18

Zaire’s subsoil belonged to Zaire, and nationalized the foreign
Lead 7 Uranium 8

mining holdings, which meant principally Belgian compa-
Lithium 5 Vanadium 36

nies. The mineral properties were placed, as national patri-
Manganese 6 Zinc 6

mony, under the state-owned holding company, Gecamines.
Molybdenum 11 Zirconium 23

Whatever the degree of corruption, real or imagined, of
Mobutu, he would make deals on minerals concessions with
foreigners, but he would never turn them entirely over to the
foreigners. As reported, from 1990 onward, the oligarchicaladvisory board. During the period that he was vice president

of the United States (1981-89), Bush worked inside the U.S. financiers and raw materials ran economic-financial warfare
against Zaire. In the early 1990s, the financiers forced thegovernment to manage London-directed illegal weapons and

drug-running operations. Adnan Khashoggi, who underwrote devaluation of Zaire’s currency, the zaire, to 1/3,250th of its
previous value. This made Zaire’s exports almost worthless.Bush’s Contra operations, formed the Barrick Petroleum

Corp. in 1981. After its ventures flopped, the company’s About 1993, the IMF and World Bank organized an interna-
tional credit cut-off of Zaire. Zaire could not obtain enoughnamed was changed, so that it eventually became Barrick

Gold. Peter Munk, who was a protégé of the British Royal money to import necessary mining machinery or spare parts.
As a result of all these actions, Zaire’s economy collapsed.Household, eventually became chairman of Barrick. Through

guidance by the oligarchy and Harriman-Bush networks, Bar- Constantly the demand was made that Zaire “privatize” for
alleged reasons of “efficiency,” i.e., that it sell off its raw ma-rick leapt from out of nowhere to become the third-largest

gold producer in the world. In 1996, Barrick muscled in to terials.
The pincers movement of the Kabila forces, backed andobtain a concession to mine gold at the Kilomoto and Doko

mines in Haut-Zaı̈re, Zaire’s northeast province. This was directed by Museveni, caught a weakened nation. The eco-
nomic invasion by mining companies, determined to get ma-first reported in the Nov. 27, 1996 issue of the French daily

Le Monde. jor raw material concessions, had already begun in 1994-95,
and intensified in 1996.The Anglo American-RTZ-Barrick nexus is just one com-

ponent, albeit a very important one, of the House of Windsor- The British Commonwealth raw materials cartel operated
behind and through the so-called Canadian juniors, whichled raw materials cartel. As EIR’s Sept. 15, 1995 cover story

on this subject documented, the House of Windsor-Common- shoved their way into the country. Consider the large size of
what they are grabbing:wealth cartel in toto, inclusive of the companies above, con-

trols 59.5% of world gold production, 78% of world platinum • The Canadian mining company, America Mineral
Fields of Jean-Raymond Boulle, lined up to purchase for ap-production, 25% of copper production, 55% of alumina baux-

ite production, 64% of cobalt production, 42% of manganese proximately $1 billion, the Kolwezi project and the Kipushi
copper and zinc mine in Shaba province from Gecamines.production, and 39% of chromium production.

Any person who doubts that the British Commonwealth The Kipushi mine’s known and probable reserves stand at
22.6 million tons, grading 2.1% copper and 13.8% zinc. AMFis the most powerful economic force on Earth, is either sleep-

ing, or a fool. will realize more than $20 billion in revenues, achieving a
very high rate of return.

• Tiny Consolidated Eurocan of Vancouver, which re-The Zaire looting
According to the Minerals Yearbook, published by the named itself in February to Tenke Company, is purchasing

from the state mining company Gecamines, a 55% interest inBureau of the Mines of the U.S. Department of Interior (Vol.
III) in 1988, among the world’s raw material mining coun- the Tenke-Fungurume copper-cobalt deposits in Shaba prov-

ince. Eurocan/Tenke will pay $250 million over 72 monthstries, Zaire held the following rank in the production of the
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for its stake, but the stake is worth potentially tens of billions renaming Sominki to be Sakima S.A.R.L. Through intermedi-
ary companies, Anglo American had obtained a significantof dollars in revenues. The Tenke-Fungurume mines have

geological reserves of 222 million tons of copper and cobalt, ownership stake in Banro, thus it is the eminence grise behind
this project.with potential reserves of 1 billion tons, the world’s largest

operating cobalt reserves. Cobalt is a strategic metal, crucial • Vancouver- and Cayman Islands-based Panorama In-
ternational has obtained significant cobalt holdings in Shabain forming alloys with steel and other metals, giving them

great strength and heat resistance. Some 40% of cobalt’s use province.
is in aircraft gas turbine engines, and 10% is in magnetic
alloys. Consolidated Eurocan/Tenke is owned and run by The death toll

The looting of Zaire is moving ahead full-swing. Kabila,Swedish wheeler-dealer Adolf Lundin, who operates from
Vancouver. the “former” Marxist, with a penchant for genocide, and the

raw materials cartel, have formed a perfect match. There are• Banro Corp. of Ontario, bought 72% of Sominki, a
company formed in 1976 as an amalgamation of nine compa- two consequences of this development. First, inevitably, as

the systemic looting by the cartel intensifies, it will lower thenies that had been operating in Kivu province since the early
1900s. It operates 47 mining concessions, encompassing an bare subsistence level of existence of Zaire’s population even

lower. This downturn will increase the death rate. This isarea of 10,271 square kilometers. Sominki also owns most of
the infrastructure in the province. According to a Banro press identical in effect to setting up gas ovens in Zaire, and herding

victims into them. Second, this will be accompanied by therelease, “Sominki owns an extensive infrastructure which in-
cludes repair shops, machine shops, electrical shops, and a further wiping away of the Zairean nation-state. According

to the feudal concept of the cartel companies, they have nolarge fleet of Land Rover vehicles. In addition, it operates six
hydroelectric sites, a number of airstrips, and 1,000 kilome- need for most population, nor for national sovereignty. They

simply want what’s in the ground.ters of roads. Sominki is virtually self-sufficient. The com-
pany has about 5,000 employees.” The release added, “In fact, Unless this is stopped, by dismantling the British Com-

monwealth raw materials cartel, the fate of Africa and allSominki is the de facto government providing all the essential
services for the Kivu Province” (emphasis added). Banro is nations is being written in Zaire.
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Australia Dossier by Allen Douglas

Kennett gives sleaze a bad name
Kennett mate Ron Walker, the former
chairman of a Rio Tinto Zinc subsid-Victoria’s premier is a shameless lackey for the Mont Pelerin
iary, Sir Roderick Carnegie, and Aus-Society’s program of privatization, drugs, and genocide. tralia’s richest man, Kerry Packer,
won a controversial bid to establish
Melbourne’s first legal casino. Ken-
nett had extended the deadline for bids
by a week, after Sheraton Hotels,On May 15, officials of the Busi- grouped around Melbourne’s Crown which ultimately lost, had submitted
its final offer; Crown was inexplicablyness Council of Australia (BCA), Casino—the largest in the world.

While gambling has flourished,whose members represent one-quarter allowed to increase its bid by $30 mil-
lion, to win. Kerry Packer had beenof Australia’s GDP, held a press con- poverty has soared, as Kennett has car-

ried out these “reforms”:ference to laud Victorian state Premier named by the Costigan Royal Com-
mission in 1983 as allegedly involvedJeff Kennett as the nation’s only leader • He has sacked 44,000 state

workers, and offered Victoria’s chiefwith “vision.” Intoned BCA President in a number of crimes, crimes never
proven after the commission was sud-Stan Wallis, who had just finished public servant a bounty of $5 per head

for every additional worker she sackedchairing a nationwide commission denly shut down, and which included
pornography, drug running, and mur-which recommended the further de- (which Kennett hoped to be a further

50,000, until word of the deal got out).regulation of the financial sector, “Vi- der. Packer’s Nine Network TV paid
Kennett a rumored $400,000 in an out-sion is not an easy subject for politi- • He has privatized $15 billion in

state assets, mostly electricity. Thecians to deal with,” making clear that of-court settlement of a defamation
suit. “Defamation suits” are an Austra-Kennett had it, while federal Prime bulk of the assets went overseas, while

the bulk of the $15 billion went to theMinister John Howard did not. lian way of paying off politicians—
not that Kennett would be complicit inWithin days, the BCA’s praise for banks, in debt service. The ensuing

shutdowns and retrenchments turnedKennett goaded Howard to announce such activity, of course.
The Crown’s casino license has ef-new austerity measures, including tax whole areas of Victoria into ghost

towns.hikes and anti-union moves. Howard’s fectively been a license to print
money. Crown’s chairman Lloyd Wil-government has hardly been shy about • He has slashed health care to the

point that people are dying becausepushing privatization, union-busting, liams, Walker, and Packer are all
members of Australia’s Rich 200 list,health care cuts, etc.; however, no one they cannot get hospital care. He plans

to close another six hospitals.can top Kennett as a bootlicker for the which for Williams and Walker is at-
tributable to the government-guaran-Mont Pelerin Society, the chief eco- • He has reduced local govern-

ment councils from 204 to 97, so thenomic warfare unit of the British teed success of Crown. Williams said
at the recent opening of their officialCrown. Kennett’s “Victorian model” average citizen has less possibility to

fight the reforms.is now held up as the path Australia premises, “I would not have attempted
it [the casino] because you need en-must follow. • He has licensed thousands of

gaming machines, and fostered the es-The man publicly acknowledged couragement from the government . . .
you need leadership, and what Jeffas Kennett’s mentor is John Gough, tablishment of Crown Casino, which

dominates downtown Melbourne; thethe former chairman of the ANZ Bank, Kennett has done for this state has
shown great leadership.”the most British of all Australian fi- press has reported rumors that

Crown’s huge cashflow includes laun-nancial institutions, and a prominent WhateverthesourceofPacker’s$4
billionwealth,banksandgaminginter-council member of the Institute of dered drug money. Gambling reve-

nues now constitute 14% of Victoria’sPublic Affairs (IPA), the Mont Pelerin ests are notorious for washing drug
money. It was little surprise, then,Society think-tank that led the Thatch- state budget.

Kennett’s gambling affairs areerite revolution in Kennett’s Liberal when Kennett, against intense public
opposition, tried to ram through mea-Party, which brought him to power in typical of the sleaze which dominates

his government. Crown Casino got its1992. Kennett’s closest associates are sures legalizing dope in May 1996, an
action defeated by a campaign spear-all drawn from two sources: board start in September 1993, when Hudson

Conway, a construction companymembers of the IPA, and Victoria’s headedbyLyndonLaRouche’sassoci-
ates in the Citizens Electoral Council.huge gambling and casino interests, owned by Liberal Party treasurer and
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International Intelligence

The NGOs raided were Melanesian Soli- in 1993 would continue under his Labour
Venetian separatists darity (Melsol), Individual and Community successor.” The Times reported that Blair

had, in fact, cleared his offer with Major be-Rights Advocacy Forum (ICRAF), P.N.G.raise ‘Serenissima’ flag
Trust, and P.N.G. Watch. The secretary of fore issuing it, which “should provide a ner-

vous Unionist majority with the reassuranceMelsol, Jonathon O’ata, was arrested andArmed separatists seized the bell tower in
charged with three counts of unlawful as- it seeks.”Venice’s St. Mark’s Square on May 8, hoist-
sembly, for allegedly organizing and leadinging the banner of the longtime world center
the March protests. The NGOs have pro-of oligarchism: the Most Serene Republic of
tested the police action bitterly. Rafsanjani will remainVenice. The commando hijacked a boat and

This action comes at the same time as anused it to land a minibus and war-surplus active after electionsofficial inquiry is being held into the deci-armored car in the square in front of St.
sion by the P.N.G. government to hire Sand-Mark’s Cathedral. The flag they raised, of Iran’s President Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsan-lines, a subsidiary of Executive Outcomes,the Serenissima Repubblica Veneta, bears jani “will remain the second man in Iran”to achieve a military solution on the civil-the historical name of the Venetian Repub- after the Presidential elections select his re-war-torn island province of Bougainville.lic, which dissolved 200 years ago, in 1797. placement on May 23, according to remarksThe inquiry has revealed that GeneralThe official commemoration of the bicen- by his adviser to the Arabic daily Al HayatSingirok was in fact party to the original de-tennial took place on May 12. on May 17. Gholam Hussein Kurbashi, thecision to hire Sandlines. The Sandlines affairThe commando was arrested by the po- President’s adviser, explained that Rafsan-began a period of intense destabilization forlice. The same group has twice recently jani is the executive director of the newlyP.N.G., following repeated resistance bybroadcast interruptions of national TV pro- formed Assembly for Determining the Ex-Prime Minister Chan to the Internationalgramming to proclaim Venice’s “indepen- pediency of the System (ADES), “and no-Monetary Fund.dence from the centralist state,” mimicking body else can carry out the functions in the

tactics used in 1972, in the beginning of the executive authority. But, from the stand-
Red Brigades terrorist assault. Northern point of popular support, Rafsanjani will re-
League separatist boss Umberto Bossi has main the second man, even if he had not be-Sinn Fein’s Adams agrees
distanced himself from the actions of his Ve- come the chairman” of ADES. In April,
netian confreres, characterizing the St. to meet with PM Blair Rafsanjani was chosen by Iranian religious
Mark’s action as a provocation against the leader Ali Khamenei to head the ADES,
League. Gerry Adams, the leader of Ireland’s Sinn which will act as the main policymaking in-

Fein party, said on May 17 that he would stitution in Iran.
accept the offer made by new British Prime Of the Presidential candidates, Ali
Minister Tony Blair to meet, without de- Akbar Nateq Nouri was leading in the polls,Papua New Guinea
manding as a precondition a renewed cease- followed by Mohammed Khatemi, who iscracks down on NGOs fire by the Irish Republican Army. Under running on the slate of Cadres for Recon-
the Major government, such a condition had struction, Rafsanjani’s traditional faction.

Papua New Guinea (P.N.G.) police forces been the sine qua non for allowing Sinn Fein Kurbashi told Al Hayat that he believes
carried out pre-dawn raids on May 5, on the to participate in the peace talks. “100% that Khatemi will win,” and said that
offices of the non-governmental organiza- Blair was, however, clear that he was not Rafsanjani’s followers “endorsed Khatemi
tions (NGOs) that participated in the March proposing British withdrawal. “I believe in because they believe that he is the best candi-
rallies protesting the government’s hiring of the United Kingdom, I value the Union,” he date to continue the reconstruction of the
a mercenary outfit tied to Executive Out- said at the Royal Ulster Agricultural show. country and the economic development
comes to quell separatist unrest on the island He also said, “those that wish to see a united plans.”
of Bougainville. The protests culminated in Ireland without coercion can argue for it, not
the resignation of Prime Minister Sir Julius least in the talks. If they succeeded, we

would respect that. But none of us in thisChan, who had staunchly opposed the World UN embargo killed
Bank austerity conditionalities. hall, not even the youngest, is likely to see

Northern Ireland as anything but a part ofWhat was described as “a potentially ex- 800,000 Iraqi children
plosive situation” was averted when the po- the United Kingdom,” adding, “a political

settlement is not a slippery slope to alice were able to quash rumors among sol- “More than 800,000 Iraqi children have died
since Desert Storm,” as a result of the UNdiers, that sacked Army Commander united Ireland.”

An editorial in the London Guardian onBrigadier General Singirok was going to be embargo, the chairman of Iraqi Child Care
Agency, Sultan Al-Shawi, told a press con-arrested. Singirok had taken a leading role May 18, hastened to point out that Blair has

actually proclaimed “continuity, that whatin the March protests, and may face charges ference in Baghdad on May 16. Al-Shawi
explained that these children died becauseof treason. had been bravely begun under John Major
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Briefly

LEO KREUZ, the spokesman for
Germany’s Development Ministry,
ranted that Germany cannot be ex-
pected to help relieve the famine
crushing North Korea, because “our

the seven-year-long embargo denied medi- of civilizations.” A Professor Kindemann resources are used up,” in a May 13
cines and equipment to Iraq. “The embargo zeroed in the British role, saying that, far radio interview. He complained that
has caused the death of 839,400 Iraqi chil- from the West’s facing a “yellow peril,” the famine was the fault of “these
dren between August 1990 and April 1997,” the Chinese had rebelled against a “white stone-age communists.”
he said. peril,” i.e., British-imported opium. He

pointed to the Christian education andAccording to the Iraqi Health Ministry, IRISH PRIME MINISTER John
the death rate among children has risen to strong American connection of Sun Yat-sen Bruton told Parliament on May 15,
140,000 annually since the imposition of as the paradigm for modern China. Another that he intends to go to Irish President
the sanctions, from 30,000 before. Some speaker, Udo Steinbach, pointed to the fact Mary Robinson to request permission
300,000 of these were children under the that thousands of Shiite and Sunni Mus- to dissolve the Parliament, and to hold
age of five. Medicine and medical equip- lims stood side by side in Beirut to wel- elections on June 6. Parliament would
ment shipments imported in exchange for come the Pope, as proof that the “clash reconvene on June 26.
Iraqi oil exports, according to the “oil for of civilizations” is a lie, and gave strong

backing to Germany’s “critical dialoguefood” resolution, only began arriving in Iraq UNICEF Executive Director Carol
in mid-May, the first since the sanctions with Iran.” Bellamy called for the UN to estab-
were imposed in August 1990. lish an international criminal court

According to UN Resolution 986, Iraq with a permanent prosecutor’s office
is allowed to sell $1.3 billion worth of oil on May 9. She cited, as reasons forIsraeli film exposesevery six months. Only $210 million of that her call, recent examples of human
can be allocated for medical purchases, and Nazi euthanasia machine rights violations against children in
the rest goes to wealthy Kuwaiti sheikhs as Algeria, Zaire, Burundi, and Rwanda.
war reparations, and into the coffers of the Israelifilm director Nitzan Aviram has made “Whole societies lose their bearings
United Nations. a film directly tying Hitler’s program for when children are sacrified on the

altar of adult hatred,” she said.“physician-assisted suicide” to the mass
murders in the concentration camps. The
film, “Healing by Killing,” was made in col- CHINA’S President Jiang ZeminGermans blast ‘clash
laboration with Israeli Cable TV and the Is- told CNN on May 9: “Concerning

music . . . I often listen to Mozart, toof civilizations’ lie rael Film Board. Aviram told the Jerusalem
Post that, while the story of the Holocaust is Beethoven, and to Schubert. I also re-

gard it as very good rest.” He also re-Former German Foreign Minister Hans- “well-known,” the history of the euthanasia
program (implemented in October 1939 un-Dietrich Genscher strongly rebutted Samuel commended reading Shakespeare,

Goethe, and Balzac. “I am alwaysHuntington’s “Clash of Civilizations” lie der Hitler’s direct authorization, in an order
he backdated in his own hand to Sept. 1, thethat the West and, variously China or Islam, thinking,” he said, “how to enable

part of the people, part of the regions,are on collision courses, in a commentary for first day of World War II) is “a story not as
often told.”Tagespiegel on May 9. Germany and Eu- to get rich first. And then to finally

achieve the objective of commonrope, he said, should spurn Huntington’s Aviram documents that 100-200,000
people are estimated to have been killed inconfrontationism, and cooperate with prosperity. This is always the most

important task for us.”China, for the sake of peace and stability in the various euthanasia programs. Aviram
begins his narrative describing the steriliza-the next century.

Genscher wrote: “More and more, tion of “slow learners,” which was followed BRITAIN’S new Foreign Secre-
tary, Robin Cook, has signaled theChina is taking its position in world political by Hitler’s 1939 order to kill patients diag-

nosed as “incurable,” leading “lives notand economic affairs. Nobody can prevent Labour government’s intent to back
the destabilization of Indonesia, bythat from happening, and nobody should try worthy to be lived.” Those killed included

the physically handicapped, the “mentallyto prevent that. Whoever would deny China pushing “human rights” in East Ti-
mor. Cook, in his first news confer-an equal status in a cooperative world order deficient,” and those who had been diag-

nosed as terminally ill, to provide them atoday, will pay a high price for that tomor- ence, said Britain would work with
Portugal to find a “satisfactory,row.” Genscher also called cooperation “merciful death.” The film follows the ca-

reer of Dr. Irmfried Eberl, a mediocre medi-with China the missing link in a future peaceful and democratic outcome to
the situation in East Timor.” He re-peaceful world order, from Vancouver to cal student who received a position at the

euthanasia center at No. 4 TiergartenstrasseVladivostok. fused to comment on Indonesia. Por-
tugal abandoned its East Timor col-Similarly, speakers at a symposium held in Berlin. Eberl easily crossed the line from

healer to killer, earning a promotion afterby Germany’s Society for Foreign Policy ony in 1974, leaving Indonesia to step
in to stop a civil war bloodletting.Research, held on May 14 at Bonn’s 1941 to be commander of the death camp

Treblinka.America House, all denounced the “clash
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Clinton says, fair labor
standards cover workfare
by Marianna Wertz

The Clinton administration made a major break from the wel- determination was left to the Labor Department.
Labor Department spokesman Scott Sutherland told thisfare policy of the Conservative Revolution in Congress on

May 16, when White House domestic policy adviser Bruce news service on May 20, “We were asked to provide a legal
analysis [of the applicability of the Fair Labor Standards Act]Reed announced, in an interview with the New York Times,

that the administration’s “reading of the Fair Labor Standards to the White House and we’ve done that.” He explained that
“all the issues in the Fair Labor Standards Act will apply toAct is that it covers workfare recipients.” He explained that

this meant, at the very least, that workfare laborers should people on workfare,” including the right to be paid for over-
time work, to receive workmen’s compensation and unem-receive minimum wage. The White House later confirmed to

EIR that the President does indeed support the Labor Depart- ployment insurance, and to organize into labor unions.
“Everything a normal worker would be provided” applies toment’s finding, that all the protections of the Fair Labor Stan-

dards Act should be applied to workfare laborers, not just the workfare laborers under this ruling, he said.
minimum wage.

The issue is a crucial one, as nearly 2 million people are The Bush crowd responds
Welfare reform was a key aspect of the “Contract onin the process of moving from welfare to work under the

Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF) program, America,” with the holier-than-thou name, Personal Respon-
sibility Act. Indeed, it was one of the few parts of the contractwhich was established last year by the welfare reform legisla-

tion that Clinton signed into law in August. Many of these which actually passed into law. So it is no surprise that the
Conservative Revolutionaries reacted with venom upon hear-recipients are working in public sector jobs and are receiving

only their welfare checks as pay; they have none of the stan- ing Clinton’s ruling.
The New York Times, which has editorialized in favordard protections other workers enjoy. The average cash wel-

fare benefit is about $370 a month, which for a 35-hour week of paying workfare laborers below minimum wage, quoted
Heritage Foundation spokesman Robert Rector, who calledaverages to about $2.50 per hour. Minimum wage, by con-

trast, is now $4.75 per hour. the decision a “gangland execution of welfare reform,” be-
cause, in his twisted reasoning, it would make remaining onThe welfare reform legislation, part of the Gingrichite

“Contract on America,” was hurried through Congress last welfare as attractive as holding a low-wage job. Rep. E. Clay
Shaw, Jr. (R-Fla.), the main author of the welfare bill, saidyear to provide a platform for the Gingrichites to run on in

the November elections. Clinton signed it into law despite a the decision “could drastically cut back the hours that welfare
recipients are required to work”—i.e., they can only be re-loud outcry within his own party, including from then-Labor

Secretary Robert Reich, but the President promised he would quired to work for the value of their check.
Texas Gov. George W. Bush, whose scheme to privatize“fix it” if he were reelected. This decision is clearly part of

“fixing” it. the screening process for welfare eligibility was rejected by
the Clinton administration earlier this month, responded toUnlike prior welfare laws, the 1996 welfare reform legis-

lation was silent on the question of whether the Fair Labor the ruling at a May 16 press conference. “I strongly disagree
with the welfare decisions coming out of this current WhiteStandards Act applies to welfare recipients who work. That
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House. . . . This is a White House that has said repeatedly it issued a fact sheet on “Welfare Reform and Fair Treatment,”
which stipulated that any reform must ensure that the Fairwould let states run themselves. Yet, here is another example

of the Clinton administration not letting Texans run Texas, Labor Standards Act is applied to recipients forced to work:
“The issue of fair treatment for all workers is a seriousinterfering with our abilities to move people from welfare

to work.” concern for AFSCME. As welfare recipients move into
‘workfare,’ a two-tier set of labor standards looms on theBush blamed “big labor” for Clinton’s ruling. “The AFL-

CIO continues to make welfare policy for the United States,” horizon. Under AFDC [Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-
dren], workfare recipients were guaranteed at least minimumhe raved, adding, in the illiterate style he probably inherited

from his father, “By the White House cratering [sic] to it, it wage initially and a prevailing wage after nine months. The
new program, Temporary Assistance to Needy Familieshas made it more difficult for Texas to realize our objective

of helping people become less dependent on the welfare sys- (TANF), is silent on these issues. Yet, by the year 2002, TANF
will move approximately 2 million people from welfare intotem and encouraging people to work.”
workfare. . . .

“As welfare reform takes shape at the state level,Labor claims ‘victory’
It certainly is true that organized labor has been fighting AFSCME will work to ensure that workfare participants are

considered ‘employees,’ making them eligible for basicfor this determination since before the welfare legislation was
passed. Not only is the finding crucial, from the standpoint of worker protections, including: minimum wage/overtime re-

quirements; worker’s compensation; coverage under theorganizing welfare recipients into unions, but millions of new
workers flooding into the job market, forced to work at below Family and Medical Leave Act and anti-discrimination laws;

OSHA [Occupational Safety and Health Act] protections; theminimum wage, are already beginning to lower the wage level
across the board, particularly in such large cities as New York right to be organized and represented by a union; and unem-

ployment compensation. Without these protections, the na-and Baltimore, where welfare recipients are taking over jobs
formerly held by municipal employees. tion will face a downward pressure on the wages, benefits,

and working conditions of all workers as the labor market isIn Texas, AFL-CIO lobbyist Rick Levy responded to
Governor Bush with very blunt words: The ruling “doesn’t flooded with low-wage workers.”
have anything to do with ‘cratering’ into labor unions,” Levy
said, “but has everything to do with recognizing the dignity Prevailing wage in New York

In addition to the Clinton administration’s ruling, a deci-and respect of the working poor. You can make people slaves
for what in Texas amounts to slave wages for about $180 a sion handed down by Manhattan Supreme Court Justice Jane

Solomon on May 12, would force New York City to pay itsmonth. I call that welfare for corporations who have access
to near-slave labor.” 38,000 workfare recipients at least minimum wage, if not

higher, for the work they now do for their welfare checks. TheIn interviews with EIR on May 17, two labor leaders, who
are outspoken opponents of using workfare workers as slave ruling, which has been appealed by Mayor Rudolph Giuliani,

stipulates that the city must obey state law and pay workfarelabor, immediately praised Clinton’s decision. Stanley Hill,
executive director of District Council 37 of the American laborers whichever is higher—the minimum wage or the “pre-

vailing” wage—i.e., the wage normally paid laborers in thatFederation of State, County and Municipal Employees
(AFSCME), the umbrella union representing 250,000 non- trade.

The net effect of the ruling would be to drastically shortenuniformed municipal workers in New York City, called it a
“very good decision” and very much needed. “We shouldn’t the hours worked by welfare recipients, who now work an

average of 26 hours per week in jobs once done by city work-resort to exploitation of workers who are on welfare. . . . We
have to give them dignity,” Hill said. ers. Under Solomon’s ruling, they would work only as many

hours as it takes to pay off their welfare checks at the higherHenry Nicholas, an international vice president of
AFSCME, president of the National Union of Hospital and pay rate. Marc Cohan, attorney for the Welfare Law Center,

called it a victory for welfare recipients, who would better useHealth Care Employees (a division of AFSCME), and head
of the hospital workers in Philadelphia, said that the Clinton the time in job-training classes or at job interviews than doing

workfare tasks.announcement is a “victory” for the labor unions, which have
been fighting for this since Clinton signed the welfare bill. He This ruling, along with Clinton’s, is now subject to politi-

cal counterattack, if Congress and state legislators decide tourged that Clinton publicly go beyond the minimum wage
issue, and support the entire gamut of rights spelled out in the write legislation denying minimum wage and other protec-

tions to workfare recipients. Whether they can get away withFair Labor Standards Act.
Both labor leaders warned of a storm of reaction against it is entirely up to the American people, who must decide if

this nation will continue to tolerate falling wage levels andthe decision. “It’ll be a heavy summer,” Hill said, predicting
a “lot of fighting in Congress and from some governors.” outright slave labor, or will support the right of all Americans

who work to receive the full protection of the law.In 1996, before the welfare law was passed, AFSCME
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The America Mineral Fields hoax
On May 17, Scaife’s Tribune-Review ran a front-page

article by Ruddy entitled “Firm from Clinton’s Home Town
Has Deal with Zaire Rebel Chief.” It began: “America Min-Mellon Scaife in new
eral Fields, a small Arkansas mining company headquartered
in Bill Clinton’s hometown of Hope, is the first major benefi-fraud against Clinton
ciary of the fall of the the Zaire government headed by Mobutu
Sese Seko.” Ruddy describes the contracts recently made byby Edward Spannaus
AMF with Kabila, and then sarcastically comments: “Not bad
for an Arkansas company still not listed in the local phone

Richard Mellon Scaife, who since the early 1970s has served directory. . . .”
Ruddy complains that reporting on the AMF agreementas a self-financing media flack for the Anglo-American bank-

ing elite, has just been caught promoting another monstrous has been relegated to the financial pages in the general news
media, “and little has been made about the Hope, Ark., con-lie against Clinton. Scaife is now trying to blame President

Clinton for the crimes of mass-murderer Laurent Kabila in nection.” Ruddy has to admit that Clinton left Hope at age 7,
but, never mind that, “his ties there have remained strong andZaire.

How does he do this? Scaife’s Pittsburgh Tribune-Review some of his closest associates hailed from Hope, including
former White House chief of staff Mack McLarty, formerhas attempted to link Clinton to Kabila through the America

Mineral Fields company (AMF)—a Canadian outfit which White House administration chief David Watkins, and the
late White House deputy counsel Vincent Foster.”has a small office in Clinton’s hometown of Hope, Arkansas.

In April, the British-backed AMF signed a billion-dollar deal In truth, the reason why the story has been ignored by
most other media is because the Clinton-AMF connectionwith Kabila for mining rights, which leads Scaife to label

Kabila’s regime “Arkansas’ new African colony.” simply isn’t there. AMF is a Canadian company, registered
and listed on Canadian—not U.S.—stock exchanges. It hasSuch falsifications are nothing new or out of character

for Richard Mellon Scaife. As EIR’s series “Who Is Richard an office in Hope because one of its founders, Mike McMur-
rough, lives there.Mellon Scaife?” (March 21, April 4 and 11, 1997) showed,

Dickie Scaife has been deployed by the British-U.S. bankers’ When EIR inquired about this in April, an AMF spokes-
man told us: “America Mineral Fields’ headquarters in Hope,intelligence network for the past quarter-century to run news

media propaganda operations against this network’s enemies. is just a shell company. We won’t even be here in a year
or two.”Among his most prominent targets have been EIR Founding

Editor Lyndon LaRouche, and now President Clinton. To compound the fraud, Scaife’s Tribune-Review fol-
lowed it up with a second lying piece on May 18—the “Date-Well before he played a central role in helping to finance

and organized the public-private “Get LaRouche” task force, line D.C.” column—reportedly written by the LondonSunday
Telegraph’s Ambrose Evans-Pritchard—entitled: “There’sas an adjunct of the George Bush “secret government” appara-

tus in the early 1980s, Scaife had already become adept at Hope for Arkansas’ New African Colony.”
“Who founded America’s newest colony in Africa? Thecoordinating news media attacks with Department of Justice

frame-ups against his targets. In 1983-84, Scaife was a direct answer can be found in President Bill Clinton’s birthplace of
Hope, Ark.” For these purposes, Pritchard is happy to reportparticipant in the “Train Salon” meetings of Wall Street’s

John Train, which organized news media attacks on that Kabila is a Marxist, who trained under Che Guevara,
and who may be responsible for the massacres of more thanLaRouche, as a project of the “Public Diplomacy” operation

run out of the National Security Council. One participant in 100,000 Rwandan refugees. “Laurent Kabila is now a suc-
cessful revolutionary like Gerry Adams and Yasser Arafat,the Train Salon meetings, who had met Scaife there, described

him as “dumb as a stinkpot.” since like them he has the favor of President Bill Clinton and
the U.S. State Department.”Out of the Train-Scaife secret planning sessions were de-

ployed every slanderer of LaRouche—from writers for the Pritchard—who has bragged about orchestrating much
of the Whitewater assault on President Clinton—then asks:Wall Street Journal, Readers’ Digest, and NBC-TV, to bot-

tom-feeder scribblers such as Dennis King and Chip Berlet. “Could this administration’s love for the old Congolese Com-
munist [Kabila] have anything to do with the fact that AMFSince 1993, Scaife has financed a large chunk of the “me-

dia food chain,” which is churning up and regurgitating at- has its headquarters in Hope, Ark., Bill Clinton’s hometown?”
Kabila’s British backing is nowhere mentioned.tacks on President Clinton. Scaife employs the only writer

for a U.S. metropolitan daily who is deployed full-time on “Perhaps,” Pritchard concludes, “Sen. Jesse Helms and
Rep. Benjamin Gilman, the chairs respectively of the Senateattempting to prove that White House aide Vincent Foster did

not commit suicide, but was murdered—Christopher Ruddy. and House foreign affairs committees, will hold hearings on
the development of Arkansas’s new African colony!”Now, Ruddy is broadening out.
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Washington Post joined with Rupert Murdoch’s New York
Post in lavish praise of a just-published biography of the lateBook Reviews
“Red Capitalist,” Armand Hammer. The book, by the well-
known chronicler of the Cold War spy wars, Edward Jay
Epstein, portrays Hammer as one of the sleaziest characters
to walk across the 20th-century stage. In Epstein’s richly doc-
umented account, everything that Armand Hammer touchedWho is out to ‘Hammer’ in his 90 years, turned to trash. He was, at once, an under-
ground abortionist, who murdered a woman and then saw hisVice President Al Gore? father go to Sing Sing in his stead; a hard-core Soviet agent,
who specialized in laundering cash into the communist under-

by Jeffrey Steinberg grounds of Europe and North America; a front man for orga-
nized crime, with close links to Meyer Lansky and the Na-
tional Crime Syndicate; a philanderer who maintained a stable
of mistresses, and married a string of wealthy widows whom
he looted blind. In death, as in life, Hammer robbed thoseDossier: The Secret History of Armand
closest to him. When his estate was probated, his son, hisHammer

by Edward Jay Epstein mistresses, and his illegitimate daughter found that they had
Random House, New York, 1996 all been written out of their promised inheritances. And a
418 pages, hardbound, $30 string of charities, from the Ronald Reagan Presidential Li-

brary, to the Danielle Mitterrand Foundation, to the Los
Angeles County Museum of Art, ended up in court, trying to
collect on millions of dollars worth of unfulfilled pledges andIt is now an open secret that Washington Post publisher Kath-

arine Graham has, at least temporarily, abandoned her long- binding contracts.
standing political backing of Vice President Al Gore. Recent
front-page stories, published under the by-line of Nixon- The Hammer-Gore partnership

To dodge the law, and serve as Moscow’s number-oneslayer Bob Woodward of Watergate fame, have pilloried the
vice president as the secret superstar behind the Clinton-Gore international diplomat and underground business agent-with-

out-portfolio, Hammer also made a lifetime hobby of buyingcampaign fundraising juggernaut. In recent months, the Post
has done more damage to the vice president’s reputation than the services of prominent Washington politicians. Foremost

on Hammer’s list of friends in high places, according to Ep-the Washington Times, Wall Street Journal, and “media food
chain” piggybank Richard Mellon Scaife, combined. stein’s account, was Tennessee’s Albert Gore, Sr. From 1950

to 1968, while serving as a congressman and, later, as U.S.Add another element to the political equation. Former
President George Bush has made it known, at every opportu- senator, Gore, Sr. did Hammer’s bidding. When Hammer

needed an introduction to a prominent Democratic politician,nity, that his son, Texas Gov. George W. Bush, ought to be
the Republican Party Presidential nominee in the year 2000. including a string of U.S. Presidents, Gore, Sr. was there.

When Hammer needed to have his FBI files expunged ofThe former President has committed a string of political
gaffes, in his zeal to peddle his son as the next GOP standard- decades of Bureau surveillance reports, identifying him as a

suspected high-ranking Soviet agent, Gore, Sr. was there. Inbearer. First, he shocked a crowd of Bohemian Grove mem-
bers and guests last July, at their annual semi-secret conclave, return, Gore, Sr. profitted handsomely from the Hammer

links, first as a silent partner with Hammer in a lucrative coal-by having his son deliver part of his scheduled speech, in what
one attendee described as an “incredible” breach of Bohemian mining deal. In 1968, Gore, Sr. left the Senate to take up a

full-time position as vice president of Hammer’s Occidentalprotocol. More recently, the former President has toured Asia
and Ibero-America, boosting Rev. Sun Myung Moon, in re- Petroleum, in charge of its coal-mining division, at a generous

salary of $500,000 per year.turn for millions of dollars.
Whether there is any link between former President Epstein made only one reference to Albert Gore, Jr. in the

entire book. On Jan. 20, 1989, then-Sen. Al Gore, Jr. broughtBush’s dreams of heading a two-generation Presidential dy-
nasty, and Graham’s public blasts at her longtime political an aging Armand Hammer as his honored guest to the Presi-

dential inauguration of George Bush. They sat in a specialfriend, Gore, is yet to be seen.
section reserved for members of the U.S. Senate.

But the message was not lost for lack of repetition. Al-Early signs of Kate’s defection
The first serious signs of a break between would-be king- ready, several conservative pundits have made reference to

the vice president’s embarrassing “family ties” to the Redmaker Graham and the vice president, came several months
before the Woodward articles appeared. Last December, the Capitalist. According to well-placed GOP sources, when the
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the intimate ties between Julius Hammer and two other promi-
nent turn-of-the-century American communists, Jay Love-
stone and Bertram Wolfe, whose ties to Anglo-American in-
telligence circles—before, during, and after their tangos with
Lenin and Stalin—demand serious consideration.

Lenin’s bagman
Armand Hammer was born on May 21, 1899 in New York

City, the first son of Julius and Rosa Lipshitz Hammer (Rosa
had a son, Harry, by a previous marriage). He was named
after the “arm and hammer” symbol of the Socialist Labor
Party, which Julius Hammer had helped found, along with
Daniel DeLeon. Two years later, Armand Hammer’s younger
brother, Victor, was born.

Julius Hammer had obtained a degree from a two-year
medical program at the Columbia College of Physicians and
Surgeons, and had opened a string of drug stores. Julius, ac-
cording to Epstein’s account, poured all the business profits
into the Socialist Labor Party, through his mentor, Boris
Reinstein, who owned a string of drug stores in Buffalo, New
York. As the result, Hammer’s pharmacy business went
bankrupt.

In 1907, Reinstein brought Julius Hammer to the Seventh
Congress of the Socialist International, which was held in
Stuttgart, Germany. There, Julius was introduced to Lenin,
and was recruited to the core group that would organize
Lenin’s networks in the United States. After Stuttgart, Ham-

The late Armand Hammer: He was not the “lone ranger” that mer created the Allied Drug and Chemical Co., to serve as abiographer Epstein portrays him to be.
business front and money source for the Lenin underground
in America. Bertram Wolfe described Julius Hammer as “the
most discreet and able of Lenin’s men of confidence.”

In November 1917, when the Bolsheviks seized power inappropriate moment arrives, certain Republicans are ready to
“drop the hammer” on Al Gore, Jr.’s future political ambi- Russia, Lenin dispatched Ludwig Christian Alexander Kar-

lovich Martens from London to New York. Martens headedtions.
the Russian Soviet Government Bureau (the United States did
not recognize the Soviet government for more than a decade)Hatchet-job, not history

Dossier is a well-researched, take-no-prisoners hatchet out of offices at 110 West 40th Street in Manhattan; Julius
Hammer was named “commercial attaché.” In reality, Ham-job on Armand Hammer. But, it is not real history. The author,

who earned himself a reputation as the de facto publicist for mer was the fence for stolen diamonds and other loot smug-
gled into America to help bankroll the nascent Soviet intelli-many years for the late CIA counterintelligence chief James

Jesus Angleton, was able to access a great deal of previously gence operations.
classified U.S., British, and Russian archives. He was also
able to tap into a long line of bitter Hammer associates, who Julius takes the fall

The summer of 1919 was a busy period for Julius Ham-had been used, abused, and robbed by the late Red Capitalist.
But Epstein ignored some of the most tantalizing, often mer. He, along with Ben Gitlow, had been assigned to create

a Bolshevik party in the United States. Indeed, the two menparadoxical leads. Epstein portrayed Hammer as an evil lone
ranger, whose institutional ties traced only to Moscow. There were expelled from the Socialist Party for agitating for Lenin;

they formed the Communist Labor Party and, shortly after-was never a mention of the heavy London and Wall Street
backing for the Bolsheviks, or the role of such prominent wards, the Communist Party U.S.A.

Then, on Aug. 12, 1919, the roof caved in on Julius Ham-figures as Averell Harriman, S.G. Warburg, and the National
City Bank and DuPont Chemical complex at 120 Broadway, mer. To fulfill his fundraising chores for Moscow, he had been

running an underground abortion clinic. Marie Oganesoff, thein New York City—which propped up Lenin through an oper-
ation known as “The Trust.” wife of a Russian diplomat, died, as the result of a botched

abortion performed at Hammer’s clinic. The abortion, accord-Especially egregious, was Epstein’s failure to draw out
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ing to Epstein, was performed by Armand Hammer, who at into a rage, and the rail official responsible was summarily
executed. The strike was eventually crushed, but the asbestosthe time was studying medicine but had not yet obtained a

license. Julius Hammer was convicted of performing the fatal, mine continued to be a losing venture. Allied American
posted $20,000 a month in losses, a considerable sum ofillegal abortion. On June 20, 1920, he was sentenced to three-

and-a-half to 12 years in Sing Sing Penitentiary. money in 1922. In December, with pressure building on him
to keep up the failing business operations, and to maintain theA few months later, Martens was expelled from the United

States back to Russia. He retained responsibility for Lenin’s money-laundering program, Armand Hammer had a nervous
breakdown. When word got back to Julius Hammer, heoperations in the United States under the cover of the Com-

missariat of Foreign Trade. In March 1921, Martens offered pressed for early release from prison. By April 5, 1923, Julius
Hammer was free—he even obtained permission to travel toAllied Drug and Chemical Co. one of the first concessions to

do business in Soviet Russia. With his father in jail, Armand the Soviet Union to take charge of the family business, a rather
strange turn of events, given that this was the period of theHammer made arrangements to travel to Moscow to work out

the details. He set sail for England on July 5, 1921. Palmer Raids and a general crackdown against “Bolshevik
agents” operating in the United States.Arriving there at Southampton on July 13, he was detained

by Scotland Yard—at the request of J. Edgar Hoover. After According to Epstein, shortly after Julius Hammer’s ar-
rival in Moscow, he was visited by Jay Lovestone, his long-several days of interrogation, Armand Hammer was released,

and he continued on to Berlin. On July 31, Hammer disap- time ally, now a top figure in the Communist Party U.S.A.
Hammer reportedly explained to Lovestone that he was work-peared. He surfaced in Riga, Latvia, several weeks later, and

was smuggled across the border by Boris Mishell, one of his ing on special projects for the OGPU, the successor to the
Cheka, and, therefore, had to “create a firewall between him-father’s longtime contacts in Lenin’s inner circle.

On Oct. 22, 1921, Hammer had a personal audience with self and the CP.” Indeed, the Hammer businesses were, by
1923, an integral part of the international money-launderingLenin. Hammer was given the first Soviet foreign conces-

sion—the exclusive rights to mine asbestos near Sverdlovsk, structures of the Communist International. Money conduited
through the Hammer accounts at Lloyds Bank in Londonin return for shipping American wheat to Russia. The conces-

sions program was run by Feliks Dzherzhinsky, the infamous bankrolled the CPUSA newspaper, the Daily Worker. The
overall effort was run by Genrikh Yagoda, the chief of thehead of the first Soviet secret police agency, the Cheka. Lev

Mironov, Dzherzhinsky’s top counterintelligence officer, economic directorate of the OGPU.
When Lenin died in January 1924, and Stalin consolidatedwas in charge of the concessions.

Among the early “business” deals Hammer extracted power six months later, the OGPU recommended that the
Hammers continue as conduits of Comintern cash, but underfrom Moscow, was the exclusive concession to sell money

orders in the United States that would be redeemable by rela- tighter Moscow direction.
At this point, some heavy decision-making was requiredtives back in Russia. The operation was run in New York City

through the National Bank of the Soviet Union, according of Moscow. Hammer’s venture in asbestos mining had been
a failure. In fact, almost every one of the concessions that hadto Soviet archives obtained by Epstein. Hammer was given

$75,000 in cash by the Cheka, to pass on to the Communist been granted by the Soviet government wound up as money-
losing ventures. For Moscow, Hammer’s business failuresInternational (Comintern) underground in America, and a

personal letter from Lenin. On Dec. 4, 1921, Armand Hammer had to remain a state secret, covered over by a flourish of
propaganda, hailing the Hammers as capitalist entrepreneursarrived back in New York City.

He soon changed Allied Drug and Chemical Co. to Allied who had gambled, and profitted, on the Soviet “workers’ par-
adise.”America Corp., of 165 Broadway. His main bank accounts

were maintained at Midland Bank in London. Soon, Allied To buy time to cover the losses and keep up the propa-
ganda front, the Soviet government decided to grant the Ham-American had offices in London, Berlin, Riga, Kiev, Petro-

grad, and Moscow. The Moscow office, a gift from the Soviet mer family a concession to manufacture pencils. All of the
necessary machine tools, and access to lead, wood, and sogovernment, was a four-story building that had once housed

the famous Fabergé works, which produced precious art for on, were provided by the Soviet regime; and, the Hammers,
indeed, became the largest supplier of pencils in the Sovietthe tsars and Russia’s nomenklatura. Hammer’s account at

Midland Bank in London served as a conduit for Comintern Union. However, by 1929, three years after the pencil conces-
sion was up and running, no dent had been made in the over-funds, which included kickbacks to Moscow on all of Ham-

mer’s concession deals. seas debts of Allied American. Ultimately, the Soviet govern-
ment issued $500,000 in state bonds to allow Hammer to retireBy July 1, 1922, Hammer was back in Europe, en route to

Moscow. In October, workers at the Hammer asbestos mining his foreign debt.
It was a prelude to the next phase of Hammer’s tango withconcession went out on strike. Hammer’s Cheka sponsors

responded by dispatching troops to quell the workers’ revolt; the Soviet nomenklatura.
As part of his operations inside the United States, Hammerwhen the train carrying the troops was delayed, Hammer went
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had set up L’Ermitage Galleries in New York City, in 1925. Stalin Pact, the FBI suspected that the beer barrels were being
used to smuggle Mexican oil to the Nazis to aid in the militaryNow, under direction from Stalin, Anastas Mikoyan was as-

signed to generate badly needed foreign hard currency by build-up.
In 1943, Hammer went into the whiskey business, obtain-selling off precious works of Russian art that had been con-

fiscated by the Bolsheviks from the Romanovs and other ing one of the few permits granted at the time to produce
alcohol for non-military purposes. His United Distillerswealthy Russian families who had ended up on the losing side

in November 1917. turned a handsome profit, in a business dominated by the
National Crime Syndicate dating from the time of Prohibition.Armand Hammer arrived back in New York City, with a

contract from Mikoyan to sell Russian art, in return for ship- In February 1953, Hammer sold United Distillers to Shenleys
Liquor, owned by a longtime Lansky and Roy Cohn compa-pingbeerbarrelstavestoRussia.Toexplainawayhowhecame

upon his collection of precious Russian art and jewelry, Ham- triot, Lewis Rosensteil. Elsewhere in the book, Epstein re-
ported that, in April 1953, right after the United sale, Hammermer wrote an autobiography, which was published in 1932 un-

der the title The Quest for the Romanov Treasures, with an had gone on a tryst to Havana with a mistress, Bettye Murphy,
and that they had spent time at the Tropicana Hotel and Ca-introduction by New York Times Moscow correspondent Wal-

ter Duranty. The book was a total fabrication. Hammer sino, where “Hammer knew the owner, Meyer Lansky.”
At the time of the Havana jaunt, Hammer had alreadyclaimed that he had sold his highly profitable Allied American

Corp. for $1million, and had devoted themoney to purchasing been divorced from his first wife, Olga, whom he had met in
the Soviet Union, and was married to a wealthy New Jersey15 of the Fabergé eggs and other Romanov art works. In fact,

Allied American was bankrupt; and most of the Fabergé eggs socialite, Angela Carey Zevely, who was on social terms with
President Franklin Roosevelt. Hammer had married Zevelythat Hammer brought to America were high-grade Soviet for-

geries. Hammer had one of the original stamps from the Fab- just days after his divorce from Olga, in December 1943. On
Jan. 19, 1956, he divorced Angela, but he did not marry Bettyeergé works, which he used for decades to “authenticate” the

Soviet forgeries, so there is no doubt—according to Epstein’s Murphy, who was carrying his child. Instead, on Jan. 25,
1956, he married Frances Barrett Tolman, a wealthy widowaccount—that Hammer was a witting player in the Soviet art

forgery program. To avoid the careful scrutiny of people in the who had inherited over $8 million. With her money, he ar-
ranged a sham marriage for Bettye Murphy, in Mexico, andNew York art world, Hammer came up with an innovation. He

took his Russian art collection, and toured the United States, paid off all of his back debts. He then purchased a controlling
block of stock in Occidental Petroleum. It was enough controlselling the art at department stores. Hammer used the few gen-

uineFabergéeggs thathehadbrought fromRussia, courtesyof to allow Hammer to have himself named chairman and presi-
dent. Hammer obtained undated, signed letters of resignationMikoyan, to generate cashand cultivate his initial connections

with the New York City upper crust. Among his clients for from all the corporate officers, a violation of Securities and
Exchange Commission law, and proceeded to turn Occidentalthe genuine articles were Malcolm Forbes, Dorothy Pratt, and

Marjorie Merriweather Post. into his personal business-political vehicle and piggy bank.
Years later, Hammer would expand his “art” business, by

creating the Armand Hammer Foundation, with money he Libya and P-2
In 1964, Hammer entered the play for oil drilling conces-illegally siphoned from Occidental Petroleum, to amass a col-

lection of genuine old masters and other great works of art. sions from the Libyan government of King Idris. Idris an-
nounced that Libya would be taking bids on 85 oil conces-But for Hammer, great art would always be a prop, a means

to an end. One prominent art world figure would comment, sions. Hammer targetted two sites, believed to be the largest
untapped sources of Libyan oil. At first, Hammer turned to“Armand Hammer knew and cared as much about art as Al

Capone.” the Lansky organization for help. According to Epstein’s ac-
count, Hammer arranged for Herbert Allen, of Charles Allen
and Company (Meyer Lansky’s Wall Street brokerageHammer and Lansky

J. Edgar Hoover had opened a file on Armand Hammer in house), to arrange a personal introduction to Omar Shelhi, the
adopted son of King Idris and the man in charge of the oil1921, on the eve of Hammer’s first voyage to the Soviet

Union. In 1933, however, the United States normalized rela- concessions. Allen’s intermediaries failed to deliver, and
Hammer turned to other channels.tions with the Soviet Union, and interest in Hammer’s Comin-

tern dealings temporarily abated. However, during this pe- He was introduced to Hans-Albert Kunz, a Swiss “busi-
nessman” who would later surface as a member of the Propa-riod, Hoover began receiving reports that Hammer was tied

to the mob, through an outfit called King Breweries. Hammer, ganda-2 Freemasonic Lodge in Italy. P-2 was run top-down
by the Duke of Kent, a member of the British royal familyaccording to the reports reaching the FBI, was paying inflated

prices to mob front companies for the beer barrel staves that he and a top official in British Masonry. The P-2 lodge was, for
decades, in the middle of an arms-for-drugs apparatus thatwas shipping to Moscow, ostensibly in return for the precious

works of art he was selling in America. During the Hitler- involved leading figures in the “Black International.” The
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head of P-2, Licio Gelli, had been a wartime operative for ambitious business projects in the Soviet Union, once détente
was in full swing; and, Bruk opened all of the appropriateMussolini and the Italian Fascists, who was also widely be-

lieved to have been closely tied to Soviet intelligence services. doors.
Back in Washington, Hammer was able to negotiate aMuammar Qaddafi was allied with P-2.

Kunz was, according to EIR investigations, an important $180 million Export-Import Bank loan guarantee, with Ex-
Im President William Casey. It was the first such loan to afigure in the P-2 orbit. In 1982, he ordered Roberto Calvi, the

head of Banco Ambrosiano and a leading P-2 operative, to Soviet project, and Nixon had to personally approve a national
security waiver.report to London, following the collapse of the bank and the

public exposé of the lodge’s role in international money laun- Hammer had endeared himself to Nixon through a
$100,000 cash donation to the Committee to Re-Elect thedering and “Black” terrorism. Calvi was found dead, hanging

from Black Friar’s Bridge in London, in what was widely President (CREEP). The bulk of the money was delivered
after the new election law had gone into effect, barring suchcharacterized at the time as a ritualistic murder.

Epstein does not so much as mention the Kunz/P-2 con- large contributions to a federal campaign. Hammer would
eventually be prosecuted for the payoff, and would negotiatenection, but provides a detailed profile of the intimate ties that

developed between Hammer and Kunz. a plea agreement. Years later, on Aug. 14, 1989, shortly before
his death, and as Hammer was obsessively lobbying to beIn 1964, Kunz, along with a Swiss-based Azerbaijani

businessman named Kemal Zeinal Zade, who was close to given the Nobel Peace Prize, President George Bush pardoned
Hammer. On Jan. 20, 1989, Hammer had turned over a checkone of the KGB’s top Islamic operatives, Haider Aliyev, en-

tered into an arrangement with Hammer that would continue for $110,000 to the Republican National Committee.
Hammer’s campaign for the Nobel Peace Prize had alsountil Hammer’s death. The duo promised to “deliver” Omar

Shelhi, and assure Occidental’s winning of the two prize oil provided the occasion for him to cultivate close ties to Prince
Charles. Hammer, after failing to win former President Jimmyconcessions.

And, they delivered. On Feb. 27, 1967, after several years Carter’s endorsement for the prize, wooed Margaret
Thatcher. Hammer decided that he stood the best chance ofof delays, Occidental Petroleum was granted the two con-

tracts. Shelhi’s take: $2.8 million in cash, and 3% of the gross winning Thatcher’s backing by developing a close relation-
ship with the Prince of Wales. Hammer began pouring Occi-price of the oil pumped and delivered to market.

When Qaddafi staged a military coup against King Idris dental’s corporate money into some of the Prince’s favorite
“charities,” including the World Wildlife Fund and Unitedseveral years later, Hammer would cut off Shelhi; still, he

made good on his obligations to Kunz and Zade, and used their World Colleges, a project launched by Prince Charles in 1962
to create a string of schools based on the methods of KurtIMEG Management account at Union Bank of Switzerland as

his personal slush fund. Through IMEG, Hammer was rob- Hahn, the founder of Outward Bound. In 1982, Hammer
bankrolled the founding of the Armand Hammer Unitedbing blind his own company. Courtesy of the Kunz/P-2 appa-

ratus, Hammer was able to survive the overthrow of King World College of the American West, at a renovated castle in
Montezuma, New Mexico.Idris. On Sept. 1, 1970, Hammer’s contracts for the two con-

cessions were continued—under only slightly less lucrative The Thatcher sponsorship never materialized. Ironically,
the man who ultimately placed Hammer’s name in nomina-terms.
tion with the Nobel Committee, was Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin. During his entire life, especially after heRichard Nixon

When Richard Nixon was inaugurated President on Jan. got the oil concessions with Libya, Hammer had done every-
thing he could to conceal the fact that he was Jewish.20, 1969, Armand Hammer was in the VIP section at the

ceremony. According to Epstein, to prepare for the new flurry Hammer died on Dec. 10, 1990. His estate turned out to
be worth under $40 million, most of which he had stolen fromof East-West diplomacy, Hammer purchased Tower Interna-

tional from Pugwash Conference founder and leading one- his brother’s estate (leaving Victor’s heirs penniless), and
from his late wife Frances. As Hammer’s personal staffworld federalist Cyrus Eaton. In addition to his “discreet” and

long-term “business ties” to the Soviet Union, Hammer soon rushed to remove boxes of financial records from Hammer’s
mansion, attorneys for his late wife showed up with courtcreated his own version of Pugwash, the annual Armand

Hammer Conferences on Peace and Human Rights based in orders to block their removal. They were in court, suing Ham-
mer for theft of Frances Barrett Tolman’s fortune, includingOslo, Norway.

General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev had placed his KGB the house.
It may be that Vice President Gore’s personal involve-chief, Yuri Andropov, in charge of détente, and Andropov, in

turn, assigned Mikhail Bruk, a high-level Soviet intelligence ment with the late Armand Hammer was of little consequence.
But, the drumbeat is on; and the sins of Gore’s father willofficer who had been assigned as a translator to all of the

Pugwash conferences, as Hammer’s personal “facilitator” in surface, sooner or later, as a matter of public scrutiny—
thanks, in part, to Katharine Graham.Moscow. Hammer moved immediately to revive all of his
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Congressional Closeup by Carl Osgood

Federal court review said that what is out of control is not lated far more strictly. The technology
is available to monitor all electroniccomes under attack the Federal Judiciary, but rather the

Congressional judiciary committees,On May 14 and 15, the House Judi- money transfers. But bankers, al-
though they pretend otherwise, aren’tciary Committee Subcommittee on which have debated “every Constitu-

tional amendment that is totallyCourts and Intellectual Property held doing all they can to identify the
sources of money crossing theirhearings on a proposal that would se- useless.”

verely restrict the Constitutional func- threshold.”
tion of Federal review. The bill is a pet
project of Judiciary Committee Chair- Wellstone speaks onman Henry Hyde (R-Ill.). Kerry says nations lagHyde’s bill, co-written by Charles America’s ‘quiet crisis’

On May 14, Sen. Paul Wellstone (D-Canaday (R-Fla.) and Sonny Bono (R- behind organized crime
In an op-ed on May 11, based on hisCalif.), would prohibit a Federal judge Minn.), in a luncheon address to the

National Press Club, warned of whatfrom overturning a state referendum just-released book The New War: The
Web of Crime that Threatens Ameri-on Constitutional grounds (and re- he termed a “quiet crisis,” though not

a “broad economic calamity,” inquires that such cases be heard by a ca’s Security, Sen. John Kerry (D-
Mass.) wrote that the United Statesthree-judge panel), requires that com- America, a “crisis of money, power,

and injustice, a crisis of a nation in dan-plaints against a Federal judge be and most other nations are lagging be-
hind the new, global organized crimeheard in a circuit outside the one where ger of abandoning the principles of

equality and justice that are so funda-the complaint is lodged, and would menace. Kerry, who chaired the mid-
1980s Foreign Relations subcommit-prohibit any Federal judge from issu- mental to our resilience, that are in-

deed the very meaning and purposeing an order that would have the effect tee that probed the Oliver North Con-
tra cocaine connection, described aof forcing a state or local government of America.”

Wellstone warned that Americanto raise taxes. Hyde and others who new coalition of “five principal pow-
ers,” the Italian Mafia, the Russianback this bill claim that these measures society is becoming more stratified as

a result of the changes in economicare needed to prevent judges from le- mobs, the Japanese yakuza, the Chi-
nese triads, and the Colombian cartels,gislating from the bench, which the policy of the last 25 years. There are

two kinds of America, he said, “oneConservative Revolutionaries label that have forged working arrange-
ments that outstrip existing law en-“judicial activism.” with mounting access to things that

make life richer, and the other caughtOn the opposing side, Barney forcement countermeasures.
Kerry cited specific examples ofFrank (D-Mass.) denounced those in a constant struggle to make ends

meet. . . . This second America is notideologues who “find some aspects of international crime conventions, like
the series of meetings in the summer ofthe American Constitution, as they just inhabited by a poor neglected mi-

nority. It is, in fact, the residents of thehave been interpreted, annoying. They 1992 in Prague, Warsaw, and Zurich,
involving leaders of the Russian andinterfere with things that they would American majority, the homeland of

most of our workers, most of our fami-like to do.” And, to show that he be- Italian mobs. He placed particular em-
phasis on the money-laundering as-lieves in the sanctity of state referen- lies, most of our children, and it is pre-

cisely this America that the budgetdums, Frank announced that he would pects of the new international crime
syndicates, and called for improved bi-be offering a bill to support the referen- agreement failed to serve fully and

fairly.”dum in California in favor of the so- lateral and multilateral cooperation.
“We could refuse to allow pirate fi-called medical use of marijuana. Wellstone attacked the tax cuts in-

cluded in the budget agreement, andThe arguments of John Conyers nanciers to move currency through the
U.S., or impose customs limitations on(D-Mich.) and Mel Watt (D-N.C.) gave a warning to the Democratic

Party. “Reducing taxes on capitalwere more useful, in that they pointed their trade and search all their cargoes,
or forbid Americans to do businessout the importance of the Federal gains and on inheritance is a high price

to pay for the modest help now prom-courts in helping dismantle the system there. . . . We must insist that the elec-
tronic movement of capital be regu-of segregation in the 1950s. Conyers ised to the rest of America,” he said.
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Disaster aid bill“If this balanced budget agreement is Senate version only provides $58 mil-
lion for WIC.to be the great accomplishment of faces veto threat

On May 15, the House passed theeight years of a Democratic Presi-
dency, then history will judge us emergency appropriations bill (passed

one week earlier by the Senate) thatsharply. . . . This agreement is really a Clinton, Republicanstriumph of the past rather than a bridge includes $5.5 billion for natural disas-
ter recovery and $2 billion for peace-to the century to come.” work out budget details

Consensus was reached on the detailsHe continued, “Since Lincoln, ev- keeping costs in Bosnia and else-
where. This funding is to be paid forery national leader of historic stature of the budget agreement between the

Clinton administration and the Househas seen the improvement in the living by rescinding equivalent amounts of
funding from other parts of the fiscalconditions of all Americans as among and Senate Republican leadership on

May 15. The agreement put on paperthe principal tasks of government.” He year 1997 budget.
However, the bill may face a vetoquoted Franklin Roosevelt, asking, the details of the fiscal year 1998 bud-

get plan that the two sides agreed to“And what do we mean when we talk threat, because it also contains what
Joe Moakley (Mass.), the rankingabout the reduction of poverty? We two weeks earlier.

According to documents releasedmean the reduction of the causes of Democrat on the Rules Committee,
called a “poison pill,” the permanentpoverty. But today, we have lost our by the House and Senate Budget com-

mittees, the agreement will lead to away, stripping the most helpless continuing resolution that the Repub-
licans have been insisting on, thatamong us of desperately needed assis- balanced budget by the year 2002 and

extend the solvency of Medicare bytance, without taking the realistic steps would keep the government funded in
the event the Congress does not finishthat are necessary to offer gainful em- ten more years, and incorporates a

package of tax cuts that includes aployment to those who can make their all the appropriations bills before the
end of the fiscal year on Sept. 30. Thatown way.” $500 per child tax credit, cuts in capital

gains and estate taxes, and a collegeWellstone singled out for attack provision was added by an amendment
sponsored by George Gekas (R-Pa.)the Mandevillean notion that private tuition tax credit insisted upon by Pres-

ident Clinton, all of which will add upvices make for public virtues. He said, and was approved by a straight party-
line vote of 227-197.“The framers [of the U.S. Constitu- to about $250 billion. It reduces total

Federal spending growth by $961 bil-tional system] warned that the bound- One of the other big issues was
funding for the Women, Infants, andaries between economic and political lion over ten years, and reduces

growth in non-defense discretionarypower must be strictly guarded against Children (WIC) nutrition program.
The House bill originally providedthe ascendancy of what Madison spending to about 0.5% per year.

In a press conference announcingcalled faction, or what we know as spe- only $38 million for WIC, but this
was increased to $76 million with ancial economic interest. . . . This is a the agreement on May 16, Senate Bud-

get Committee Chairman Pete Do-warning that public power must re- amendment, approved by an over-
whelming vote of 338-89, sponsoredstrain the natural tendencies of private menici (R-N.M.) said that all the items

that both sides agreed were prioritypower to aggrandize itself.” by a group that included Republicans
Marge Roukema (N.J.), Frank RiggsWellstone concluded by announc- spending items “will be implemented

as priority items.” The remainder ofing that he would be touring the coun- (Calif.), and Jack Quinn (N.Y.). (In
fact, the procedural vote required be-try, beginning with the Mississippi the spending is to be handled by the

Appropriations subcommittees “asRiver Delta, as Robert Kennedy did fore the bill could go to debate was
delayed because of a dispute over who30 years ago, “to observe the face of they see fit.”

Both the House and Senate movedpoverty, not from behind a Senate should get credit for that particular
amendment.) The day after the billdesk, but in the streets, villages, and quickly after the agreement was an-

nounced. The Senate Budget Commit-neighborhoods of those in distress. I was approved, the House passed a
motion to instruct the House membershope to dramatize their plight and to tee approved a resolution on May 19,

and the House voted up a budget reso-reveal for our fellow citizens the face of the conference committee to insist
on the House provision, because theof poverty as it exists today.” lution on May 20.
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National News

but it’s the coordination with the host to testify.
Ironically evoking the medieval doc-country.”

Citing the case of Mexico, Hollings con- trine, that persons accused of witchcraft
must submit to torture until they confess,tinued, “I wouldn’t countenance five mi-Washington State says,

nutes of a Mexican agent coming up here to Kennedy declared, “The question for thefood urgent for N. Korea enforce the law on drugs. And why should court is how much more public torture will
we cause to be inflicted on Susan McDougalMexico, in turn, countenance any DEAWashington State’s Secretary of State Ralph

[Drug Enforcement Administration] agents before we say: ‘Enough! The witch will notMunro, following a week-long trip to North
or otherwise running around Mexico enforc- confess?’ ”Korea, has issued a call for the international
ing laws? It makes them look like a second- Her brother, Jim Henley, replying tocommunity to act quickly to help keep mil-
rate country. It’s the arrogance of the United messages of support sent to McDougal dur-lions of Koreans from dying of starvation
States. I happen to agree with Mexico on that ing her 300 days in prison, has written that,this summer. “The country is out of food,
point.” Hollings added that the primary role for her “crime of silence,” she remains “inthere is hunger everywhere,” he said. Munro
of intelligence-gathering overseas should an isolation cell in a jail for violent criminals,said he was “shocked” to learn that a group
remain with the CIA, “not with FBI agents the Sybil Brand Institute in Los Angeles.of schoolchildren who sang for him were not
running around.” Susan is steadfast in her belief that the inves-3 to 5 years old, but were actually between

Attorney General Janet Reno responded tigation by Kenneth Starr is not interested inthe ages of 6 and 9, and showing signs of
that the CIA is not trained to develop evi- the truth. . . .stunting due to malnutrition.
dence that is admissible in U.S. courts. “Susan has served the longest sentenceThe May 9 Seattle Post-Intelligencer
“When a man can sit in his kitchen in St. of anyone charged by the State of Arkansasprinted more than two pages on the North
Petersburg, Russia,” she said, “and steal by for civil contempt. She remains locked-Korean famine, and the potential for serious
his computer from a bank in New York City, down in an area of the jail reserved for mur-destabilization or war. The coverage also
we have got to have a law enforcement ca- derers and child abusers—and they haveemphasized how the lives of every Wash-
pacity that can make sure that those people more privileges to move around, see visitors,ington State resident would be affected. In
are held.” or go outside than she does. Susan has beenaddition to tens of thousands of military

Hollings interrupted her to ask if “we subjected to strip searches, shackled, hand-personnel who would be the first to ship
should have an FBI officer there, ready at St. cuffed to a filthy toilet, and even denied theout in a crisis, more than 700,000 of the
Petersburg . . . to arrest him?” Hollings said right to participate in religious services orstate’s 2.8 million jobs are directly or indi-
that the State Department has the primary have a Bible.”rectly dependent upon international trade.
responsibility for terrorism overseas. “AndSouth Korea is the second largest trading
I’m trying to get that coordination becausepartner in the world for Washington, after
that goes right to the heart of the foreignJapan.
policy of the United States. We’re trying to
make friends. We’re trying to hold some alli- Legalized gambling nowances together. But we’re not going to do it
if we have that FBI agent roaming around in a $500 billion operation
St. Petersburg looking for crime.” The rapid spread of U.S. state lotteries, li-Sen. Hollings objects to

censed casinos, and related forms of legal-FBI’s global police role ized gambling, has led to an explosion in
the amount of money wagered—from $17Sen. Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.) raised strong

objections to the posting of increasing num- billion in 1974, to $330 billion in 1992, to
over $500 billion in 1995, according to vari-bers of FBI agents overseas, during a Senate Motionsubmittedto free

Appropriations Committee hearing on ous estimates. Thirty-eight states now haveSusanMcDougal fromjailcounter-terrorism on May 13. Much of the lotteries; and casino gambling is legal in 23
states, putting 75% of the U.S. populationhearing was devoted to explanations by the An attorney for Whitewater victim Susan

McDougal filed papers in Federal court inheads of the FBI, Justice Department, and within 300 miles of a casino.
The Council on Compulsive GamblingCIA about how well they are all coordinating Little Rock, Arkansas on May 19, arguing

that she should be released from jail, wheretheir counter-terrorism efforts. of New Jersey, which maintains a nation-
wide help hotline, reports that in 1995, callsDuring his round of questions, Hollings she is being held for contempt of court—

aside from her conviction in the Whitewatersaid that there is a “misplaced coordination” to the hotline increased 86%; that the aver-
age gambling debt of the callers wasregarding overseas operations. Citing his witch-hunt—because she has refused to tes-

tify or cooperate with Whitewater specialown experience with the CIA in the 1950s, $28,315, compared with an average annual
income of $33,410; and that 11% of the call-and then with the FBI, he said that the prob- prosecutor Kenneth Starr. Attorney Michael

Kennedy argued that McDougal has enduredlem of coordination is not “the coordination ers were unemployed—the second-highest
“occupational” category after sales. Statebetween the love-in that the director of the conditions as harsh as any inmate in

America, yet she stands firm in her refusalCIA and the director of the FBI are having, lotteries, widely promoted as a quick fix for
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Briefly

THE ALABAMA STATE legisla-
ture voted on May 19 to create a joint

budget deficits, pay an average of only 34¢ portation system.” interim committee to study a $300
in revenue for every dollar wagered. Some “Maglev is not the next generation of million “Black Belt Infrastructure
of the states have also been caught timing high-speed rail,” the letter declares. It is an Development Project,” with funding
their lottery advertising blitzes to coincide entirely new mode of transportation, due to from a securities transfer tax. The
with the mailing of Social Security and wel- its top speed of 350 miles per hour; rapid plan would build and repair roads,
fare checks. acceleration and deceleration, which allows sewers, and water systems in Ala-

State lotteries, moreover, are run by pri- for more frequent stops; climbing, tilting, bama’s 10 poorest counties, rural ar-
vate corporations, whose directors are typi- and turning capabilities which enable it to eas with a predominantly African-
cally drawn from the ranks of Anglo-Dutch adapt to existing rights-of-way; and sepa- American population, where the av-
and Wall Street financiers. According to the rately powered vehicles, which will maxim- erage unemployment rate is 12%.
May 19 issue of the New Republic, the board ize point-to-point service. The advisory

group recommends that two or three pilotof GTECH Holdings Corp., of West Green- PRESIDENT CLINTON declared
wich, Rhode Island, which operates 29 of projects be built, which could later be ex- that a vaccine against AIDS should be
the 38 state lotteries, includes Britain’s Lord tended to form networks of maglev sys- science’s “first great triumph of the
Moore of Lower Marsh, a member of the tems—at least one each for the Atlantic and 21st century,” during his May 18
Queen’s Privy Council and a former cabinet Pacific coasts. commencement address at Morgan
minister (1987-89), who chairs several The advisory committee’s letter states State University in Maryland. Clinton
Crédit Suisse investment subsidiaries as that the projects should give “the new mode announced that a new AIDS vaccine
well. The GTECH roster also features An- the national visibility necessary to provide research center will be created within
thony Ruys, a member of the executive the foundation for a major new Federal pro- the National Institutes of Health, to
board of Heineken; a chairman of a subsid- gram.” Some members of the committee develop such a vaccine within ten
iary of the Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette in- have been fighting for this visibility for years.
vestment bank; and a former official of R.H. nearly 20 years.
Macy & Co. EXECUTIONS IN TEXAS are at

a record pace under Gov. George W.
Bush. Daily executions scheduled for
May 19-22 pushed this year’s total to
23, already topping the record of 19,Shutdown of Ex-Im Bank
set during all of 1995. The judicialAdvisory panel says U.S. could cost 600,000 jobs bloodbath follows a recent ruling bymust fund maglev systems Efforts by the Conservative Revolutionaries the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals,
upholding a state law designed toThe Clinton administration’s Maglev Advi- in Congress to shut down the U.S. Export-

Import Bank by not renewing its charter,sory Committee, appointed to help design limit the appeals process.
a U.S. program for magnetic levitation rail could deal a major blow to the U.S. econ-

omy, according to a report by the Economicsystems, has recommended that Federal AMERICAN JEWISH groups are
reducing their financial support to Is-funds be provided to finance pilot projects Strategy Institute released on May 13. The

report projects the United States would losefor the revolutionary transportation technol- rael. The San Francisco Jewish Fed-
eration will cut its annual contribu-ogy. The committee’s formal report will be $40 billion in trade, $119 billion in Gross

Domestic Product, $23.9 billion in tax reve-submitted in June, but Transportation Secre- tion this year from $6 million to $5
million—reportedly in response to antary Rodney Slater had asked for an earlier nue, and 600,000 jobs in the next ten years,

without the Ex-Im Bank’s credits and loansindication of their recommendations, be- Israeli bill to make Orthodoxy the
only recognized form of Judaism.cause debate has begun on reauthorization to assist U.S. international trade.

In response to a reporter’s questionof the six-year Surface Transportation Act. Jewish federations in Boston, New-
ark, Cleveland, and several FloridaNone of its current versions provides fund- about the motives of the bank’s opponents,

Lawrence Chimerine, one of the authors ofing for maglev demonstration. cities are also cutting donations to the
United Jewish Appeal.A May 1 letter to Secretary Slater from the new study, slammed their penny-wise,

pound-foolish mentality: “What motivatesthe Maglev Advisory Committee, made
available to EIR, reminds the secretary that the argument by the critics, I think, in some U.S. DRUG POLICY Director

Gen. Barry McCaffrey told the U.S.the Federal government has played a “cata- cases—in most cases, it’s pure ideology.
As I said earlier, a lot of the people welytic” and decisive role in introducing new Conference of Mayors on May 20,

“We’re not going to arrest our way”modes of transportation technology in the spoke to, who criticize the bank, in many
cases, they don’t even know what the bankUnited States, for waterways, rail systems, out of the drug problem. He decried

the growth in the nation’s prison pop-Federal highways, and airports. It points out does! How they operate. Why they exist.
How long have they been here? So, again,that airportflight delays and congested high- ulation, which now exceeds the size

of the U.S. military forces.ways “remind us continually that we are as I said, it is a combination of budget
and ideology.”straining the capacity of our present trans-
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Editorial

The media are protecting George Bush

The national news media have recently been full of duct U.S. covert operations, and he placed Vice Presi-
dent Bush in charge of the entire covert operationsgloating coverage of a recent editorial in the San Jose

Mercury News, by the newspaper’s editor, acknowledg- agenda of his administration. Bush ran the Central
America program, including the Contra cocaine con-ing that there were some flaws in an August 1996 series

of articles by reporter Gary Webb. But before the folks nection, using his chief national security adviser Donald
Gregg, ex-CIA officer Felix Rodrı́guez, North, and oth-at the New York Times, Washington Post, and Los

Angeles Times break out the champagne, let’s review ers. Reliable eyewitness accounts, such as those of El
Salvador-based Drug Enforcement Administrationthe facts.

Last August, Webb authored a three-part series of agent Celerino Castillo, fully corroborated the Bush
chain of command over the Contra cocaine pipeline,articles, titled “Dark Alliance,” which documented the

role of several California-based Nicaraguan Contra of- including the relevant Meneses-Blandón-Ross Los
Angeles distribution ring.ficials in spreading crack cocaine on the streets of South

Central Los Angeles during the early 1980s, in league The EIR Special Report warned that the idea that
“the CIA” was behind the Contra-crack cocaine con-with a prominent local drug dealer, “Freeway” Ricky

Ross. The Webb series traced the ties of the two Contra nection was dead wrong, and anyone peddling that line
was covering up for George Bush. Unfortunately, evenofficials, Danilo Blandón and Norwin Meneses, to Nic-

araguan Democratic Forces (FDN) military commander Rep. Maxine Waters (D-Calif.) continued to focus her
attention on the CIA.Col. Enrique Bermudez.

As EIR reported at the time, Webb’s series contrib- The editorial by the editor of the San Jose Mercury
News acknowledging that there were some flaws in theuted an important, added element, to the already-volu-

minous body of evidence assembled by Sen. John Kerry Webb series, was not a repudiation of Webb’s work—
any more than the EIR report was a repudiation of the(D-Mass.), Iran-Contra Independent Counsel Lawrence

Walsh, and prosecutors of Lt. Col. Oliver North and solid investigative work done by Webb. The Mercury
News had come under intensive attack, led by the Newothers, proving that the Contras were heavily financed

through cocaine trafficking. The series provoked a fire- York Times, Washington Post, and Los Angeles Times,
for daring to publish the Contra cocaine story. Each ofstorm of news coverage, Congressional hearings, and

public protests. Then-CIA Director John Deutch held a those papers published thousands of words of copy, at-
tempting to trash the Webb series, using the most shal-town meeting in Los Angeles, to answer the charges.

Both the CIA’s and the Department of Justice’s inspec- low of journalistic tricks. They are guilty of staging an
all-out cover-upof the roleofGeorgeBush in thebiggesttors general opened investigations. Their findings are

due to be released this summer. drug scandal of the 1980s! Compared to that perfidy,
Webb’s errors of omission are of minor consequence.But, Webb’s articles contained one serious flaw,

which EIR immediately corrected with the release of a At the end of EIR’s Special Report, the authors pub-
lished an 18-page drug-kingpin indictment against BushSeptember 1996 Special Report, “Would a President

Bob Dole Prosecute Drug Super-Kingpin George and others, based solely on government documents and
court records. That indictment was blacked out by allBush?” Webb linked the Meneses-Blandón-Ross crack

cocaine operations to the CIA. The EIR Special Report of the major daily newspapers, despite its wide circula-
tion in Washington and around the world. However,proved, in fact, that the Contra guns-for-drugs operation

was directed out of the White House by then-Vice Presi- there is no statute of limitations on those charges.
George Bush remains a free man, despite the evidencedent George Bush. Under Executive Order 12333 and

National Security Decision Directive 3, President that he helped usher in the “crack decade.” That is the
real issue here.Reagan authorized the use of privatized assets to con-
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